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PREFACE.
C h a n g e is a necessary result of motion. Viewed in all the appear
ances of human activity, lifo presents a vivid picture of ever-varying
objects and scenes, whose beauties and deformities excite in the beholder
mingling emotions of admiration and disgust. A true position, however,
is essential to correct observation. The benign influence of light and
freedom is necessary to designate the true character and condition of the
objects that excite the attention. Comprehending, then, the whole of
human realities and circumstances, as far as is possible to the contem
plating mind of man, we ask a candid investigation of the following
pages, which will, we trust, afford not only interest in their perusal, but
light to direct the sincere inquirer into the paths of true happiness, and
guide to a more familiar acquaintance with those celestial beings who,
as our “ elder brethren,’’ continually “ minister” to earth’s inhabitants,
as a part of that common family whoso origin is the earth, but whose
destiny is to be increasingly glorious amid the “ circling spheres” of the
“ better country.”
The writer of the following discourses disclaims their authorship—he
only considers himself a channel, a Medium, or an amanuensis for the
dictating spirit. A few years since the writer was a traveling minister
of the Methodist Episcopal Church. Subsequent to my development as
a spiritual medium, the hand of religious persecution was raised against
mo, which resulted in pay excommunication from long-cherished associ
ations. This course, on the part of the Church, I do not now regret, for
the freedom from sectarian restraint is abundant compensation for all
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sacrifices, w hile a delightful intercourse w ith the “ spirits of ju s t men
made perfect” gives to life a double charm , arid w hile united w ith a
common brotherhood of terrestrial and celestial beings, death has been
reft of its power, and the grave of its victory.
The manner in which the following pages were obtained is as follows :
1. By the request of the Spiritual A uthor the w ork w as commenced.
2. The process of w riting w as by the influx of th e communications
while the mind remained in a passive state, and a t th e sam e tim e the
hand was controlled to w rite according to the dictation.

T hus, by influ

ence from the “ spirit-land,” the w riter is im pelled to present to the
public the present volume as the unpretending herald of a higher and
more glorious era th a t has already commenced to shed its heavenly rays
for the illum ination and regeneration of hum anity.
R . P . W il s o n .

INTRODUCTION
I n presenting the following discourses to the Christian world, I sub
mit no other apology than an ardent desire to advance the best interests
of mankind, and to elevate the thoughts and regulate the affections of
those who may be influenced by their perusal. The happy period has
now arrived when the curtains that have hidden from man’s vision tho
realities of the Spirit-world may be drawn aside by the hands of “ min
istering spirits,” and when the nearness and correspondence of the
celestial regions to the earthly home of our terrestrial brothers, may bo
more clearly revealed than heretofore. The ever-changing and purify

ing influences that circulate throughout the entire realms of infinitude
have at length advanced a portion of tho human family to a position of
exaltation where the descending rays of Truth from the upper spheres,
commingling with the longing desires of humanity, send forth a healing
influence, and expanding the germ of earthly happiness, invite its aspi
rations toward the serene joys of the heavenly inheritance.
While the geological formations of the earth’s surface were going for
ward, the sun’s rays could not, for a long period, pierce the atmosphere,
which was then too dense to permit his magnetic effulgence to find ac
cess to the inner nucleus. Still the influence of the central luminary
was felt long ere the lightless earth awoke to a consciousness of its de
rived existence.

So it has been with earth’s inhabitants.

Multiplied

centuries rolled on, and commingling with the eternal past, brought no
news to earth’s children of a future and endless being. The great and
eternal principle of advancement, however, continued its ceaseless pro-
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cess of refinement and purification, ■which ultimately “ prepared the
way” for the influx of Spiritual light and wisdom. Gradually as the
rising sun dispels the shadow of the earth and beautifies external nature
did the increasing influence of the Second Sphere, the rising sun of
spiritual light, shed forth the beams of a higher life, and by its attract
ing power the aspirations of humanity ascended to a more elevated posi
tion, and awoke to a consciousness of a future and glorious continuance
of being.
Referring again to the condition of the earth when geological forma•tions were advancing, preparatory to the introduction of animated exist
ence, it may be observed that the atmosphere surrounding the earth
passed through successive changes, and formed different strata, as indis
pensable requisites for a proper regulation of the circulating forces and
agencies, that were -destined to act directly on the earth, and form a
connecting bond between the terrestrial and spiritual spheres.

The

dark, dense clouds th at hung over the earth like a pall for ages, were
ultimately separated by the expanding influences of solar action and
revolution.

These interstices, however, were at first of short duration j

but unceasing action gradually developed conditions that permitted the
sun’s rays to pass unobstructed, save through the ordinary vapory atmos
pheric formations.

This illustration, drawn from geological formations

and conditions, will serve to elucidate spiritual progress, and exhibit the
gradual unfolding of conditions favorable to intercommunication be
tween the earth and the spirit-world.
1
Intercourse has thus been opened between the inhabitants of the world
and the dwellers of the invisible spheres above. The earth has, for
many centuries, not been without witnesses of spiritual communication,
but such communications.haye. occurred at different times, and have been
interrupted by unequal intervals. The time has now arrived, however,
when the intercourse between the earth and the upper spheres will be
uninterrupted; the conditions of intercommunication have attained such
a state, th at no future obstacles can prevent the, to many, joyful privi
lege of celestial association.
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IX

It will be observed that in dictating the following pages I have chosen
a variety of topics that most deeply interest the whole human family.
I have purposely studied brevity, in order to introduce a greater number
of subjects for the consideration of inquiring minds, and their guidance
into those peaceful and purifying influences for which they so ardently
seek.
I am aware of the many adverse influences against which the present
spiritual manifestations have to contend. But as this opposition arises
from the undeveloped state of the multitude, and from the fears and su
perstitions of mankind, although it may retard for a while the advance
ment of many, yet it will not prevent the inhabitants of the spiritual
world from continually exerting their utmost influence in rescuing their
earthly brothers from the mental and spiritual bondage in which they
now groan.
The cry of “ infidelity” has already been sent forth to frighten the
timid, and awaken suspicion in the minds of the unthinking multitude.
But what is the nature of the “ infidelity” that descends from the celes
tial spheres, and produces so mighty a conflict among the inhabitants of
the earth ? Is the intelligence of the spirit-world arrayed against Truth ?
Do we decry any known principles ? Do spirits attempt to negative any
established facts. either in physical or spiritual science ? Is not Truth
eternal? Are not principles immortal? Opposition, then, from all
sources, to those things which are in their nature immutable, can be of
no avail. Truth, wherever found, should be sacred to men and angels.
Men may dismiss their fears concerning the permanency of truth.
“ The eternal years of God are hers,”

and no change can destroy or diminish the beauty and power of immor
tal principles. As truth was never created, popular applause or dissent
can not materially affect its irresistible influence and divine agency.
It is often said that spirits oppose the Bible, and therefore they are
chargeable .with infidelity. To this charge I would simply say, in this
connection, Ifk t no intelligent spirit will oppose truth wherever found,
nor assent to error, however sacred may be considered its sources. In
1*
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the Bible, a ■work partly •written under Spirit influence, there are many
truths and principles unfolded that have their foundation resting upon
an immovable basis of indestructible materials.
In the investigation of this book, the human mind is necessarily com
pelled to exercise the faculty of reason; and such is the nature of mind
that it instinctively rejects whatever is unsuited to its practical compre
hension. Thus should the Scriptures be considered; for all things
properly understood are revelations from God. The tender grass, the
blooming flower, the giant oak, and waving pine are Divine manifesta
tions on a certain plane of development. In all the subordinate realms
of Nature, man is taught to exercise his reasoning powers; and why
should credulity in more elevated circles of knowledge assume the pre
rogatives of the developed understanding? Mankind should exercise
their discriminating powers, not only in judging the physical, but also
in deciding upon all spiritual phenomena. Man’s reason is God’s inte
rior likeness impressed upon his most essential and spiritual being. Let
the powers of ratiocination, then, be properly unfolded and exercised;
for humanity has little to hope from credulity, but much from investi
gation.
We trust that the reader of the following pages will not only examine
“ whether these things are so,” but faithfully and practically exemplify
the high claims of the truths presented, by a life of unwearied diligence
and virtuous pursuits. Then, and only then, will the errors of the past
he laid aside, and the light and truth from the future abode of humanity
descend to hear him company, and welcome his approach to the glorious
realities of the Spirit’s higher life.
Stxphex Olxh.
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God, the original Cause, in forming the Universe, con
structed it upon a systematical plan of universal brother
hood. The All-Comprehending and All-Embracing Mind
of the Universe is one “fro m everlasting to everlasting.”
In producing an external manifestation of himself, of his
skill and power, I I e himself was the only Copy or Measure
which could be followed. Hence his own Imago is im
pressed upon all things, visible and invisible. Ilis work
is perfect. Nevertheless, the outer manifestation is imper
fect or inferior in comparison to the more interior essences
and principles. Still, every department of the Creator's
work is perfectly adapted to accomplish the end or use for
which it was instituted. I said that God is one. This
Unity, however, is a union of eternal P rinciples —of Love,
"Wisdom, and Will. These principles in absolute Perfection,
coexist in the Divine Mind, producing E ternal H armony.
One of the elements or essences of the All-Perfect Father
is "Will, or the Principle of Energy or Circulation. Hence
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will at once appear. Can tlio fruits of tho oartli n
life without the agency of the stomach ? Can tho li
parting atmosphere act upon the human organism \v
the aid of tho lungst Can vitality circulate throughoi
entire system without the medium of veins, arteries
nerves f The conclusion, then, is unmistakably true, tl
order to produce any given effect, not only is a corresj
ing cause necessary, but that it is equally important that
should bo a connecting medium uniting the former t
latter. In the light of this truth wo may now considc
agencies by which disembodied spirits and angels pass
world to world and system to system throughout
dominions of the Universal Father.
Look out from your position on earth, on some bea
evening, in the direction of the sidereal heavens, and yoi
demonstrate to your sense of perception that there is a
faction of tilings far as human vision can penetrate; and
man s interior powers of sight fully unfolded, the sam
pervading substance would be discovered. For it is subs
that greets your eye. This substance, so attenuated, is L
which not only surrounds the shining orbs, but as an
pervading atmosphere interpenetrates all space from sj
to sphere, from system to system, and from univers
universe. Light is an electrical emanation produced bj
action of tho sun's rays upon tho all-pervading eleetricit
the universe. The dem ent of dectricity, by its cons
motion, becomes refined and passes away from tho diffe
earths, constituting an all-pervading atmosphere know]
earth by the name of magnetism, but in the superior sph
by the name of tho I k or PatUAea principle. Again
Pantheaprinciple, by its constant activity, eliminates a'
more refined or sp irit principle, which is omni-preva
throughout tho universe.
*
An inquiry may arise here, W hat Is the source of el*
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city which is continually passing away from the earthsphere and losing itself in the vast expanse of immensity)
The answer to this question is, that the mineral and central
portions of the different planets or earths constitute the
different sources. It will be evident to the reflecting mind,
that a t some future time these elements of supply will be
exhausted in the different planets. This is true; yet Avast
eternity, so to speak, will elapse ere this will occur. 'When
it does take place, it will be in the divinely-ordered course
of progression. But when all external planetary forms
shall pass away, nothing will be lost; the vast residuum
will be refined and reconstructed upon a still higher plane
of formation.
The philosophic mind will again inquire, “ If light is an
electrical emanation caused by an elimination of the son’s
rays, will not the sun itself also exhaust its productive
power in projecting its rays?” Yes, this great magnetic
center of attractive influence and diffusive power, after it
has accomplished its purpose as the central Heart of the
solar system, will cease to pulsate and project its life-giving
beams—but not until those beams are no more needed by
the planetary system. Light, I have already remarked, is an
electrical emanation; it is produced by the sun’s rays coming
in contact with the electrical atmosphere, or, in other words,
it is the union of magnetic and electrical particles uniting
with such great rapidity that by the friction produced light
is evolved.
Thus it will be perceived that there are three universally
diffused elements permeating all substances and interpene
trating all space—Electricity, Magnetism, and the SpiritPrinciple. The connection of these all-surrounding atmos
pheres with the subject of spiritual intercourse will appear
in the sequel. Before we proceed, however, to a further
elucidation of the principal theme of this discourse, it may
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be well to remark briefly on several incidental circumstances
connected with this subject. It is a universally acknowl
edged truth, that every natural want has its corresponding
supply. This law is applicable to every faculty of man’s
nature. Now man’s spiritual nature constitutes the highest
department of his being; and it is reasonable to suppose,
that, as man’s physical nature has its appropriate gratifica
tions, so also has his spiritual. Again, as the intellectual
faculties have their wants duly supplied in the sphere of
scientific truths, so also the spiritual faculties are adapted
to, and are supplied by, the sphere of spiritual truths and
principles.
The physical nature of man is nourished by the fruits of
the earth; the intellectual by those truths and principles
and scientific developments discovered in part by the. ex
ternal senses, and partly by interior development of the
perceptive faculties; while the realm of spiritual growth
and enjoyment is more interior and of a more refined nature.
Each department of man’s being has also its own sphere or
plane of communion. The physical communes with its ,
counterpart in external nature; the intellect with tru th ; the
spiritual, with principles, and each department with individ
uals of like character and development.
Again, association is a natural and ever-enduring impulse
or want, existing in the bosom of humanity. Every being
longs for communion with its kind, every atom, even, seeks
its congenial associate. Now, this great law of association,
as it unites individuals and societies, nations and worlds,
forms an indissoluble bond, uniting by its attractive influence
all hearts into one universal brotherhood. And there is no I
power in the universe that can or will sever these divine
bonds of affection. Distance, time, and death may unite
their influence, but will try in vain to break asunder the
ties of this universal brotherhood, or sever these bonds of
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affection. When death separates the visible from the invis
ible, the spirit from the form, the cords of love continue to
bind the departed to those left on the earth, and the same
affectionate feeling unites those remaining in the body to
the friends who have passed into the Spirit-world. Follow
to the grave the bereaved and lonely mother—witness the
gushing tears and the heaving breast—contemplate the
protracted sadness of her sorrowful heart, as she dwells upon
the thought that her beloved child is thus prematurely
severed from her loved embrace, and then ask yourself, is
there not a great need that some means of intercourse be
opened between the earth and the Spirit-world—that the
gushing fountain may be stayed, the mourning comforted,
and the realities of the spirit-life be unfolded to mankind?
Positive and negative forces are principles everywhere
existing throughout universal nature. This law unites
atoms and worlds, and binds God to the universe. It is
through this agency that man can communicate with man,
and spirit with spirit. Through this agency also, spirits
that have left the form can impress their own thoughts
upon minds yet in the body. The question now naturally
arises, how is this possible? We answer: First, Spirits who
lea/oe the earth, can return by the same medium through
which they leave. This medium is electricity, the principle
or agency of the external motion of all things, and all
beings. Secondly, when any spirit is near the earth, it can,
if the conditions are favorable, connect itself with the me
dium through whom intercourse is possible (and it may be
possible to all). This is accomplished by the positive spirit
uniting itself to the negative or passive medium, and im
pressing the receiving mind. Again, communications may
be received from spirits when they are at, a great distance
from the earth, acting upon the electrical atmosphere tele
graphically. Can men converse on earth thousands of miles

8
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apart, by the earthly telegraph? and can not spirits by
means of a corresponding celestial instrumentality ? Which
is the most reasonable to suppose, that God, in the construc
tion of the universe, has left no means of communication
for his children, or that ho has given to all of his offspring
the means of reciprocal approach and friendship ?
Spirit communication is not only possible, but necessary.
It is necessary, first, because it is natural; and what is natu
ral, as a divine institution, must exist. Again, whatever is
natural, must be the result of eternal law. Reciprocal com
munion, then, is but the result of unoriginated law, and is
proof of universally diffused essences and principles. Spirit
communication, then, being a natural result of immutable
law, it follows that such a method of intercourse dates far
back into the unsearchable realms of the past. This is a
truth perceived with clearer light by the spirit’s perceptions
than is possible to the inhabitants of the earth.
Some will say that spirits can not, and do not, commune
with thei^ brothers in the rudimental sphere. Such an as
sumption arises from ignorance of the past, and also of the
present. The laws of Nature, or the laws of God, operate
first upon the lowest plane of existence in the embryo state
•>f formation ; and as the thing formed assumes a more ele
vated plane of development, another law, of a more refining
nature, assumes the control of the forming elements, con
tinuing the process until life is visible; and still the process
continues, ever elevating and expanding the being—the
world—the system—and thus progression is seen to be a
law of eternal activity. Ever since death removed the first
human beings from visible connection with the earth, have
spirits returned to reunite themselves with the loved whom
they left behind. As in infancy and early childhood it is
difficult for impressions to be made, so of the earth-chil
dren in the first stages of their development; for earth is
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yet in its childhood state. Nevertheless, in different
ages there have been some impressible persons through
whom the Spirit-world could convey messages of love and
wisdom, while all could receive some impressions, although
unknown to them. It is the case at present; many, it is
true—more than at any previous age of the world—are me
diums through whom spirits can communicate by various
m eans; yet the great mass of mankind are so taken up with
necessary and selfish pursuits, that it will require much time
to bring all men into immediate spirit-intercourse before
they leave the earth.
Again, secondly: This means of communication is neces
sary to promote the progression of mankind. It is a prin
ciple of universal application, and hence is a general law,
that the more enlightened and highly advanced aid those
who are in circles below them. This law is seen on earth.
To whom do the needy extend their hands for aid? To
whom do the ignorant look for intelligence and counsel ?
These questions need no answer from us. The Spirit-world
is constructed on the principle of progressive development.
There are in the second sphere, circles adapted to all condi
tions of advancement for the children of earth. From the
more elevated circles of this sphere, wisdom and love de
scend to the earth to attract its inhabitants to elevated pur
suits and permanent enjoyments.
. Happiness is the result of well-directed activity and
harmonious development. The law obedience to which
produces happiness, is the law of u s e . T o do good is the
golden rule o f the unwerse. It is the means by which
enjoyment is obtained. On this principle the Universal
Realm of Existence is founded. Hence, as there will be
Eternal Progression, the advanced will ever experience the
truth that it is better to give than to receive.” An intuitive
evidence that spirits can recede from and return to the earth,
1*
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is manifest from the fact that every spirit possesses the power
of locomotion. This principle is inherent in the immortal
soul.
Again, it may be added that disembodied spirits are
conscious that they do hold intercourse with their earthfriends, and many on earth are equally confident that they
receive communications, by their hand being controlled in
writing, and their minds impressed in speaking.
Having thus dwelt at length on the subject involved in
the words of Christ commencing this discourse, it will not
be necessary to further elucidate the present theme at this
time. The latter part of this passage may, however, receive
a passing notice. It is asserted that angels will “ ascend
and descend, upon the Son o f mom” From the latter ex
pression, some may infer that the distinguished privilege
of receiving communications from celestial messengers was
to be confined to the person of Jesus. This conclusion can
not be inferred from the text, nor from any authentic record
in existence. It is contradicted by facts from that time to
the present. It may rather be considered propTietic of Uni
versal spiritual intercourse, inasmuch as the expression
“ heaven opened” implies a progressed state of humanity,
when without hindrance the portals of the skies shall hail
with gladness visions of the ascending spirit. I t also pro
claims the truth, glorious for humanity, that the light, love,
and wisdom of the upper spheres shall descend to cheer
and bless the earth. It shows also that earth’s inhabitants
will soon progress to such a plane of development, that they
will receive with gladness the instructions and influences
that will be communicated by messengers of Light—“ an
innumerable multitude, that no man can number.”
Looking forward and tracing earth’s future destiny, I see
the columns and towers of superstition give way before tho
advancing tide of truth, that pours its incessant influence
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upon all minds, and is penetrating all hearts. Again, I see
majestic forms of exceeding beauty occupying the former
habitations of darkness and cruelty. “ The wolf dwells
with the lamb—the leopard lies down with the kid—right
eousness covers the earth”—peace spreads her ensigns of
tranquillity, and the banner of friendship floats as one wide
spread ensign of affection, from pole to pole.
If this be the result of a union between heaven and earth,
why, in the name of humanity’s prosperity, are the means—
the only
accomplish this result—so violently op
posed—opposed, too, by the pretended advocates of spiritual
intercourse—the professed guardians of celestial truth ?
Long, long have the churches been toiling to redeem and
elevate the w orld; yet how slow the progress! And why
is this? Has the Church the keys of spiritual light and
darkness? Can she control the agencies of heaven and
earth ? W hy has it not been done ? But has not earth
rather chained the Church to the iron stake of immovability ?
W hy do reforms among mankind generally commence out
side of the communion of the Church, if she is true to her
duty ? The spiritual Zion must arise and shine in heaven’s
own light, or her darkness will become more visible. Errors
that weigh like an incubus must be laid aside, ere her chariot
wheels can move with divine velocity. Away with bigotry
and superstitious dread—Venture upon the all-embracing
principles of universal brotherhood, and let the expanding
benevolence of the great heart of Christendom pulsate in
unison with the divinity that dwells in the inner being of
every immortal spirit. Then shall the benignant smiles of
the impartial and all-comprehending Father rest upon the
messengers of peace, and beautify the multitudes of earth
with heaven’s celestial drapery.
In concluding our present interview, it may be well to
enumerate the conclusions to which we have arrived. We
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have seen that there are three universally diffused elements
or principles, of as many degrees of refinement. The first, or
electrical atmosphere, serves to impart motion and external
vitality, and is the great medium of locomotion for all worlds,
systems, and beings in the universe. The second, or mag
netic element, is the internal vital substance that affords a
medium for the spirit’s communion with spirit, in all worlds,
and constitutes the middle or intermediate element of the
spiritual body, and unites all external substances to the
central life within. The third, or spirit-jffiWsiple, is the *
most refined of all elements, save the most interior life of
the immortal spirit, and the superlatively glorious and
ineffably brilliant Sensorium of Deity. This spirit-principle
is the medium of the immortal spirit—the highway of its
celestial passage. Fourthly, we have s6en that locomotion
is an essential property of the soul. An insatiable thirst
for knowledge and wisdom constantly urges it forward along
the ascending road of progression. Adapted to the wants
of the spirit, we have seen that the realm of the spirit’s loco
motive powers is immeasurable and perfectly fitted for its
activities. Fifthly, it has also been abundantly shown that
the w a n ts of man’s nature can only be satisfied with spiritintercourse ; because the affections of the soul are as much
attached to those who have departed the earthly life, as to
those who remain. Indeed, the fact that affection continues
to follow the ascending spirit, is proof that there is a me
dium along which these attachments travel. Sixthly, we
have shown that intercommunication is a law of the uni
verse, which is alike applicable to gross and refined matter,
to truths and principles. This circulation is essential to the
life of the whole Body of universal Being. The evidences
upon which spiritual intercourse is predicated, is addressed
to man’s external and internal senses, and there is not a
voice or emotion in the human divine constitution that
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does not echo to these witnesses and corroborate their de
clarations. In vain may ignorance sneer, or credulity to
the past utter its feeble denunciations against the eternal
laws of the universe; for no more can the light of noonday
be extinguished by closing the eye, than the descending rays
of heaven can be prevented from illuminating the darkness
and dispelling the gloom of earth.

DISCOURSE II.
(Ejlt i a r t j i l i j ittti s p i r i t u a l
"A n d th ere shall he one fold, and one shepherd."-e-JEsus.

T he unity of the human race can not he successfullydenied. Every thing, however, presented to human cre
dence, should be confirmed by sufficient evidence. The
great truth should be impressed upon the human under
standing, that, in order to obtain wisdom, or to arrive at
truth, the mind must be connected with agencies uniting
themselves to the truths or principles affirmed. It is.de
clared truly, that God “ hath made of one blood all nations
of men to dwell on all the face of the earth.” This asser
tion is made in connection with a knowledge of all the
facts necessary to arrive at the truth. The proposition,
that mankind are one in origin and destiny, shall now be
considered at length.
The following reasons are deemed sufficient to illustrate
and prove the unity of the human family: 1, Individuals,
of all nations of the earth, are constructed on the same
anatomical and physiological principles. Although there
are several varieties of the human species, yet they all man
ifest the godlike properties of intellectual perception and
reason. True, there are different degrees of develop
ment manifested among the nations of the earth, but
this circumstance is wholly owing to conditions over which
they had no power. 2. That all mankind were eliminated
or produced from the earth, is also affirmed, from the tact
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that the elemental s u b s t a n c e s that compose the h u m a n form
are contained in the animal, mineral, and vegetable king
doms below the plane of man’s development; and, as
man’s physical nature returns to the earth when the spirit
ual nature is liberated, this circumstance is additional
proof of a like genesis. 3. All tradition and revelation
points back, in the history of the past, to the s a m e truth.
4. It is a law of man’s nature to sympathize with his fellow -*,
man in all parts of the world, and were it not true that man
kind had a common origin, and are destined to a like end,
this affection could not exist. Hence, all the inhabitants
of the earth may look this truth full in the face, that all
IL—are “ of the earth, earthy,” with reference to their physical
Ivi nature.
Again, that a similar end awaits all the race of man,
iQo will appear from the following considerations: 1. A comI\ s mon origin indicates a common use. 2. As the cause that
f "" produced the human family must have had an original inten
tion in their formation, this intention can not be defeated.
3. This intention could be no other than the ultimate hap
piness of the whole human family; for as “ God is no
respecter of persons,” an opposite conclusion would be
derogatory to the divine character, and the common wants
of mankind. Indeed, a divine unity extends throughout all
the works of the Infinite Author of the universe. All sub
stances, elements, and principles manifest but one design
—the happiness of existence in the order of individual de
velopment. Hence, there are no separate interests in any
departments of universal dominion.
For the purpose of being better understood, we will treat,
as far as possible, the subjects of the earthly and spiritual
brotherhood separately.
The principle of selfishness, the lowest manifestation of
the love principle, when allowed to exert a controlling in-
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fluence in human action, will tend to isolation of interests,
and to secularize mankind. In proportion as man separates
his interests from his neighbors’, he does an injury not
only to his neighbor, but to himself; whereas a consoli
dation of individual interests in a general system of indi
vidual responsibilities, will equal the labors and increase
the comforts of each one. It is only as mankind embrace
^lie truth—the truth of a universal brotherhood—that t h e y
will unite their influence and concentrate their means in
forming attractive systems of mutual benefit. This great
truth is already embraced by some; yet the majority of
the human race practically deny it in action. Perceiving
the great importance of this truth in harmonizing the in
terests and elevating the pursuits of the inhabitants of t h e
earth, I may be permitted to present such facts, and e l u c i 
date such principles, as will aid in accomplishing the de
sired result; still other considerations may be presented,
illustrating the important truth that the human race forms
but .one brotherhood, whose origin is traceable to the same
source, and whose ultimate destiny will continue one through
the interminable duration of the circling spheres. As the
possession of a particular faculty is certain evidence that
there are objects to supply its wants, and as man possesses
a faculty of fraternal love, which extends into the realms
of universal being, embracing all sentient existences, it
may hence be assumed that that condition of universal and
sympathetic unity which alone can respond to its require
ments, must form an element in the designed constitution
of thingB.
The divinity in man is the uniting bond of this indissol
uble union, commencing on the earth, but perfected in the
reunion above. If this is a truth—a universal principle—
applicable to all worlds, how important that man should
connect himself with it, with all the earnestness of a living
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conviction, thus seeking the exemplification of a divinely
originated system!
Man in his d u a l nature (the physical and s p ir itu a l) is a
true representation of the earthly and spiritual brotherhood.
Man’s existence on earth combines these two states, and
may be considered in the relation of the “ natural” and
“ s p i r i t u a l ” man. This c o n s id e ra tio n , will a lso present the
unity of the race.
The physical nature of man corresponds to the physical
wants and supplies common to the race, while his spiritual
nature is a representative of this nature in the whole human
family. Both of these natures combined represent the
union existing between the earth and the Spirit-world.
For the sympathy between the physical and intellectual
natures of man is so intimate, that neither of these can
“ s u f f e r ” o r “ rejoiee” without reciprocation. This is true,
both as it relates to the whole and to a part of earth’s sor
row or joy; and the truth also holds in the connection
existing between this and the upper sphere. If a wanderer
is brought in triumph from the labyrinths of error and
folly, “ there is joy in heaven” at the success; or, if man
does not improve his p r iv i le g e s , and fulfill his relations to
his fellows and to his All-Merciful Benefactor, a shade of
sorrow is felt by those “ ministering s p ir its sent forth to
minister” to earth’s inhabitants.
Thus, there is a constant communication between the
rudimental and spiritual spheres—in thoughts, sympathies,
and results. Every act of the physical nature exerts a cor
responding influence upon the internal or spiritual being;
and, in turn, every effort of the spiritual influences the
external or physical nature. Thus it is with regard to the
earth as a whole. Man’s actions vibrate the spiritual at
mosphere, which conveys to the dwellers of the second
sphere an influence which impresses mind with sensations
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of discord or harmony. Although this is true, yet let it
ever be borne in mind, that as the spiritual is superior in
influence to the natural, so the Spirit-world is positive to
earth; and the greater light and wisdom therein contained
will ultimately subdue the earth to the dominions of peace,
and cover it with the glory of enduring luster.
In the light of the foregoing truths, what is the true in
terest of each member of the human family ? 1. To culti
vatefriendship. Harmonious results can not be produced
unless there exist harmonious relations. Let every indi
vidual seek the good of his neighbor in every possible
way. Cultivate friendly feelings: seek union by mutual
sympathies and fraternal alliances. Free your minds from
sectiolfel and accidental conditions, from sectarian bigotry
and supercilious zeal. Let love exist u without dissimula
tion” or partiality. Know that charity that “ thinketh no
evil,” that “ endureth all things, and never faileth.” He
fully persuaded that, if the earth progresses, it is only by
multiplying individual agencies, and by the exhibition of
superior wisdom and unfailing love. Turn not away from
the cry of the needy. “ Make to yourselves friends,” by a
proper use of earthly riches, “ that when ye fail” on earth,
those “ friends” who have passed before may u hail you”
with joy into “ everlasting habitations.” JLook upon every
human being as a brother beloved: if he is undeveloped,
there is greater need of fraternal sympathy and compas
sionate regard. Imitate your heavenly Father, who dis
pensed blessings upon the “ unthankful and evil,” and who
“ sendeth rain upon the just and the unjust.” This is the
only way that man can be developed and prepared for the
higher “ mansions” above—remembering not to be “ weary
in well-doing,” for it is ever better “ to give than to re
ceive.”
2. Nations should cultwate friendship. If it be for th«
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interest of individuals and societies to cultivate peace
among themselves, it is also the same for nations. As na
tions are composed of unitary members, it can not be for
the interest of any nation to engage in an undertaking that
will divide the common household, or disengage its mem
bers from industrial and peaceful pursuits. It is wisdom
for nations to consider that isolation of interests is a de
struction of greater interests. Selfishness in a nation has
the same effect as selfishness in an individual—it contracts
itself, and repels expansive and elevating influences. As
all nations have a common origin, it is their indispensable
duty to preserve that unity by a cultivation of mutual in
terests and ^mutual regards.
Turning our attention now more particularly to the re
ligious aspects of the earth, we will consider the different
church organizations with reference to the great truth as
serted by Christ, as prophetic of a future age—“ there shall
be one fold and one shepherd.” The world is now divided
into a variety of sectarianisms, which separate mankind
socially, religiously, and politically. These divisions have
several standards which they regard with sacred veneration.
The Christian has his Bible, the Mohammedan his Koran, the
Zoroasterians their Zend-Avesta, and the Bramins their
Shaster; and still others their traditions and long-eStablished customs, which they reverence with a religious awe.
The conflicting doctrines taught by these different stand
ards, all claim a divine origin. Now it must be manifest
to all, that these theological guides are not what their
several votaries suppose them to be—infallible standards of
religious truth. Truth is intermingled in all things, in all
writings ; but that an in f a llib le stan d ard of religious faith
was never caused by the Sovereign Ruler of the universe
to be as infallibly inscribed in words, will appear from
the following considerations: 1. Every book claiming a
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divine original differs not only from others, but many
contradictions are traceable in each, so that no pretend
ed divine standard exists, but is marked with imper
fections and contradictory statements. It is not claimed
that no truth was ever made known through Spirit-influ
ence, but it is asserted that no book is entirely free from
error in doctrine and fact. Principles have been uttered,
and angel messengers have conveyed truths to the earth’s
inhabitants of both local and general importance. Aside
from the imprints of the divine image upon the human
spirit, and an outward embodiment of his character upon
all external forms, love and wisdom shine in all things
visible and invisible. The sparkling and blazing sun
illustrates the life, unity, and power of the all-comprehend
ing Father. The earth, with its diversified beauties, its
order and use, show forth His “ handy-work.” All things
in external nature speak to man with the eloquence of
wisdom and the power of love. Even the invisible essence
of creation, manifested in man’s interior nature, declares his
unvarying goodness and unchanging affection for huSjatxity’s best interests.
To accomplish the grand result, 11that they all may be
one,” what means are necessary ? Although no combina
tion of sectarian dogmas and practical systems now in ope
ration is adequate to produce this glorious end for humanity, yet the divine law of pbogtlesbiox, in exerting its re
fining and elevating influences, will lead mankind to see
“ eye to eye” and “ face to face.” The great truths shining
out from the ample dome of external nature, that come
welling up from man’s developing spirit, and that are
heralded by heaven’s celestial messengers from the upper
spheres, will unite all minds and cement the nations of the
earth in a mighty brotherhood of fraternal and spiritual
union.
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God speaks through N ature hut one voice to all the
world. Science is the instructor of the race. Time, in the
gentleness of her own patience, will dispel ignorance from
the dominions of truth, and banish forever the hydramonster error, and consign it to the sepulcher of unmolested^ obscurity. Then shall
Earth and heaven agree,
And man and angels join,
To raise the triumphs of God’s power,
The glory of his love,
That formed the earth, and gave the world
The 11wisdom from above.77

DISCOURSE I I I .

€ljt ‘S ingiinra nf f i i in M a n .
''B e h o l d ! t h e k in g d o m o f G-!Od i s ■w i t h i n y o u ! " —J esus.
T h e s e words of the prophet and exemplar of mankind,
Jesns of Nazareth, contain the true philosophy of spiritual
development. The Jews formerly, like many people in the
present age of the world, had formed an opinion that a
Saviour would appear in their midst, and establish a kingdom
of temporal as well as of spiritual power and distinction.
A Saviour did appear—one worthy of the appellation—but
not such an one as the Jews desired. He who was the
outward representative of this salvation, declared that the
“ Kingdom of God came not with observation,” or outward
show. He uttered truth calculated to develop man’s
spiritual nature, and allure him away from cultivating un
duly his earthly inclinations:
Having thus alluded to the subject involving the idea of
a Saviour, 1 m il consider this subject as now seen by. me
from the Spirit-world.
That such a personage as Jesns of Nazareth lived on the
earth at the time mentioned in the New Testament, can
not be doubted by any who have examined the evidences
which attest its truth. But what is the Saviour of man
kind! The only answer to this question is, Principles—
eternal Principles. Christ was an embodiment of true
principles. He taught the birth or development of the
Spirit—that ah men must be thus developed. He taught
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the unity of mankind and the brotherhood of all rational
intelligences in all worlds. He taught the divinity of for
giveness, the spiritual nature of God, and the immortality
of man’s spiritual being. These, with other important
truths, were by Him impressed upon mankind. But the
truth he taught was truth ere his personal existence on
earth commenced. He unfolded in his life and by his
teachings, principles that were elevating and saving in
their nature. In this respect he was the Saviour of the
world, being the first to unfold to the world those principles
and truths which, exert a saving influence when their de
veloping power is received. Jesus was a Saviour to man
kind, as a spiritual light, and as bearing witness unto the
truth. But in the sense in which the term is generally
used, he could not be a Saviour, viz., in the sense which
represents his death as being necessary to appease the
wrath of the Father of mankind.
As God is love and wisdom, it is impossible, in the
nature of the relations existing between him and the beings
of his formation, for his laws of productive harmony to be_
frustrated by any agency possible. For what existence is
there in the realms of infinite beings which does not owe
its origin to the great First Cause? And is it not im
possible for Infinite Wisdom to be thwarted in His original
designs? As his laws are unchangeable, it is therefore
impossible to produce a deviation from the use to which
those laws are applied. In the great chemical process of
evolving individual spiritual existences, there is, to the undeveloped mind, much confusion, but to the eye that traces
all things, there can appear but one result. Harmony will
ultimately exert its positive power in “ subjecting all
things unto himself.” Hence, the blood of no slaughtered
victim was ever neeessary to satisfy justice or placate a
supposed wrathful Gad. But, on the other hand, Divine
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Love w ill forever attract, and S uperlative W isdom will
continually enlighten, and O m nipotent W ill w ill ev e r draw
all sentient beings to a m ore glorious assim ilation to himself.
A m ong the tru th s u ttered b y Jesu s, n one a re m o re cal
culated to unfold the sp iritu al n atu re an d d evelop the
hidden resources of m an, th a n the one com m encing this
discourse. In u tterin g th e tru th , th a t th e Ci k in g d om of
.God is w ithin m an,” Christ was responsive to th e teaching
voice, rising up, echoing to th e harm onies o f th e Infinite
Spirit, whose all-present influence had sen t h im fo rth to
proclaim the same tru th w ith reference to a ll mankind.
Recollect that those to whom these w ords w ere originally
addressed, were y et in an undeveloped state— w ere un
acquainted with their own spiritual w ants a n d necessities.
Yet Jesus told them , th a t even a t th a t tim e, “ T he kingdom
of God was w ithin t h e m a l t h o u g h th e ir gross view s and
sensual natures could n o t perceive th e tru th thus uttered.
In fact, their Saviour was w ithin them, an unperceived
guest. Into the mysterious depths of th eir own n atures
they had not entered, nor explored the pure and sublim e
fountain which only needed appropriate conditions to
bring to light its elevating and expanding influence. The
exterior world—the world of effects-—had occupied th e at
tention, leaving far greater and p urer light to unfold their
higher powers.
It is a truth, then, uttered by Jesus and confirmed b y the
echo of every heart, that every moral nature conceals
within its bosom u the kingdom of God,” and th a t this
“ kingdom” is a natural evolution of man’s spiritual
nature—an inherent principle of his existence. This fact
is of infinite importance to the human family. N o foreign
aid is needed, no im putation of imputed righteousness, no
arbitrary creeds or forms to pass through, in order to
possess the pearl of incalculable price. But into the inner
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sanctuary of m an’s divine nature the Spirit may itself
penetrate, and then discover to its infinite joy the gorgeous
temple, the sanctum, sanctorum,, and the celestial cherubim
and seraphim overshadowing the inner glory.
In further elucidating this subject, we will first consider
the import of the expression, “ The kingdom of God;”
secondly, the means of developing this kingdom.
By the phrase, “ kingdom of God,” is meant—1. The
most internal essence, or the love, wisdom, and will
principles. 2. The subordinate principles of expansion,
attraction, and circulation. 3. The agencies of heat, light,
and electricity. These principles and agencies constitute
the realm of this “ kingdom,” with reference to its internal
nature and relations; As “ God is love and wisdom,” and
as “ man is formed in his image and after his likeness,” it
follows that these principles in man constitute the govern
ing power and the directing agency. Love is the divine
element of expansion, and through its influence the varied
powers of the soul go out in search of their appropriate
means of enjoyment and happiness. Wisdom attracts the
Spirit to those delights and influences best adapted to the
state of its development, continually urging the soul for
ward to higher aspirations and more enduring joys. Will,
or the principle of energy, also exerting its influence,
moves the Spirit to use means to enter upon the possession
of those joys and delights toward which love expands and
wisdom attracts. This “ kingdom” or realm of the Spirit’s
action, because it is a miniature representation of the Divim:
government, is called, appropriately, the “ kingdom o iGod.’’
The question may here be asked, If the kingdom of God
is within man, why is it not manifested more perfectly by
the children of men ? This question I think can be satis
factorily answered to all reflective minds. Man, phys
ically, intellectually, and morally, is a production. Hence
2
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Mb entire nature grows, the spiritual as well as the phys
ical. The physical nature is first formed, which, by a law
of Infinite Wisdom, has the power of elim inating from
itself a higher form, which, in its turn, evolves from itself
an individuality of a still higher and more refined essence,
the central vortex of im m ortal life. I t m ust be recollected,
that the A ll-pervading Mind of the universe “ lives through
all life ;” th at he “ fills all things
and consequently the
principles of progressive development, being inherent in
the elementary substances of m an’s nature, attract, in suc
cessive order, from surrounding conditions, the ^elements
of immortal existence. Thus as the physical man is being
developed, his members, although in an “ im perfect” state,
aro successively “ written, which in continuance are
fashioned” in the human form, until there is a complete
ness of parts—until the pa/rta thus formed commence per
forming their functions, though feebly and in an embryo
state. And while the physical is thus growing in “ stature,”
the spiritual also, within the physical, is being developed by
the agency of the acting powers and forces concentrating
their influence toward a higher life. Man is thus produced.
The further development of his higher nature will depend—
1st. Upon the qualities of organic life previously im p arted ;
2d. Upon tho education recoived; and 3d. U pon the cir
cumstances attending the process of development. Thus
man—the true man—continually grows, and w ill for ever
expand and unfold his God-like powers and capabilities of
enjoyment.
Wo w i l l consider, secondly, the method of developing
within man this spiritual kingdom. But previously we will
briefly glance at tho moans now in use by the religious
wc*ld to a c c o m p lis h this object. It is admitted by theolo
gians that tho “ kingdom of God” has reference to m an’s
spiritual nature. Y et the method of developing this nature
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is unnatural and contrary to the true interests of the Spiritnature. And, first, a mysterious process is taught as
necessary to unfold the higher life of man. The natural
birth is referred to as corresponding to the Spirit’s birth.
This figure is partly true, but does not fully illustrate the
manner of unfolding the “ inner man.” The Spirit of man
dwells within the body, and is born as soon as it. Yet the
higher form of the Spirit’s life is not evolved until some time
afterward, and when all the circumstances are of a favor
able character.
The body of man is his lowest and most external form
of existence, while the spirit is internal and of a superior
nature. The difference of the figure consists mainly in
this—that in the Spirit’s development, higher principles
are involved. The m ystery thrown around this subject is
the greatest evil that can be inflicted upon the moral na
ture of man. In the outward world, the elements that
sustain the body are few* plain, and easily comprehended,
so far as their use is concerned. So it really is in the
realm of the Spirit-nature. No mysterious process is neces
sary, and no abstract truth is to be urged upon the under
standing, as essential to the evolution of the divine element
in man. That man has a spiritual nature, all mankind are
inwardly conscious. This spiritual nature is related to the
Universal Father, and to the same nature in all other be
ings. There is no mystery in all th is ; and it is truth that
makes free.
Again, as mankind have a common origin, they likewise
have a common use or end of existence. These, and simi
lar truths, unfold the spirit and produce harmony among
men. In those truths the great principles of unfolding
happiness are apparent to the most common understanding,
whatever mystery may through ignorance conceal their
latent beauties.
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A nother obstacle which retards the hum an fam ily in
their spiritual progression, is the general prevalence o ffo r 
m al teaching. M ankind are taught that they m ust perform
certain rites and ceremonies, or incur the divine displeasure.
Even a particular fo rm is insisted upon as rssm th l to
spiritual growth and enjoym ent Thus the churches are
material in their ideas, both o f the nature o f the Spirit?*
development, and o f the use to which it is to he applied.
I t is more, in their eyes, to avert the supposed w rath o:
God, *hfin to unfold in ids all-embracing 1ore. I t is, in
deed, a lamentable sight to behold from the Spirit-w orld
gueh humiliating views o f educated and otherwise intelli
gent human beings—to see reasonable m en entertaining
die erroneous idea*, that the Universal Good, and Father
s f all men, u wrathful toward his, undeveloped children,
and
hi* anger m ay be tnnted away b y such ra in ob
lations 1
B otlm m iafit the u kingdom o f God,” or mail s spiritual
mature, be harmoniously or naturally developed i To ac
complish tbia re r r desirable work, the time of commence
ment ia sMdheodl Indeed, children abonld receive their
first impetus to development in the sphere of spiritual love;
ifttU f element they shook! continue to grow, Until the exleading »iii ft emerges into the gpmtnal light of its own
be early taught th at the elements
of artvanw an l m e r w a iU d within. Every child should
know that it has a spiritual nature—that this nature is
natural—A l t in its cultivation no fe a r or shame should
be indulged. They should be tanght in such a manner
that their mature would bo attracted’into a joyful perception
'd thwse eoehexpanding troths. And as childhood is the
most susceptible part of existence, it should receive n o
unfavorable imprrasio— of its own nature, or jealous sur
mising* oanean ring others; and above all, the tru e char-
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acter of God should be unfolded to the receiving mind.
With right direction and a correct education, the child
will drink in eternal troth from all q imtinndmg nature.
The blooming flowers, the purling stream, the aerial song
sters, and the towering mountain, all speak in the voice of
lore, and in accents of kindness to the young heart Ma
ture will speak through her ten thousand avenues in tones
of truth to the aspiring mind. And in order that harmony
may produce its refining influences, the teaching imparted
to the young immortal should accord with the responsive
echo that comes up from all natural objects. The atmos
phere o f the family circle should be spiritual—loving—
gentle. The celestial music of affection should vibrate the
chords of ev ery heart, and move to action every impulse of
the souL The spiritual nature must be educated. It must
be subjected to ^proper discipline. To secure a correct
education, aU the agencies calculated to develop the Spirit
shenddhe induced to exert their unfolding influence. Truths
and principles should continually be presented to the mind,
until their influence reaches into the depths of the Spiritnature, and meets with a responsive voice from its own
aspirations. Thus, in childhood, the divine life will exert
its benign influence in unfolding the spiritual and immor
tal powers—preparing the soul on earth for elevated man

sions in the Father’s house above.
But wfuxt principles should children—and all flthers—be
taught? 1. Impress upon the mind the importance and
desirableness of the Love Principle. Teach it that love
should extend out and embrace the whole race of man—
man in all conditions—as the object o f the fostering care
o f the Universal Father. A s l i e loves, so should we imi
tate Him, in th e unlimited expansion of Fraternal Love.
And still onward into the realms of the unbounded uni
verse, should the Spirit’s all-embracing faculties extend—
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grasping the all of existence, even where finite thought has
never traveled.
2. Let the principle of love bo unfolded in its particular
forms of kindness, friendship, benevolence, charity, gontloness, goodness, and such like gems of moral beauty.
3. Impress the mind with the Wisdom Principle—a
principle which teaches that all things exist for some def
inite pwrpose—that all natural agencies operate according
to a particular design, and that every natural w ant has its
appropriate source of satisfaction.
4. Teach the necessity and propriety of the Principle of
E nergy: that to accomplish any purpose, action must cir
culate through all parts of the system, and must be adapted
to the object to be moved. If the object be physical or
material, then physical force must bo applied. I f mind is
to be unfolded or directed, then truths and principles must j
be imparted.
As action or motion is inherent in all things, this prin- j
ciple in childhood needs direction to proper and useful
purposes. The child is naturally active, and this activity
should not be repressed, but, as before mentioned, di/reeved
to noble and elevating pursuits. Thus may the Ukingdom
of God” be successively unfolded in the expanding spirit.
But to what extent may man’s spiritual nature be un
folded ? and bow far into the realm of spirituality may his
progressive powers expand ?
Let the human mind, in its present state of advancement,
extend and expand its powers to its utmost limits; let it I
go out into the unfathomable depths of immensity; let it
conceive, according to its capacity, of the most elevated
celestial nature imaginable, and even then its highest
flights will fall far short of comprehending what it will
ultimately itself attain. Let such views of your own na
ture elevate your aspirations to a higher destiny.
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When the “ kingdom of God,” or the spiritual nature of
man, is developed to a certain plane of elevation, his ac
tions will always correspond to that plane. Hence “ by
their fruits” shall each individual bo known. If the Wis
dom Principle is only externally developed, there will be
manifested a great attachment to external things. The
world will occupy much of the* attention, and outward
forms and ceremonies will constitute the most important
element in devotional exercises. But in proportion as the
internal nature is harmoniously unfolded, these outward
attachments will unloose their grasp upon the ascending
spirit.
In conclusion, permit me to impress upon all minds the
vast importance of cultivating, vn Ua/rmoruy, all the facul
ties of your nature. Remember that humanity is so con
stituted on earth, that excessive joy or grief is unfavorable
to true happiness and advancement. A continued direc
tion of the attention to one faculty, or circle of faculties,
induces a diseased state of those faculties, which often
tends toward derangement. Hence the importance of
continued change—of various exercises—of htymowioue
development. “ To do good and communicate, forget not,”
is an important rule—one of the highest means of unfold
ing the spiritual nature. Let him who “ went about doing
good” be your example in patience and in labors to ele
vate the race, and bless the world. So shall ministering
angels breathe into your expanding nature the incense
of gratitude, and hold to your lips the cup of unmingled
j°y-
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"T h e first man is of th e earth, earth y ; the second m an is th e Lord
from heaven."—Paul. ,
A t.t. things in nature proclaim the existence of a Supreme
Governor. Every fact, every truth, every principle, echoes
the same universal voice. The smallest atom that is dis
coverable to the human eye by the greatest magnifying
power, and the mightiest orb that moves in the realms of
infinitude, alike proclaim their dependence upon a hidden
cause. Thus all things proclaim a unity of origin. They
all bear the impress of the handiwork of the same Designer;
yet, notwithstanding the unity of all things proclaiming
their origin from a first cause, there is everywhere discov
erable a duality of arrangement—a positive and a negative
quality. If the magnifying glasses of human ingenuity
and skill could discover the most attenuated atom, they
would perceive the operation of this principle in producing
the unity of that atom. It may be regarded as a law of
Nature, that all things exist in conformity to the principle
of duality.
This principle is nowhere better illustrated than in the
human divine constitution. Man is a duality. The true
illustration of man’s nature will manifest the source of
numerous errors, which find a resting-place in the theo
logical opinions of mankind. Man is truly possessed of
two natures—the natural and spiritual, or the human and
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divine. These natures are not necessarily antagonistic.
Where- both are properly developed, a unity will be the
result. But when either of these natures- is undeveloped,
discordant manifestations will be sure to follow. In the
order of nature, or the process of the divine procedure in
evolving the highest existence possible, the order is first
the natural,- then the spiritual. In the order of necessity
also, the natural must first be produced. Unless physical
existence is evolved, the spiritual could not be developed.
Hence you will observe that there is a necessary connec
tion between the lower and higher departments of life.
I said that unless there be a harmonious development of
man’s whole nature, disorder and confusion will be sure to
follow. This is a matter of necessity. There is no law or
power in the universe that can prevent it. Order must be
restored, and harmony must reign, ere the human and
ditine elements can be restored to tranquillity.
I will now proceed first to present some of the effects
resulting from the want of a proper state of natural and
spiritual union. The natural or physical nature of man is
perfectly adapted to accomplish its original design, which
is to individualize the spirit; or, in other words, to gather
from all surrounding substances, the elements of the spirit
ual body, that it may be capable of receiving the divine
efflux, viz., the interior and immortal spirit, which is the
embodiment of the divine principle in an embryo state.
Thus the entire physical nature, with all its powers and
essences, becomes a polished lens, whereby the Infinite
Father converges upon man his own nature and likeness.
Thus the concentrated rays of all existence, from the earth
beneath to the supernal heavens above, with all their es
sences and properties, with all their powers and aspirations,
converge in man’s interior nature, and man becomes a
microcosm—a little universe.
2*
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A being thus exalted, and capable of the highest joys
and m ost elevated conceptions, is also subject to vanity,
by permitting the appetites o f the earthly or physical na
ture to assume a preponderance over the higher or spirit
ual nature. I f the physical nature be properly cultivated
with reference to its ulterior designs, as before stated, there
would be no inharmonies manifested. But when man’s
animal nature seeks to direct, and be superior to, his spirit
ual, all manner o f discord and evil is the result. “ From
whence come wars and fightings among you ?” D o they
not arise from a predominance o f the earthly nature t
From whence arise envies and jealousies and contentions
o f all kinds, and, in short, a ll ev ils w hich affect so c iety on
earth ? T he o n ly answer is. From man’s undeveloped
physical nature: for man’s physical nature is not develop
ed as it should be, unless the spiritual is in the ascendant
From the discordance in the physical department o f
man’s nature, there have arisen errors or false doctrines
respecting the natural moral condition o f the race. Ob
serving only the external manifestations o f the animal part
o f man’s nature— this being at the same time in its per
verted state—it has been inferred that man’s whole nature
was essentially corrupt and w holly depraved. This is an
error o f long standing. It has been nursed by centuries
o f perverted wisdom. The Church, in the past, has incor
porated it as the first article o f her faith. Indeed, so ex
tensively has this error been believed, that its effects,
ever evil in their tendency, have filled the earth with false
and superstitious fear of their best and ever-during Friend.
This, error, I say, has held such an undisputed sway over
mankind, that (according to the true adage, “ as a man
thinketh so is he”) it has impressed even the many evils
immediately connected with it, indelibly, as it were, upon
his nature. H ence there is generally seen, at present, a
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perverted manifestation of human nature—and perverted
because of doctrinal errors incorporated into the very
structure of society, rather than from any intrinsic evil in
man’s nature. And as mankind have been educated in
wrong, the only means of effectually restoring man’s na
ture to its true functions, is an education in the right di
rection—in other words, an harmonious and truthful de
velopment of man’s whole nature.
Man’s spirit is related to his physical nature, as God is
to the universe. In the human constitution there is a dis
tinction between the external and internal, the inferior
and superior, the physical in the order of outward exist
ence, and the spiritual in the order of elevation and refine
ment. Nevertheless, in man’s whole nature there is a
unity of sympathy, a unity of relation, a unity of use.
Hence there is no discord in the truly natural man. There
is no appetite, passion, or attribute of the physical nature,
that may not be gratified in its normal or true wants.
Every faculty of man is so connected with others, that if
one is permitted by the Wisdom Principle to be abnor
mally or unduly exercised, it becomes in a measure dis
eased, and diseased in proportion to the excess of its exer
cise ; and thereby, as a result, disorder is produced in the
circle of this faculty’s influence.
The allusion to this subject in the Scriptures is generally
misunderstood—partly owing to mistranslation, and partly
because error exists in connection with much truth. It
requires wisdom to distinguish truth from error wherever
they may be found commingled. I refer now to that por
tion of Paul’s writings where he says, “ The carnal mind
is enmity against God, for it is not subject to the law of
God, neither indeed can be.” As this passage covers the
entire ground in question, I will dwell upon it at some
length. By the “ carnal mind’/ is meant the physical ap-
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pefites and propensities. If Paul were understood as sayingthat the physical nature of man is enmity against God, it
would be an impeachment of the Divine Wisdom ; for it
would be supposing that God created a relation at enmity
with himself, which would be impossible. But when it is
understood that Paul’s allusion was to a state of inhai'monious natural or physical development—meaning that
such a condition was contrary to the divine order of ar
rangement, and opposed to true relations, there will be
observed the utmost consistency. M ating the physical na
ture the only object of care and regard, would plainly
involve an inconsistency. There would, in that case, be
a subjection of the spirit to the flesh, which would exhibit
a state of undeveloped wisdom, and indifference to true
interests. Such a state is truly opposed to the interests of
the spiritual man, and to the design of the U niversal
Father. At the same time it would be wholly unreason
able to attribute to God the inconsistency of forming man
with two natures—a physical and spiritual—naturally op
posed to each other, and producing discord when the wants
or desires of either are lawfully gratified.
The declaration that, “ the carnal mind is not subject to
the laws of God, neither indeed can be,” must be consid
ered in the same light as that which precedes it, or the
greatest perversion of a divine creation would be sanctioned.
For to suppose that the great Designer of, all things would
create a being whose nature, in its true conditions, was not
subject to the law that produced it, “ nor indeed could be,”
would be supremely absurd. Yet, in this light it is gene
rally viewed. I t is supposed that man, natu/rally—the
whole man—is so disordered that a radical cha/age is essen
tial to harmonious results. A change, indeed, is necessary
—a change from wrong to right, or from perverted to true
conditions, but not a radical change of his nature. In such
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a condition there will be harmony between man and man,
and between man and God. Every faculty of man is dual,
having an exterior and corresponding interior function.
And when man is correctly educated, there will be an end
of depraved conditions and perverse faculties. Then the
kingdom of God will be established in all hearts, and will
harmonize all minds.
We will, now proceed to the investigation of another
feature of the subject presented in the text. The terms,
the “ first man” and the “ second man,” have reference to
the dual nature of man, or his physical and spiritual exist
ence. “ The first man is of the earth, earthy.” The human
physical constitution is the ultimate of all substances that
compose the earth. The mineral, vegetable, and animal
kingdoms converge and center in man’s outer organism.
Here they are far more refined than they were in forms
below him. He is the most perfect structure in existence
that is clothed in a material form, the most perfect emblem
of use and the representation of beauty. As the human
body is evolved fro m the earth, when it has fulfilled its
mission in individualizing the spirit, it will again return to
the earth “ from whence it came.” Immediately subse
quent to the change called death, comes the resurrection,
when the spiritual body is formed from the natural, as the
receptacle of immortal life. Thus, “ it is sown a natural
body and is raised a spiritual body,” and this change is
effected soon after the natural decomposition of the body
or earthly form commences.
The first, or external man, is “ earthy”—first, in his origin;
secondly, in his wants and desires ; and thirdly, in his termi
nation. The expression, “ the second man,” refers to man’s
spiritual nature, or the Lord from hoavon. This latter ex
pression refers merely to man’s spiritual body and interior
soul. It is the divine life within man. As the iirst. man.
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or physical body, was confined in its wants and aspirations
to the earth, so the spiritual nature is only satisfied with a
supply of intellectual and spiritual truth—with divine and
eternal principles. A gain, as the life of the outer body
was sustained by receiving, through various channels,
earthly substances, so also the spiritual body receives its
nourishm ent from spiritual substances.
I have previously rem arked th at the spiritual body was
eliminated from the earthly form at death, and that this
spiritual form is to be the external or im m ortal habitation
of the interior spirit. The external p art of the spiritual
body consists of a highly refined substance, known on earth
by the name o f electricity. This electricity, however, is
more refined than that which circulates in earthly substances.
It is a universal law o f nature, that like produces its like.
In the great realm o f m otion, w hich is the realm of elec
tricity, is found a p a re n t o f the electrical system of the spir
itual body. This electrical substance is diffused through
out the entire realms o f infinitude. There is no point in
the universe where it is not found. It permeates all sub
stances ; it communicates motion and external life to all
beings. Throughout this boundless electrical atmosphere,
the ethereal body o f the immortal spirit can range at plea
sure, or as it is drawn by m utual affinities and attractive
influences.
Concerning the nature of therspiritual body, P au l affirms
correctly that it is “ raised in strength.” That, although
its earthly habitation was “ sown in dishonor,” it is u raised
in glory.” Though the external form be “ mortal” it is
itself “ im m o r t a l t h a t is, the elements o f its composition
are eternal and indestructible. Its glory consists in its
adaptedness to accom plish all that the immortal spirit de
sires. Swifter than the lightning’s fieiy speed it pursues
its pathway to any desired point in the universe, and while
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thus passing with a rapidity inconceivable, it is susceptible
of high emotions and the most pleasurable sensations.
• The second element that constitutes the spiritual body is
known by the name of magnetism. This is a still higher
and more refined element than electricity. It is the inte
rior spirit’s nervous system. Its parentage is traceable to
the universally diffused sensorium of Deity. This principle
is so near, and partakes so much of, the divine element,
that it may well be called the realm of universal brother
hood. I will not now enlarge upon this fruitful field, de
ferring it until another occasion. Within this spiritual
body dwells the real life of man, or, as it might properly
be called, God in man. As this is the center of existence,
it connects man with the great central Sun of the universe,
and it will be the theater of immortal expansion and unlim
ited joys forever, to every intelligent being.
Thus, briefly, I have attempted to describe the natural
and spiritual man. It now remains for each one of my colaborers on earth to apply the principles of eternal truth
to develop and harmonize their whole nature. Thus shall
the ascending dome of humanity pierce the heavens of
light, and the Spirit, in its upward aspirations, shall gaze
with untiring joy into the inward courts of the Spirit’s true
tabernacle.
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Siitgitmit nf I t a a i i t no #nrtJ;.
' Thy Kingdom com o; th y will ho dons on earth, as it is done in heaven "
Ob b k i .

Tins language form s a part o f a p rayer w h ic h J e s u s taught
h is followers. It is the aspiration o f th e sp iritu ally-m ind ed .
The sentim ent w hich it em bodies is th e fru it o f h ig h spiritual
developm ent. It is the u nassu m ing la n g u a g e o f th e heart.
It is the natural ou tgu shing o f a sp irit w h o se a ffin ities were
sublim ated and assim ilated to celestia l attain m en ts. The
establishm ent o f the kingd om o f G od on earth w a s the
great them e o f Jesus. H e liv ed , h ow ever, far b efo re his
aSe » y et the divine Spirit w ithin him shone forth w ith such
a distinguished luster, that attention w as soon d irected to
his teachings, and their influence w as felt b y the u n d evelop ed
mass surrounding lym .
This language o f Christ was also uttered in th e sp irit o f
^ ° F v u C^* ^ was Perceived b y the spiritual e y e o f J esu s
,i
® t*m® W0U1<1 ultim ately arrive, w hen earth w o u ld bo
the counterpart of heaven. To effect th is result, h i* disu g nun , acting upon the principle o f d ivin e attraction
a r o s o in
gnity o f its ow n m ight, and, asserting th e
1 ™ $
g? aV U w o f progression, taught his disci
ples the prayer o f which our text forms a part. L o o k W
back upon the past, and surveying the present tli«
■
arises. To what extent has this p r o ^ c K L f c T l I
considering this question, and ion firm bg the trut h o f £
pred.ct.on, 1 shall speak, first o f the exten tof t h « I
t
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of this prophecy; secondly, of the difficulties that now re
tard its accomplishment; and thirdly, of the certainty of its
fulfillment in the future.
First, then, To what extent has this prophecy been ful
filled ? In order that we may be understood on this deeply
interesting and highly important subject, it will be necessary,
first, to give a clear statement of w hat would be its fulfill
ment $ or, in other words, of what will be the state of the
earth in its relation to the celestial world, when this lan
guage shall be verified.
After all our endeavors to present this subject in its
clearest light, wo may be misapprehended by many, owing
to the fact that ignorance of the true state and characteris
tics of the Spirit-world prevails so extensively. However,
as true knowledge can alone dispel ignorance, wo will pro
ceed cheerfully to the task before us. This prophecy will
be fulfilled, first, when righteousness shall cover the e a rth ;
that is, when the eternal principles of nature, of the universe,
and of God, shall bo unfolded, and received and practiced
by all the earth’s inhabitants. The effects following this
divine illumination, and the practical operation of these
eternal principles, will be tho removing of all obstacles
which now prevent the progress of man, and the introduc
tion of every needed facility for man’s development. Then
war shall no longer exist in the land, and all oppression will
have ceased. The lion shall lie down with tho lamb, and the
leopard with the kid, and a little child shall lead them.
Violence shall no more bo heard in the streets, and all tu
mults shall cease. The pestilence shall no longer walk in
darkness, nor shall destruction waste at noonday. Poverty
will not be driven from tho door of opulence, and want shall
no more be unsatisfied, but peace shall wreathe her chaplet
around tho nations of earth. Love shall move all hearts.
Charity will go out in search of its objects, and benevolence

will open her hand with abundant supplies- Sickness and
sorrow shall be known only in the records of the past, and
death itself will be bat a translation from the earthly to the
Spirit-world. It will be nanght but a passport to higher
joys and a more enlarged sphere of action.
The question again arises, What progress has the world
made toward this condition? lias it made any progress?
Can we look back into the past, and, tracing the earth’s his
tory, mark the foot-prints of progression? If we can, then
the possibility of the entire accomplishment of the prediction
in question can not be doubted. I need not refer you to
the undeveloped state of mankind, going no farther back
than the period when Jesus lived on the earth. I need not
point you to the pages of history then being recorded—to
those scenes of blood and carnage in which the principal
governments of the earth were engaged. I need not direct
your attention to battle-fields where multiplied thousands
were buried beneath their own blood. I need not direct
your attention to the great fact that in that age of the world
men loved the scenes of conquest and of blood, while kings
and emperors thirsted for glory purchased by the sacrifice
of treasure and life. I need not point you to the state of
affairs among the governments of the earth which existed
some centuries subsequent to that time. But what is the
present condition of the earth, in comparison to its state
two thousand, or even five hundred, years ago ? Has there
been no advancement? Has not the great law of progres
sion been influencing the mass of earth’s inhabitants ? Look
at the facts. Is there at the present time one tenth part of
the war and bloodshed that previously existed ? Ig there
that disposition on the part of the governors of the nations
to wage mortal conflict, and o’er heaps of slain to rise to
glory and to victory? It is true, that the disposition and
its manifestation to bo engaged in bloody strifo has not en
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tirely ceased; yet it is everywhere evident that a more
peaceable disposition is presented to the admiring gaze of
earth’s attending angels.
Look in another direction, and what was the state of
intellectual development several thousand years ago, in
comparison to the present advanced state of society? And
who will say that the present age does not exhibit much
greater advancement than any period in the history of the
past?
Look again at' the state of the earth when Jesus lived,
with reference to its spiritual development. If Judea was
the most enlightened and religious part of the world during
the period in question, what must have been its spiritual
condition when the most pious religionists of that profess
edly religious nation clamored for the blood, and demanded
the life, of the innocent Jesus ? And how fearfully was this
persecuting spirit developed in the subsequent martyrdom
of his followers! Contrast this state of things with the
present condition of mankind, and who will say that the
earth has not progressed ?
Having thus considered briefly the first division of our
subject, and having seen that in every respect the earth and
its inhabitants have advanced toward the fulfillment of the
prediction of Christ, we will next consider the obstacles that
now reta/rd the advancement of humanity to a higher des
tiny, even to the doing of the “ will of God on earth, as it
is done in heaven.” We would not be understood as saying
that the human race is not now advancing with as great
rapidity as formerly (for the velocity of its movement toward
its final destiny is greater than at any previous time), but
to give a still greater momentum to the development of all
the world’s interests, is the object of alluding to the retard
ing influences which at present affect it.
One of tho principal evils that affect society, and conse-
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quently retard the progress of the inhabitants of the earth
is the physical inharmonies affecting all classes of society.
The monster Disease, in its multifarious forms, has produced
such a disordered state of society, that it will require some
time to overcome and banish it from the hum an eofistitution.
A perfect state of individual obedience to the natural laws
would insure universal health and happiness to the race.
But instead of such a delightful state of things, we behold
the great multitudes of mankind living in continual violation
of Nature’s plainest precepts. Improper food is often in
dulged in to the great detriment of true physiological law,
while the quantity is usually too great for proper nourish
ment and assimilation.
Intemperance, or the improper use of substances as food
and drink, constitutes a source of a vast am ount of phys
ical derangement and disease. Narcotic poisons and ob
noxious drugs inflame the system and produce a multitudipous variety of abnormal manifestations. These adverse
influences, with others that might be named, continually
act as clogs and incumbrances to the harmonious revolu
tion of the great wheel of humanity. The great reason why
these influences should be removed from among mankind
is, that true physical conditions are necessary to human
happiness. Man on earth is a unit. There is a general
sym pathy throughout his entire system. Although man is
composed of different elem ents and essences, yet his entire
nature is so blended together, that “ if one member suffer,
all the others suffer with i t a l s o , if one rejoice, all the
others rejoice with i t ; that is, if the physical nature is
diseased, it is communicated by sympathetic influence to
the spirit within, which occasions depression of mind, sad
ness, and a variety of “ bad feelings” known only to those
who have experienced them. Again, if the spirit is made
joyful or sad, by intelligence concerning some object of
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affection, the. influence will be immediately felt in every
nerve and muscle of tbe entire system.- In passing from
this part of our subject, we would earnestly and affection
ately urge upon all, the importance of seeking for the king
dom oi.health, as an indispensable means of obtaining the
kingdom of heaven. By the kingdom of health is meant
the natural exercise of every faculty, physical and spiritual,
of the human being.
Intellectual darkness is also a great cause of wrong man
ifestations, which impedes the progress of humanity in its
celestial orbit. The mighty incubus of ignorwnce holds the
masses of mankind in subserviency to the “ powers that
be,” who usually employ their power to depress rather
than -elevate the dependent multitude. It is gratifying,
however, to observe the change that is being effected with
reference to this subject. An enlightened people can not
be enslaved, neither can an ignorant race enjoy freedom.
There is, as ever, an opposition manifested to the develop
ment of truths, even among the intelligent classes of society,
when the truths claim to be of a spiritual nature. This
same class of minds will, notwithstanding, seek for scientific
truth, and admit that there is no limit to the evolution of
new truths in this direction; while, at the same time, the
most strenuous opposition is made by them to the develop
ment of new principles in theology, as though this depart
ment of mental research had exhausted its resources, and
evolved all its mysteries.
•
The third retarding influence to human progression is
false theological systems, and creeds conceived in human
ignorance. A wrong view of the nature and character of
God leads to many wrong results. That the present views
of God, as held by different church organizations, are not
correct, will be evident to every observing mind, when he
considers that churches differ with reference to the attri-
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bates which are said to characterize the Divine Being.
Where there is so much discord, there must be much error.
To assist in harmonizing these discordant elements, spirits,
who once lived on earth, and were themselves involved in
the same errors, are now returning to earth and communi
cating their new discoveries. The superior light of the
Spirit world has shed its unfolding rays upon us, and being
made free by the truth, we feel a deep anxiety to aid our
earth-friends in removing error from their minds. In the
discourses that follow, I will endeavor to present, as cor
rectly as possible, true theological views, as they have been
unfolded to my spiritual nature since my arrival in this
celestial abode.
The will of God can not be done unless it is k n o w n ; and
what that will is, will next be briefly considered. Where
is this will revealed 3 is a question of much importance.
Theologians on earth will say, it is found only in the Bible,
and this is the only source of religious instruction. When
the immensity of God’s universe is beheld by the unfolded
powers of the immortal spirit, it will then be perceived by
every one that God’s revelations are inscribed upon the
work of his hands; that they are recorded upon living forms
and spiritual natures. It is true that the Bible contains
many important truths and principles, but they are not
divine because recorded in any book, save in the great
volume of universal nature.
As mankind are constantly looking to ancient records .to
discover religious truth, it will be well to give a rule of
general application, with reference to any teachings, whe
ther emanating from the Bible, the Koran, the Shaster, or
any other book regarded as sacred among mankind. H ere
is the rule— Receive no principle as true unless it is d is
covered in constant operation in yourself.’ or the earth upon
which you dweU. As man is an embodiment of the uni
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verse in embryo, all truths and principles are recorded
within him. They are “ written within his heart and upon
his spirit.” To discover the w ill of God—to know what
are his requirements—study thyself, and, perceiving them,
do and lite them.
The inquiry arises, lastly, W ill this prophecy o f Jesus
be fulfilled ? We answer, Most certainly; not because he
uttered it, but because the divine law o f progression w ill
most assuredly bring about what he saw would be the
future condition of the earth. The inhabitants of earth may
rest assured that the laws of God, or, in other words, H is
w ill, will be done on earth by all its numerous tribes, as an
ultimate result—from the following considerations:
First. It will be accomplished as a result o f the divine
arrangement. God never legislates; H is laws are eternal;
they are principles, and those principles are emanations
from himself. Consequently, H e lives “ through all life
he is the cause of all existence. A ll things are emanations
from him ; for, “ of him, and through him, and to him, are
all things.” In the formation of any system, each member,
or planet, as it emanates from the Great Positive Mind, is
empowered with certain tendencies which will produce de
velopments, according to the original intention of the U ni
versal Father. Consequently, whatever may be the con
dition of any world, at any given period of time, its ulti
mate state must be judged by general principles; not by
the imperfections of society in its formative state. As in
chemical compounds, an effervescence often occurs until
an equilibrium is obtained, so with human society. In this,
the lowest elements of man’s nature have been in opera
tion, and gradually the unfolding process o f development
will ultimate the great body of humanity into a state of
comparative happiness, even on earth.
A second reason for the conclusion that earth w ill yet
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be a paradise (though it never yet has been one), may be I
derived from the fact that the efficient energy of the Uni- I
veTsal Governor constantly operates according to fixed laws I
of universal harmony. And as the divine element moves I
with irresistible power and attracting influence»in all de- I
partments of his vast universe, it may be settled as a truth I
that admits of no doubt, “ that in the dispensation of the I
follness of times,” he will restore all things “ unto himself.” I
The inhabitants of earth may look forward with joyful I
assurance that the time is approaching when heaven shall I
be manifest on earth in the glorious harmonies that will I
everywhere greet the eye and cheer the heart. As certain I
as the revolutions of time move forward, so surely will the I
divine glory be visibly displayed, and all nations shall be*
hold and enjoy the blessedness of the celestial illumination.
Such being the future and Happy result th at awaits the
earth and its inhabitants, how important, fellow-immortal,
is your duty to hasten on the grand consummation! Arise
from your inactivity and dullness, and move forward in obe
dience to the laws of your being. Let no excuse prevent
the utmost development of your whole nature ! Exercise
all the powers of your mind and body, with reference to
the harmonial unfolding of yourself. Do what you can to
assist others in the great work of spiritual and physical de
velopment. Learn from the volume of inspiration in the
universe without, and let your spirit look within, for .still
higher manifestations and more T efiix ed enjoyments. Then
shall you prove to your own consciousness, and to sur
rounding witnesses, the sublime truth that it is possible to
do the will of the Father on earth, as it is done in heaven
and thus shall all become elevated until earth shall truly
be the P ostal to the S k ie b 1

DISCOURSE YI.

# p mt t ul iBlmrattn*
" F or th e ea r n e st ex p e c ta tio n o f th e cr ea tu re w aateth for t h e m an ifesta
tion o f th e sons o f Q-od. ?or th e cxeafltire ■was m a d e s u b je c t to v a n ity , n o t
■willingly, h u t b y rea so n o f h im ■who h a th s u b je c te d t h e sam e in h o p e ;
b eca u se th e crea tu re it s e l f also s h a ll b e d e liv e r e d fro m t h e b on d age o f
corruption in to th e gloriou s lib e r ty o f th e ch ild r e n o f Q-od. F o r w e know
th a t th e w h ole creation gro a n eth an d tT availeth in p a in to g e th e r u n til
now."—P a t j u

3

ijj V arious opinions are entertained with reference to the
subject included in the above quotation from the writings
of Paul, a distinguished Christian reformer who flourished
in the first century of the Christian era.
As the light of superior wisdom now illuminates my
mind, I can see the truth contained in the above extract.
The subject; here alluded to being one of great practical
importance to mankind, I shall present the truth as now
beheld, unclouded by error and unobscured by the mists of
ignorance and superstitious credulity. The human physical
form has long been cherished as the idol of mankind.
Religious reverence has in all ages been conferred upon
human statues, which were supposed to be endowed with
divine power and wisdom. Ancient heroes and wise men
have been deified by succeeding generations, and adored
with all the ardor of the strongest affection, and their claims
have been defended with the most enthusiastic zeal. Such
being the material views of ancient worshipers of idolized
statues and heroes, the translation of these deified objects to
a future state was comparatively easy and natural.
3
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From this false idea arose the doctrine o f the literal res
urrection of the dead—a doctrine maintained by religions I
denominations at the present time. The immortal principle
dwelling within the human breast, has ever maintained in
the world the truth of man’s immortal destiny. In an un
developed state of mankind, this principle, being but imper
fectly unfolded, did not conceive of the glorious doctrine
of a transition from the earthly to a spiritual body. It did
not conceive that in the order of Nature, which is the order
of God, the lower evolves tl^ higher, and th at this process
is continued until the ultimate is reached in the highest
possible attainment of any given species. Gradually, how
ever, the growing light of increasing development burst
asunder the darkness that so long had enshrouded the human
mind, and spread the gloom of sorrow over the dearest
affections of man’s heart.
The advent of Jesus was accompanied with celestial rays
of divine illumination; and so dazzling was the light, that
the mental perceptions of the people were not q u a l i f i e d to
appreciate his mission. Hence he declared that “ the dark
ness comprehended not” his instructions. So u n d e v e l o p e d
were even his own disciples, that they frequently perverted
his teachings—a practice of extensive prevalence a t the
present time.
We will now examine the subject of m an’s resurrection,
and the teachings of the Scriptures, w ith reference tie this
doctrine. Christ asserts the great tru th th at “ all live unto
H i m t h a t is, unto God the Father and Friend of mankind.
From the celestial heights whence Infinite Wisdom looks
upon all his works and upon the operations of hiB laws in
producing changes and progressive ascensions in all systems
and beings, the truth is conspicuous that there is no death,
but that “ all live unto him.” Jesus also declares th at those
who are raised from the dead, “ are equal unto the angels,”
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that they are “ the children of God,” and “ children of the
resurrection.” As angels have no physical bodies (such as
the Sadducees supposed that those who were raised from
the dead must have), and as those who are raised from the
dead are “ like” or “ equal to the a n g e l s h e n c e it follows
that the doctrine of a resurrection does not necessarily in
clude the resuscitation of the earthly form.
This subject is presented in its true light by Paul in his
letter to the Corinthians. The answer to the questions,
“ How are the dead raised up, and with what body do they
come?” will unfold the whole subject. 1. How are the
dead raised up? The answer is, by a natural process.
“ That which thou sowest is not quickened, except it die”—
or is subjected to a change. “ And that which thou sowest”
does not itself arise, hut it germinates and bears according
to its kind. But the figure here fails to illustrate the idea,
and he declares that “ God giveth it a body as it hath
pleased him, and to every seed his own body;” i. e., to
every immortal spirit, “ his own spiritual body,” the endu
ring temple of his eternal habitation. As the human body
“ is sown in corruption” or decomposition, “ it is the spirit
ual body is raised in incorruption”—being incapable of
chemical decomposition. “ It is sown in dishonor, it is
raised in glory,” a state adapted to the changed condition
of the freed immortal spirit. “ It is sown in weakness; it
is raised in strength or power.” “ It is sown a natural body;
it is raised a spiritual body” . . . . . “ For this corruptible
must put on incorruption, and this mortal must put on im
mortality,” and then to the spirit there is “ no more death,”
for “ death is swallowed up in victory.”
This interesting theme may be now considered in a some
what different light. By reference to our extract from
Paul’s writings; it will be seen that he refers to three things,
and these shall now claim our attention. 1. “ The bondage
O
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of corruption.” 2. “ The creature.” 3. “ The sons of
It is asserted that “ the whole creation groaneth a'nd^l__

aileth in pain together,” and that the “ creature” had .ln
earnest expectation and “ waited for the manifestation,” 0 I
deliverance, “ of the sons of God.” Again, “ we who have I
the first fruits of the spirit,” i. who have realized in a I
measure the blessedness of spirit communion—“ even wo I
groan within ourselves,” greatly desiring and “ waiting for I
the adoption, to wit, the redemption of our b o d ie s i e. I
looking for the deliverance of the spiritual body from the I
bondage of corruption “ into the glorious liberty of the cliil- I
dren of God.” By “ the bondage of corruption” is meant
the bondage to the physical body. The expression, “the
creature” refers to the “ spiritual body,” the future home of
the inner life—to that nature which is “ renewed day by
day,” while the outer man “ perisheth,” and which “ was
made subject to vanity, not willingly, but by reason of him I
who hath subjected the same in hope ;” that is, in hope of
its ultimate reunion with the great elements of the divine I
existence, to move onward by their attracting power to glory, I
honor, and immortality. The terms, “ sons” and “ children I
of God,” refer to the divine Image and Likeness borne by
every immortal spirit—that inner principle which when I
developed will cause mankind to bo “ like Him.” It is “ God I
manifest in the flesh.” The “ manifestation,” and “ glorious I
liberty” of the “ sons ' or “ children” of God, is the .blessed
state of spiritual development in love and wisdom in the I
Father’s House of Many Mansions. It is the happy release
from the earthly house of the mortal tabernacle where I
“ groan” so many of earth’s sons and daughters, desiring I
to bo “ clothed upon with this house not made with hands,
eternal in the heavens.” Thus freed from the pains and
sorrows of the earthly state, the happy soul passes sweetly
away to its desired home.
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W ith reference now, to the tim e of the resurrection.
That time is immediately after the occurrence of the change
called death. As there can be no manifestation of intelli
gence without organization, this provision for the spirit has
been made by the A uthor of man’s nature. Soon as the
oxternal form commences to undergo the change called
death, the spiritual body commences forming outside of the
earthly. Thus, soon as death commences, the resurrection
begins; and shortly after the anim ating spirit has left the
body, the resurrected form is completed. Then the immor
tal spirit, with its eternal companion and coethereal essence,
the spiritual body, passes with kindred spirits to its celestial
abode, there to expand under the reflected rays of divine
Truth and Love fo rev er.'
Thus situated, the real m a n is free from the tedious m eth
ods of external instruction, and confined no longer to the
slow process of earthly locomotion, bu t passes w ith im
mense rapidity from place to place, through the celestial
avenues of the universe as drawn b y attractive influences
or impelled by internal desires. D eath is not th at monster
which it is represented to be by m any on earth, holding
with an iron grasp and a tyrant’s heart its unnumbered vic
tims. I t is only the spirit’s messenger to bear it in trium ph
to its own native home above. Thus disrobed of its unnat
ural covering, and seen in its true light, death is bu t the
soul’s passage to a higher life and to more congenial ele
ments. Death, it is true, has been looked upon by^man
from generation to generation, as the king of terrors, and
as an evidence of the divine displeasure; but, stripped of
the erroneous drapery thrown around it by ignorance, it
appears as the divine method of the spirit’s introduction
into a glorious immortality.
As connected with the subject of the deliverance of the
spiritual nature of man from its earthly form, we will oon-
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aider the subject o f the resurrection o f the spirit from the
ignorance of the past, in which it has been so lon g entombed.
A s the resurrection or elim ination o f the spiritual from the
earthly body is accompanied with delightful sensations, and
joyful conceptions o f the celestial beauty, so also as the
spirit emerges from the chaotic confusions o f the earth in
its present state of development “ into the glorious liberty
of the children of God,” it realizes beyond its powers of
expression, the superiority o f its new condition, and the
grand manifestations of truth beyond its former conceptions.
The emancipated mind, being first divested o f former
errors, receives the influx of truth as every object o f per
ception writes its true character upon the unfolding faculties.
As darkness passes away, D ivine Light emanates from the
all-embracing Mind of the Universe. Tranquillity, like the
gentle breath of heaven, pervades the secret chambers of
the soul and spreads around the exulting spirit the joys of
the celestial life, while peace, pure as the nectar o f angels,
envelops the happy spirit in the bowers of heaven’s own
fragrance. In this state of contentment and joyful expe
rience, the aspirations of the inner life, moving from the
depths of its divine nature, receive the expanding and ele
vating conceptions of truth from a higher plane of develop
ment, and onward, ever onward, progresses the God-like

spirit toward its Celestial Source.
Thus, as pass away the sweetly revolving periods of eter
nity, the immortal nature, the glorified humanity continnally advances into higher and still higher degrees of
celestial beauty and exalted happiness.
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" And I saw no tem p le therein,'*—Jonw.

T his highly figurative illustration o f the Spirit-w orld, as
given by John, in order to be understood, needs to b e re
duced to common forms o f expression. I t w as presented
to his mind in a vision b y one o f his “ fellow -servants, the
prophets.” In presenting this subject, it w ill be necessary
to remind the reader that a ll former representations o f the
spirit’s hom e are necessarily im perfect and v a g u e ; and, in
order to a correct understanding o f m an’s future and im m or
tal destiny, it w ill be essential to d ivest form er sym bolic
representations o f the celestial country, o f their external
covering, and also to connect w ith the k now ledge o f the
past the revelations o f the present.
The views that generally obtain concerning the h eaven ly
state are erroneous; yet the errors em braced are ow in g to
imperfect conceptions o f truth, and the lim ited in telligen ce
received as authentic on this subject. The second sphere
o f man’s existence is not far distant from the earth. It is
situated at a distance adapted to the spirit’s capacities and
interior condition at the tim e o f its rem oval from the earth.
The second sphere or state o f man’s future being is adapted
to the different stages or degrees o f developm ent attained
while on earth ; and there are but few , com paratively, that
attain to the highest circles o f this sphere im m ediately on
leaving the external form. In this sphere there are what
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m ay b e called twelve circles o f ad v an cem en t in love and I
wisdom—the first six the love, th e la tte r six th e wisdom 1
circles. In each circle, how ever, love an d w isdom a re com- I
bined ; yet, in the former, th e love p rin cip le is manifested I
in its peculiar attachm ents, n o t w holly g o v ern ed b y the
inspiration of w isdom ; w hile, in th e la tte r, a lth o u g h wis
dom rules, still love is an essential elem en t o f expansive
joy and inw ard delight. Thus th e S pirit-w orld is adapted
to the different degrees of developm ent to w h ich mankind
attain on the earth. Those who are th e m ost p e rv e rte d or
undeveloped, from w hatever cause, p a s s io n leav in g the
earth, to the first or second circles, according to th e relative
quality and condition of th eir spiritual attain m en ts. The
enjoyments of the different circles v a ry in d eg ree, accord
ing to their respective degrees of elevation. P rogression
being a law of universal operation, th e unadvanced circles
receive an im petus from th e influences of th e circles above
them, as w ell as from the special endeavors ex erted in their
behalf by spirits more advanced. Thus th ere a re general
and special agencies continually em ployed to elev ate those
in the lower to the higher circles of love and w isdom . The
general agencies are the attractive principles of superior
love and wisdom, which constitute the all-pervading at
mosphere of the Spiritual Sun of divine lig h t and tru th .
These divine principles enter th e inm ost recesses o f th e
spirit’s existence, expanding and drawing the spiritual n a
ture tow ard its original source. The special agencies are
those employed by individual exertion in im parting lig h t
and instruction, and in persuading the ignorant and unde
veloped m inds to test the realities of the higher circles.
The twelve circles of love and wisdom in the second
sphere correspond to the <{ twelve foundations,” and th e
“ tw elve gates,” w hich y ' '1~'v passage-ways from the one
circle to another in th
ascending progress. The
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“foundations” of the spirit’s home, termed the “ wall,” or
the prim ary construction of the city are said to be u gar
nished with all manner of precious stones.” “ The first
foundation,” or circle, “ is jasper,” “ the second is sap
phire,” and so on, each foundation or circle above being
more refined and beautiful than the one immediately be
low. Such is the external appearance as presented by the
first home, where the commingling spirits of earth con
gregate after leaving the earthly form, and where they as
sociate together by the law of affinity, and find their place
in those circles for which they are then prepared. Con
ceive of the vast expanse, extending from the external at
mosphere of the earth, a sufficient distance to be discon
nected from any agitating causes appertaining to that
planet—and in this expanse belting the whole earth—and
you have the first circle, or “ foundation” of the spirit’s
spiritual temple. Above this circle, and surrounding it on
all sides, is the second circle, and still onward all the others
in succession are arranged. Thus the spiral pathway of
endless progression continually rises, threading the celestial
universe with an ever-enlarging circuit.
To obtain a correct view of the second or spiritual sphere,
you must consider the earth with all its variety when
“ spring puts forth her blossoms, and summer her beauty,
and autumn her frtiits.” Only refine your ideas of the earth’s
grossness in correspondence to the refined nature of the
spirit’s structure and condition, and you will have at least
an approximation to the reality. As the earthly summer
presents a thousand attractive scenes and beautiful views
for the gratification and comfort of its inhabitants, so does
the ever-blooming, ever-fragrant home where spirits dwell.
Do the dwellers on earth partake of the fruits of the earth;
so likewise do the spiritual beings of the second sphere
eat of the fruits that continually hang in rich clusters upon
3*
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the boughs of the tree o f life, situated on u either side” of
the celestial river. A re earth’s children delighted with the
melody that flows from the “ organ’s pealing n otes,” and
do they listen with delight to the sw eet warblers that echo
cheerful music in every gentle breeze i So do earth’s dis
enthralled spirits chaunt to the divine m elody o f the
“ circling spheres,” as they receive the influence o f sweet
sounds, pure affections, and celestial harm ony. D o the
earthly children delight to travel from place to place,
and often realize that their life is too short to visit h alf of
earth’s attractive scenes and pleasant shades ? Like them,
the spirit borne
“ W ith tireless w in g ,”

pursues its oft-repeated journeys; but, unlike them ; no
want of time or means prevents the spirit’s view of every
u N ook, and g len , and sc en e o f ra rest b e a u ty ,”

in the vast dominions of the home above. D oes the de
lighted traveler ascend with weary footsteps some A lpine
mount or place,
W here lofty v ie w m ay scan th e w id e dom ain,
W h ere ru ral sigh ts and p lea sin g sounds u n ite
In one etern al round !
W here, from th e h ig h est su m m it, h e descries
T h e distant tow n, th e m oun tain range, th e v a lle y ’s
V arying course, th e river’s lea p in g t id e ;
A nd, farther on, th e distant spire of som e
D evoted shrine and h allow ed place, and from
T h e w h o le review drink inspiration and suprem e delight.

Then follow me and let me place thy feet on yonder dis
tant mount of joyous view.
Noyr look aloft, around on every object gaze—
V iew the m inute, the highest, and the m ea n ;
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E xtend th y vision far, and £who are these’
T h a t 1 fly as doves’ to their divine abodes ?

A nd loud tlie answering voice again responds:
11T hese are th e nations’ w ealth, th a t flow in one
•Continuous stream , from a ll th e different earths,

Into the city of our God; the opened doors
Are never shut, but day and night the busy
Tribes are pouring in, where bowers of dearest love
Await the fond embrace of many spirits
From earthly care and toil.
“ Again look up,
And let thy vision take a broader v ie w :
See yonder numerous train, all brightly
Eob’d in garments of celestial love !
These,” again the echoing voice replies, u these
Are passing to a higher state and more
Congenial clim e; having pass’d subordinate
Degrees, they rise reponsive to a higher call,
And meet the joyful greeting o f 1W ell done,’
And take their place ’mid shining ranks seraphic,
And join the chorus of more exalted lays.
Again your widening view extend, and far
O’er suns and systems rise, on every side.
See worlds on worlds, of vast extent, with beings
Peopled, of superior mold.
“ And as you near
Into the vortex vast of the Supernal Mind,
Still greater wonders rise, and seems too vast
For human sight. Here falls the curtain now.
Man must await, and demonstrate himself
His own immortal powers, and endless
Destiny of future weal.”

The external beauties of the Spirit-world, though exceedingly attractive and delightful, are the least of the spirit’s
expanding joys. The society, so beautifully harmonious,
is one of the most pleasing conditions of the angel hom e;
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divine aroma is inhaled w ith every breath, w hich purifies
exalts, and unfolds the spirit-nature. N o <c curse” o’er
heaven’s wide plains can enter to disturb the peace and
quiet that w ill eternally prevail, but w ith ever-increasing
harmony the eternal cycles o f im m easurable duration shall
pass quietly into the history o f the past. Thus, the im
mortal nature forever unfolding w ill illustrate the great
truth, that man possesses a soul desiring unlim ited and
never-ending advancement, w hile new beauties, new joys,
and hidden truths w ill successively arise to m eet these
wants, and demonstrate the truth o f E t e r n a l P r o g r e s s i o n .

DI SCOURSE VI I I .
$ |l ?
*' Qod is

in

it t t f nrsj i i p nf

a S p irit; and th e y

th a t w orship h im m o s t worship him in
S pirit and in T ruth.”—J s a v a .

T ruth is always beautiful w hen seen from true positions.
But light is sometimes put for darkness and darkness for
light. The position from w hich a subject is viewed, with
powers o f perception brought to bear upon it, m ust deter
mine what is true and w hat is false concerning it. God and
his work, nature, are alw ays in harm ony. Men on earth
dispute and are contentious, because they are undeveloped
in the God-like attributes of their nature. They occupy
positions unsuited to judge either principles or persons
truly. A change of situation often produces a change in
men's decisions. One great reason why mankind have
fallen into so many errors is, because they attempt things
too far elevated above their plane o f advancement. An
enlarged vision or a greater nearness to an object is neces
sary to correct judgm ent, w hen present conditions render
such decisions impossible. The truth is, that no intelli
gence, whether of man or of angel, is capable of givin g
perfectly truthful representations of either persons, truths,
or principles, above the sphere of their own development;
and when decision is to be given with reference to any
aianiYimi truth or principle, every one must be governed by
the nature of the evidence adduced.
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Again, ho principle should be received as true, simply
because it is sanctioned by antiquity, or considered as
sacred, unless it has its counterpart in external nature
or is inwardly engraven upon the immortal spirit. All
things in Nature, the outer manifestation of God, proclaim
with one harmonious voice a unity of origin and destiny.
And thertraly reason that there is such a diversity on earth,
with reference to what is truth, is found in the different
degrees of development to which men have attained.
Connected with the varied states of progress to which
mankind have arrived, is the fact, that One part of the race
has erected a standard or measure by which to estimate the
other part. Thus, those that “ measure' themselves by
themselves, and compare themselves among themselves,
are not wise” Erect no standards of judgment for others.
“ Judge not, that ye be not judged.” Eternal progression
alone will satisfy the immortal spirit, and meet the
demands and magnify the claims of the All-embracing
Father.
Connecting these remarks with the subject of man’s
relations to the Divine Governor of the universe, we pro
ceed to consider:
I. The nature of that Superlatively Glorious Being,
whom all intelligent existences are required to worship.
II. The relations existing between the individual intelligences of the earth and the universe, and the Infinite
Mind, who is the Father of all.
TTT. We will illustrate the true worship required by
man’s nature, and demanded by his Author.
XV. We will consider the imperfect forms and errone
ous ideas entertained in the religious opinions of man
kind.
We are first, then, to consider the nature of that Being
who “ fills all things.” Before entering upon this branch
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of OUT subject, it w ill be necessary, to a proper conception
of the vast theme, to present one or two axiom s, as con
stituting the basis of our investigations.
t The ideas o f all inferior beings respecting the Supreme
Author o f existence, w ill Correspond to the degree o f the
spirit’s development. Inasmuch as etern al advancement
will unfold the powers o f the spirit forever, its ideas o f the
pinfolding' power m ust necessarily increase, in proportion to
its ever-enlarging capacity.2. A true know ledge of G od can only be obtained b y a
harmonious development o f man’s entire nature, together
with true observations o f the effects, o f divine and eternal
principles in , external nature, w hich effects m ay be traced
Mposteriori to their original Cause. In the ligh t o f these
self-evident truths, and w ith filial lo v e and divine aspi
rations, we m ay now approach this m ost sublim e and ele
vating theme. A n d it m ay be w ell to remind the reader
that, after all our efforts to ascend the heights o f this
celestial temple, w e w ill still linger near the base o f those
Infinite elevations toward which the m ost exalted seraphim
look with increasing interest and unabated ardor, w ith no
expectation o f reaching its utm ost altitude. Man, in his
whole nature, is a microcosm, or, a representation o f the
universe without. A s the universe contains its Author,
and the Author his universe, and as m an is a universe in
epitome, it follow s that he is an “ image” and cc likeness”
of God. H ence, a true know ledge o f an harmoniously de
veloped man w ill illustrate the true idea of the Supreme
Jeh ovah ; at least, so far as the finite can represent the
Infinite. A lthough the copy m ay em body the elementary
principles of the divine existence, and man m ay, b y its
study, arrive at truth, yet, w ithin the impenetrable depths
and undiscovered heights of the C elestial Orb, the finite
mind can never approach, while, at the same time, the im-
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mortal spirit will ever approximate nearer and nearer its
Author and its end.
To commence, then, with our only true illustration of the
Divine Being and attributes, we inquire, "What is man ? A
correct answer to this inquiry will, at least, be an approxi
mation toward ulterior Truth. But another difficulty
here presents itself: man, in his most developed state on
earth, is necessarily imperfect, and absolute perfection is
unattainable; in other words, as no intelligence will ever
cease to progress, there will yet remain in the future more
for the spirit to attain. Thus the best representation of the
Divine Existence must come short of perfect reality. Not
withstanding this is the case, no discouragement is pre
sented to the aspiring principle of the immortal nature ; it
is rather its greatest delight, that the highest good toward
which it ever approximates, ever unfolds, with the spirit’s
advancement, into more beautiful proportions and more
sublime realities.
In answer to the question, What is man? we reply: 1.
That he possesses, in the highest state of his earthly de
velopment, three distinct elemental principles, coexisting
in the utmost harmony and symmetrical proportions.
These elemental principles constitute the outer, inter
mediate, and inner natures of man, or his physical, psycho
physical, and spiritual or divine existence. The pTiysieal
nature of the man is as perfect a development as the mind
can conceive in its present state. In a state of .perfect
health, the entire system performs varied and mutually
adapted functions, and harmony reigns throughout the
whole being. In beautiful correspondence with this, the
second department of man’s nature—the psychophysical or
“■spiritual body”—is developed with the greatest precision
and harmonious proportions, and with indestructible
principles or elemental substances of an exceedingly refined
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nature. This foundation of man’s continued existence does
not attain its perfected form and elemental substances until
the physical form is laid aside, or, “ returns to the earth
from whence it came.” The third essence of man’s nature
is immortal and essential life, or the divine principle dwell
ing within the inner vale of the “ true tabernacle”—the
“ house not made with hands”—whose destiny is a life
“ eternal in the heavens.” This threefold nature of man is
the most perfect visible organization on earth, and this
organization is only externally visible in man’s present
condition.
All things in the universe exist in an organized state.
This truth is not always perceived by mankind; yet a mo
ment’s reflection will show the impossibility of an opposite
state of things. God is an I n f i n it e O r g a n iz a t io n ; and as
all things are emanations from him, it follows, as a matter
of necessity, that order and form constitute essential prin
ciples of even chaotic substances, however refined or
attenuated. Returning, again, to our illustration of the
Supreme Intelligence, we behold that man’s physical sys
tem is a perfect representation of order, form, and use; in
other words, his physical nature is a perfectly organized
instrument for the accomplishment of specific purposes.
Each department of the physical man has appropriate
functions to perform, with faculties suited to its destined
use. In this beautiful and wondrous instrument, the
Divine Architect has displayed equal skill as in the con
struction of the vast universe without; and the uses to
which this organization is to be applied, corresponds to the
uses of all external systems, considered as separate depart
ments, and as the united whole.
Why was man’s physical nature constructed on such a
comprehensive plan—a plan comprehensive as the uni
verse ? The reason obviously is, to individualize the im-
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mortal spirit. To accom plish th is, m an’s external nat^j.
was formed upon the principle o f reception. I t is capa^
tated to receive from all surrounding elem ents, and appro.
priate those elem ents to itse lf in d evelopin g its sp irit^
nature. A s the essences o f the D iv in e B ein g are diffUse(j
throughout universal space, m an becom es a polished leDs
whereby the concentrated ra/ys o f the Infinite Intelligence
converge to a central point, and im press upon man’s in
terior nature God’s own im age and lik e n e s s; and, it may
here be remarked, that this divine nature in m an w ill be
unfolding forever, by the action o f the rays o f the Great
Sun o f Righteousness. Thus, man w ill be “ changed from
glory unto g lo ry b y th e Spirit o f the Lord.” .
Man’s spiritual body is a more refined and perfect
organization than the external; the “ glory” o f the first is
so much exceeded b y the “ glory” o f the second, that the
former is obscured, and has “ no glory, b y reason o f the
glory that excelleth.” The anatomical structure o f the
spiritual body is adapted perfectly, to its sphere o f action
in the Spirit-world—its elements, essences, and properties
are arranged with reference to the elevated plane o f ac
tivity in which it will forever move, in its ascending cir
cuit of unfolding.
Can man, by searching, find out God ? Yes, but not to
perfection. Man, harmoniously developed, being a like
ness of the great Father “ of the spirits of all flesh,” it fol
lows, that as we can arrive at true views of man, so we
can approximate to true conceptions of the Divine Being.
Concerning the nature of the Spiritual Essence, we would

observe, that he is the A l p h a and O m e g a of all existence
and that “ f r o m him, and f o e him, and t o him are all
things.” Again, in the truthful language of P a u l,’ there is
“ One God and Father of all, who is above all. and’ thvnno-h
all, and in you all.” Here, God’s relation to his universe
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ia clearly set forth. With referen ce to his self-existing and
eternal Superiority, he is “ above all” in glory, power, and
perfection. As to his manner of existence, it may be said
that without the great Sensorium of his unapproachable
Majesty, he dwells in all visible and in v is ib le substances,
elements, and principles—and with reference to his man
ifestations of himself toward his offspring, it may be sa id
that he is “ in you all” as the origin and source of
life, of energy, and of happiness. Thus the nature or ele
ments of the Spiritual Life are everywhere diffused, per
meating a ll substances and interdiffusing themselves through
all space, living in all forms, natures, and beings—in pro
portion to capacity and degree of development.
■God is related to the universe as man’s spirit is related to
his body. In the human system, the spirit-principle is dif
fused throughout the entire body. God is a Spirit, and he
circulates throughout the boundless Kealms of Infinitude,
imparting life and energy, and diffusing his own nature in
all worlds and all substances. Man lives more in his in
ternal than in his external nature. God dwells with the
“ humble and contrite” more than in gorgeous palaces of
self-love and sensual luxury. Man’s nature sympathizes
with itself—God’s nature moves with deepest affection
toward all his innumerable offspring in all worlds, in all
states and conditions.
God is a Spirit, and that Spirit is Love, moving out from
the Central Vortex of the Infinite Divine Heart. Love, ex
panding to the utmost limits of His being, embraces every
effect of his volition, and every product of his wisdom.
All beings are encircled by his radiant smiles, and all
worlds receive his sustaining care. There is no heart in his
wide dominions that feels not his sustaining power, and is
not a receptacle of his affections.
God is a Spirit, and that Spirit is Wisdom. Use or adapt-
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ation is a result of every effort—is a characteristic o f e v e r jB
divine act. It was this element of God’s nature th a t planned!
and constructed the universe. In producing th is wonderful
manifestation of himself, infinite skill was displayed in all I
things—in the atom teeming with life, and in th e glorious I
orbs that move in the depths of immensity. God a c t s ; and I
all things, obedient to his will, are attracted to th e ir appro- 1
priate places in the grand System of Being. God w ills; 1
and Light, emanating from every central sun, pours its life- I
imparting beams upon all planets, and systems, and spaces 1
in the realm of extension. G o d i s a S p ir it ; yet there is no I
language that can convey more than a faint conception of
that Superlatively Glorious Being, H who dwelleth not in
temples made with hands,” and whom even the “ heaven
of heavens can not contain.” Such a being is presented to
man’s affections as the proper object of veneration and love.
II. The second part of our subject contemplates therelations
existing between the creature and Creator, or between all
intelligent beings and God. In order to perform correctly
the uses of existence, mankind must become familiar with
the relations subsisting between Cause and Effect. In the
former part of this discourse, it was observed that man was
formed in the Divine Image. Hence God being the Pro
ducer, man sustains to him the filial relation, while He
holds the relation of Paternity. Thus God is the “ Father
of the spirits of all flesh.” Again, as the lav) or mode by
which intelligent beings are introduced into conscious ex
istence is unoriginated, having eternally existed as a princi
ple in the Divine Essence, it follows that the relation formed
or. anteriority existing, must remain as lasting in the future
as its principles have been enduring in the past. As Divine
Love and Wisdom, in producing separate individualities
designed a certain end or result, and as the agencies to ac
complish this purpose existed as immutable laws in the
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Eternal Spirit, this end must assuredly be attained in the
“ dispensation of the fullness of times.”
TTT- In the third place, we were to consider the “ wor
ship” demanded by the Father, and prompted by the prop
erly developed human affections. As the rain-drop tends
to the ocean, its source, and as the dark side of the earth
is constantly turning to the sun, so the spirit of man, unin
fluenced by opposing circumstances, naturally seeks its
rest and enjoyment in the bosom of its source and Father.
Filial love is a normal element of man’s nature; it is selfconscious of its divine paternity, and seeks its only satisfy
ing portion in the streams of affection which gush from the
heart of celestial love. Intermingling with these, by a law
of spiritual affinity, the soul exclaims, Abba, Father! and
feels the witness within itself that it is a “ child of God.”
As man’s spirit is an emanation from the Spiritual Sun of
the universe, it can not be contaminated by dwelling in the
flesh any more than the great Spiritual Light of all exist
ence is defiled by intermingling in all substances, and con
stituting the life of all beings. Every department of man’s
nature has its specific faculties and functions. The spirit
ual qualities of these are sustained by a constant supply
from the great Spirit-nature, surrounding and pervading
all things.
Man, as a spirit, is in constant need of the nourishing
element of divine love; and that this element may flow
into his inmost nature, it is only necessary for him to con
form to specific conditions. Believe—be self-conscious—
that you have a spiritual internal existence—feel the de
pendence of this existence upon its Infinite source ; then
compose your thought, and place yourself in a passive re
lation to the all-pervading element of spiritual love, and
you will soon test the truth of spiritual communion, and
taste the joys of a Divine influx.
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Man, as a spirit, also needs the elem ent o f divine wi*
dom ; hence, “ if any man lack wisdom, let him ask of God
who giveth to all men liberally, and it shall be given him.’’
Wisdom is the principle that adapts means to ends; and
to obtain this most desirable element o f spiritual light
preserve, as before directed, a passive sta te; fix the mind
upon your spiritual needs, and with a gentle desire look
for the light which beams from above, and soon a glorious
halo, as it were, will illuminate your spiritual being.
Moreover, man, as a spirit, needs energy. To accom
plish the labors of the earthly life, and to move in harmony
with all celestial beings along the road o f endless pro
gression, he needs a constant influx of the spiritual cause
of motion. This element is received in the same manner
as the principles of love and wisdom. Thus, he is a true
worshiper of God who lives in obedience to the true re
lations subsisting between all intelligent beings and their
Origin and Cause. “ And such,” it is truly said, “ the
Father seeketh,” or attracteth, “ to worship him.”

IT. We are to consider, lastly, the imperfect forms and
erroneous ideas entertained in the religious opinions of
mankind. It has been observed that the worship required
by man’s spiritual nature, and demanded by the Father, is
spiritual in form and principle; “ for they that worship
Him must worship Him in S pirit and in Truth.” But what’
are the imperfect form s f and what 'are the wrong ideas
entertained by the majority of mankind at present ? As
imperfect forms arise from wrong ideas, we will first con
sider some of the opmions that obtain among theological
teachers. Having myself once entertained many errors,
and knowing by experience the bondage of mental and
spiritual slavery, I will the more readily attempt an expo
sition of these errors, to the end that spiritual freedom may
more generally prevail.
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A theological opinion of extensive influence, and exert*
ing an evil tendency, is, that God can not be approached
or worshiped excepting through sacrifice. This principle
asserts the revolting idea that the Infinitely Compassionate
Father of mankind seeks the blood or life of those creatures
that he has caused to grow for the service of the human
family. This idea, also, makes cruelty an indispensable
element in the form of this supposed worship. Although
this method of appeasing the supposed anger of an un
changeable Jehovah is at the present time mostly confined
to very unadvanced portions of the human race, the prin
ciple which it involves is maintained by the most enlight
ened nations, with but few exceptions. All the sacrifice
that God ever required was that of a repenting and “ con
trite heart”—a willing performance of those requirements
alike demanded by the creature and Creator
Another error connected with the preceding is, that man
kind rests under the displeasure of the Almighty. This
error arose from man’s undeveloped condition. The most
advanced minds, many centuries since, looking around them
and perceiving the undeveloped, or, as they supposed, the
fallen condition of the race, came to the conclusion that
originally man was perfectly developed, both in his phys
ical and spiritual nature, and their own partially devel
oped wisdom said that the present disorder could only be
accounted for by referring it to original transgression, and
the consequent Divine displeasure. The mistake made by
the early inhabitants of the earth, and yet cherished by
many persons, was in looking into the past to find a Para
dise, instead of looking forward to the good time coming,
when earth shall not only contain a “ garden” of Eden-like
beauty, but the whole earth “ shall bud and blossom as the
rose.” God is not displeased with the human race—the
idea of anger or displeasure never entered his mind. He
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sees the unadvanced state of earth’s inhabitants—he knows
the infantile state of their attainments; and what is tie j
cause of greatest joy, he is doing all that can be done con
sistently with his immutability, to advance and develop
mankind, both by direct and secondary agencies.
A wrong opinion is entertained by many respecting the I
future condition of those who are generally termed “ wick I
ed,” but more properly undeveloped. A dismal place is
supposed to exist where will ultimately be congregated the
evil or undeveloped of the whole earth. It is needless to
attempt the refutation of this long-standing error. In the
light of the true relations existing between man and God,
already unfolded, it will be seen that there is no need of
such a place in the Father’s dominions.
From these imperfect ideas there have arisen forms of
worship unbecoming the true dignity of man’s spiritual
nature. And here I need not particularize, as all external
forms are unnecessary, except as clothings and expressions
of an indwelling spirit. The spiritual worshiper needs
only the unfolding >and divine rays of truth to enable him
to perform acceptable service, “ well-pleasing in the sight
of God.”
In conclusion, permit me to urge upon all the importance
and happyfying consequences o f seeking the development
of their spiritual natures. Impelled b y Divine attraction,
let your religious sensibility yield to the elevating .and soul
expanding influx of spiritual life and wisdom. Look out
upon your own home, the earth, and see its smiling beau
ties ; look away into the unlimited universe, and let your
spirit inhale the sublimities that everywhere greet its vision.
But for still greater and more enduring bliss, look also
within your own heart. R ealize that your spiritual being
is immortal; and, while you seek wisdom from these
sources, cultivate friendly relations with your unseen, yet
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lo v in g . S p irit-f rie n d s , w h o e v e r g u a rd a n d c h eer you along
th e p i lg r im a g e o f life . K e e p th e fo u n ta in o f aspiration
c o n s ta n tly e x te n d in g its affinities a fte r th e p u re a n d the
b e a u tifu l, th e g o o d a n d th e tru e . T h is is th e “ w ell of
w a te r s p r in g in g u p in to e v e rla s tin g life.” I t is th e spirit
u a l s e n s ib ilitie s s e n d in g o u t th e ir c e le stia l aspirings to the
G re a t F o u n t o f e n d le s s b lesse d n e ss. T h u s sh a ll a p erpetual
in flu x o f d iv in e e sse n c e s a n d p rin c ip le s e n te r into your
s p ir itu a l n a tu r e , p e rm e a tin g e v e ry fac u lty , an d elevating
th e a s p ir in g so u l to h ig h e r jo y s, a n d p re p a rin g it for its
e n d le ss c o u rs e in th e In fin ite re a lm s o f love a n d wisdom.
4

DISCOURSE IX.

tf jit ‘i t i n m p f i i f
"What is tru th ?"—Pilatb .

T ruth is a Principle of Nature. It is the established
method of Divine operation. Principles are eternal. They

are developments of that Love and Wisdom which, as a
united influence,
u Warms in the sun, refreshes in the breeze,
Glows in the stars, and blossoms on the trees;
Lives through all life, extends through till extent,
Spreads undivided, operates unspent/7
Truth is the m ajestic P o w er that form ed the Universe,
and w hich m ultiplies itse lf in individual existences. I t is
the grand harm onizer o f all the qualities and attributes o f
universal being. Truth, indeed, is universal harm ony, fo r
it is im possible for principles to conflict. H ence m an in
harmony with truth, is in harmony w ith himself. W h e n
man, therefore, is discordant, it is because o f wrong or un
favorable conditions. There is an innate love o f truth in
the hum an m ind which no error can wholly obliterate.
In childhood, when the faculties are exceedingly im press
ible, error m ay have the first opportunity in m olding the
expanding n a tu re; y et the principles o f Truth are so u n i
versally diffused, that, however much error may be in the
world, the truth w ill ultim ately prevail. It is the u leaven 77
which is destined to “ leaven the whole lump.77
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It is not within the province o f man to make or establish
truth—but to discover it. Every truth or principle is of
universal operation: hence it may be discovered by all.
It has been a mistake of long standing among mankind,
i to separate Truth into various departments, sustaining
other than unitary relations. The effect of this error has
been to produce many different professions, which give
rise to .selfish feelings, thus inducing distinctions which
are unnatural, and tend to separate society into fragment*
ary conditions. But all truth is one, and can never pro
duce conflicting in terests; and, in our researches after
truth, we should never divide what God has eternally
joined. Every principle being an expansion o f the D ivine
Mind, it follows that all principles must ever coexist in
unison with the D ivine Nature in every possible variety
of manifestation.
Let it be observed that I would not object to, but rather
encourage, a classification of all truths that may be dis
covered, or made known to mankind. Indeed, without a
proper classification o f the various phenomena witnessed
on earth, confusion would prevent true conclusions with
reference to the subjects o f investigation. Man’s own
organization, and the external arrangement of all things,
proclaim that Order and Form are principles of universal
operation. Although this truth should continually be kept
in mind, yet it must not be forgotten, in the practical op
eration o f principles, that a un/ita/ry arrangement is ob
served throughout the vast Realm of Universal Existence.
This idea is beautifully illustrated in the human system.
In the greatly complicated physical structure, there is an
almost innumerable variety of parts and functions, yet
there is no “ schism” in the body. Each faculty porforms
its appointed labor, without seeking to change location, or
to interfere with its neighbor, while a mutual sympathy
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subsists between each department of tie organism. « j j |
one member suffers, the whote suffer with it.” 'l n ^ I
construction of gjjuildings, many different pieces of timber I
are necessaiy to .constitute th e frame-work-mother materials I
must be used to form a covering or outward protection--- I
while within, still other materials must enter, as parts-of
a finished edifice. Thus in the great Temple of Truth, the |
elements of Construction rise in majestic proportions of '
D iv in e H

armony .

Though truth should be classified, it n e v e r should be
divided. It is like a tree whose roots are attach ed to the
earth, but whose top waves in the sunlight. T ruth, in its
connection with Humanity, is also fitly compared to a tree
whose primeval formations are connected with the earth,
and whose extending trunk and spreading branches raise
their lofty elevations to the heavens, and whose celestial
fruit is garnered in the repositories of Immensity. In the
present discourse, it will be impossible to trace, from the
commencement of this “ Tree of Life,” the various forms
of its elemental existence; but we will present a few of
the “ leaves of that Tree,” whose life-giving properties are
for the “ healing of the nations.” Although the truths we
may set forth in the present instance are primarily con
nected with the past as the germ of the future, yet we shall
briefly illustrate those truths which at present are more
particularly needed for humanity’s increasing development.
Keeping in view the principle of classification, w.e may
answer the inquiry often repeated, “ What is truth ?” * Hav
ing considered the general nature of our subject, we will
specify more particularly those truths which so deeply in
terest the human family in the earthly .state of existence.
1.
It is a truth that all mankind possess an immortal
nature. This immortal nature is derived from, and is pro
duced by, that august p
Hwho only hath” underived
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« ^ mortality.” As the immortality of man’s nature is an
individualized element of the divine nature, its continued
existence does not depend upon the belief or disbelief of
man; hence the incredulity of any particular class of indi
viduals can not prevent the results of immutable laws as
related to this subject.
2. It is a truth that inan is a creature of Divine agencies;
that he is formed in the “ Image and Likeness” of God;
that this “ likeness” can never be tarnished with evil or
defiled by sin; that this nature dwelling within the inmost
recesses of the soul,- is unapproachable by any corrupting
influence or cirfcumstance of existence. As no derived ex
istence, though dwelling in seraphic glory, can ever ap
proach so near the Deity that farther approach will be
impossible, so no agency or power, animate or inanimate,
can approach the interior realm of man’s spirit-nature, save
the rays of that great Spiritual Sun from which that nature
was derived. Hence, as no other agency can approach,
none can defile-it.
3. It is a truth that on earth man possesses an animal or
physical nature, which serves as a present or temporaiy
habitation for the indwelling spirit. This department of
man’s nature is conferred for the purpose of eliminating and
individualizing vhe spirit, the original elements of which
coexist in all things surrounding man on earth.
4. It is a truth that man’s physical nature is liable to' be
disordered in the present elementary condition of the earth.
5. It is true that mankind through ignorance have per
verted their “ way on the e a r t h t h o u g h God never “ re
pented that he made man.” This perversion of human
nature is owing to an undeveloped state of mankind, and
not only affects unfavorably mankind on earth, but will re
tard the progress of the spirit, though it can not prevent
its endless progression or ultimate happiness.
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6. It is a truth that a knowledge of the facts above allu d J
tb will not increase evil among mankind, as many * ■
suppose; for, first it will inspire the hope of a gloriOU8|
immortality in the hearts Of the most wretched and mi8er. I
able, which hope always exerts a refining and elevating iu. I
fluence upon those who receive it. Secondly, it will inspire I
gratitude in the most insensible heart, and will operate .as 1
an incentive to a virtuous life. Indeed, such a manifestation I
of Infinite Love and kindness, for repeated wrongs and in. I
suits (“ though committed ignorantly and in unbelief’) can
not but find an echo in the most degraded heart of human
ity, which will arise as grateful incense to the approving
Father of all mercies.
7. It is true that mankind, when convinced of error and
wrong doing, should reform their lives—should seek wisdom
and secure happiness by living in conformity with relations
upon which happiness depends.
- 8. It is true that error is interwoven in all .records of,
earth’s past history, whether called sacred or profane.
Hence it is the duty of all to discriminate—to “ prove all
things and hold fast the good ;” and whatever principle
shuns investigation bears the mark of its own weakness and
error. Truth, on the other hand,-seeks the light though
modest in its pretensions; and it should be prized for its
own sake wherever found. 9. It is true that at the present time on earth truth and
error are so blended, that the people are unsettled in doctone, and are truly “ as sheep having no shepherd.” Ia
flue conflict of light and darkness, the dawn of a brighter
day has commenced, and its beams are already dispelling
the mists of error which have for ages enshrouded the minds
oi men.
10. It is a troth that hy the laws of eternal progression the
earth and its inhabitants have_arrived at a state which ’ena-
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bles the Spirit-world surrounding the earth to exert a greater
and more general influence than at any previous time. And
it is also true that spiritual power will cooperate with man
kind in hastening the period when the “ kingdom of heaven,”
or harmony, shall be permanently established on the earth.
To aid in this work, spirits axe preparing mediums who will
go forth armed with the panoply of Truth, and who as
£ flames of fire,” will destroy error and ignorance by re
flecting rays of spiritual light.
11.
It is true that all men should seek the development
of their spiritual natures, by the use of means best adapted
to produce this result. The all-pervading elements of elec
tricity, magnetism, and the spirit-principle are channels
through which the Divine Spirit travels in reaching the
spirit of man. It is generally supposed that in religious
excitements the Spirit of God is present, accompanying what
may be said to the hearts of the people. This is not true as
is generally understood; for what are termed conversions,
occur in numerous churches holding opposite opinions, and
these all claim that God alone accomplishes the work of
conversion, by the ministration and operation of his own
Spirit. God never operates in opposite and contradictory
ways to accomplish a given result. Nevertheless, all truth,
however and wherever proclaimed, has an effect proportioned
to* the capacity and condition of the receiver. When the
spiritual nature of man comes in contact with truth, that
truth meets an answering echo in the human breast, and its
legitimate fruits will ultimately appear. The germ of all
Truth is immanent in m an; hence when all the faculties
of man are harmoniously developed, the elements of all
truth may be discovered* Allow me in this connection to
present a rule to discover truth and detect error. Any
principle not contained in, and developed by, the human
divine organism, can not be true—and every principle dis-
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covered in the harmonious man, is essentially and eternally
true. Every such principle will also be impressed upon,
and unfolded in, the forms of external nature.
12.
It is true that in the development of man’s spiritual
nature, love to God bears the primary, and love to the
neighbor the secondary relation; and these loves, in their
practical manifestations, constitute the whole duty of man.”
To the practical exercise of these loves, mankind should be
constantly attracted by the inherent beauties of the one,
and by the holy dignity and celestial affinities of the other.
An appeal to the fe a rs of man can never conduce to that
true wisdom and divine love which are necessary to the
proper regulation of human conduct. I f a man is moved
by fear, he will preach fear to others as a motive influence.
Mankind should fear to do wrong or violate the laws of their
existence, and for the simple reason that this violation will
hinder the progress of their spiritual natures. God does
not claim the fears, but the loves of his offspring; and as
man becomes acquainted with his fellow-man, and with the
nature of his Divine Author, he will be the more attracted
toward both. “ Perfect love casteth out all fear.
Truth will ultimately triumph over all error, as knowledge
will consume ignorance. Opposition to natural and eternal
principles will cease, and man will seek the true and the
good, that these principles may be applied to the advance
ment of the race and to the manifestation of God’s glory on
the earth. Previous to this happy period, however, the
opposite forces of Truth and Error, Light and Darkness,
Wisdom and Folly, Hope and Despair, will be arrayed in
mighty conflict. Already are the hosts of these opposing
forces rushing together and mingling their weapons upon
the field of strife. In this vast conflict the enemies of Truth
neutralize each other’s power in striving for victory of
ephemeral duration; while upon the white banner of Truth’s
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valiant hosts is inscribed a peaceful cam paign an d u niversal
freedom! The conflict goes forward. Ignorance, fond o f
the darkness in which error was conceived, b egin s to y ie ld
in high places. Gradually the din o f strife subsides — p ea ce
divides her banner to all nations— war is studied as an a r t
no more. The golden chain of friendship binds th e natio n s
of the earth together. Victory is proclaim ed, and h ea v en
echoes back the sound of trium ph in songs o f celestial j o y .

D I S C O U R S E X.

^ r i g u i f is*«
"I n my . Fathor's houoe are many mansions."—Jzaue.

The unbounded universe is God’s Temple, visible and
invisible. His love expands, and holds in its all-embracing
grasp, the being and destinies of all things, while His Omnific energy permeates every atom in immensity, and actu
ates to a higher life the whole realm of animated being.
From the unfathomable depths of his own nature, the
Divine Being causes an influence to descend to man’s inte
rior and essential life, from whence are evolved aspirations
of spiritual and celestial desires. These aspirations are met
by harmonizing and unfolding influences that elevate the
soul to a larger growth, and to a more advanced state of
progression and enjoyment.
Progression is a l a w of existence. Law is a mode of
action, and action unfolds and develops all things. The
primary elements o f progression exist i n all substances, for
** things” are an emanation from, or manifestation of,
God. The Divine Being is not removed from His works
but by means of invariable laws of action; “ all things”
are governed in wisdom unerring. God is immanent in
all His stupendous designs, to elevate them from a lower
to a higher degree of refinement.
Go back in the retrospect of earth’s history until the ele
mental substances of its formation are lost in the incon
ceivable vortex of their Celestial Origin; and as you gaze
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with astonished vision for more light, presently, though un
perceived, a shining visitant from God’s upper sanctuary
appears to impress upon the receiving mind a clearer per
ception of the universally diffused principles of cause and
effect, of origin and relation. This Celestial Monitor teaches
yon that creation, or rather formation, is an inherent prin
ciple of the Divine Nature. Hence, ye perceive that far
back in the history of formation, the earth, with the system
to which it belongs, was absorbed in the universal realm of
amorphous substances. Such was the universe in its ele
mentary state.
When the time arrived for the evolution of the solar
system from this mighty C enter of all Existence, Divine
Love, Wisdom, and Power projected from the central vortex
of His being the elements, substances, and principles which
constituted the germ of the system of which your earth
forms a part. This germ, when ushered into the external
atmosphere of the Universal Father, commenced its revo
lutions, drawn by the attracting and expanding influences
of its inherent Divine essence. This vast system or parent
of all the planets and satellites, by the action of immutable
laws, ultimately condensed upon its external surface the
elements of its first-born planet, which was projected by a
law of reproduction similar to the agency that evolved the
primary germ of the system. This eldest of Nature’s ter
restrial formations immediately commenced its rotation
and its revolution around its primary of which it so re
cently formed a part. Thus, by successive contractions
and evolutions, all the earths in the solar system were
formed. Finally, the original germ became exhausted of
its reproductive power, and the number of his terrestrial
offspring was then complete. In the midst of these he is
now enthroned, in the majesty of parental dignity. Thus,
wreathed with the honors of age, and receiving the filial
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homage of his numerous offspring, he remains fixed in hi I
own celestial center, smiling out upon the happy circle I
which raovos in silent beauty and love within the sphere I
of his radiance.
Following up the history of formation, we take our stand- I
point on tho earth, and witness the silent unfoldings of the I
groat law of progression, as manifested on this planet. In- I
numorablo ages passod away after this globe was projected I
from its original parent, the Sim, ere it was adapted to I
sustain animated existence, even in its lowest forms. Min- I
oral substances were first aggregated upon the surface of I
tho earth, producing crystallized forms and strata of differ
ent degrees of density.
From this mineral formation arose, in successive degrees
of perfection, vegetable substances endowed with the lowest
form of life. As successive ages passed away, these veg
etable forms assumed higher types, and ultimately devel- |
opod the lower attributes of Sensation. The great law of
successive development unfolding animal life in its lowest
stages, being thus introduced, subsequent changes in the
external atmosphere, uniting with the internal law of de
velopment, produced still higher forms of animal existence.
'Whou animal forms had assumed their highest manifesta
tion below the spiritual and intellectual realm, and when '
all things were perfected for a higher manifestation of the
formative power, man was evolved from the fruitful sources
of surrounding dements. Man is thus the ultimate of
earthly formations *, he is the uniting dement, the mediator
between all external nature, and the inward and invisible
realm of all immortal being. Thus the operation of the
law of Progression is visible in mundane formations, from
chaotic dements to minerals, vegetables, animals, and
finally to man, who is the crowning glory of the whole.
Tracing the history of man from Ins first organization
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the law of progress will be still more manifest. The first
and lowest types of man were but a slight elevation above
the highest mere animal formations. In this st£ge of de
velopment, man was almost entirely governed by animal
instincts and external conditions. The perceptive and re
flective faculties, however, would occasionally put forth
efforts which were expressed in the form of mechanical
labor and skill. Signs and motions of the body were the
first method of communicating the internal emotions of the
mind. As this method was a slow and difficult process of
communication, it was succeeded by a higher and easier
mode, which consisted of vocal sounds ; but elementary
sounds and their combinations often produced the same
impression when reference was had to different objects;
and, owing to this circumstance, confusion was manifested
in their actions. This confusion induced strife among the
early inhabitants, and subsequently caused one party to
emigrate to a distance, that they might enjoy their own
opinions and live as they desired. In the diffusion of the
early inhabitants of the earth as owing to this cause, a
great good was effected; the earth became more exten
sively populated, and man became more truly the lord of
creation.
As the animal faculties of man’s nature were the first
to be developed in the order of progression, we see but
little manifestation of the religious nature exhibited in the
primary period of m ans existence. During man’s youth
ful stage of existence upon earth, there was an improve
ment in the dwellings that protected him from inclemencies
of weather and changes of climate. The arts and sciences
commenced their development in a rude and imperfect
manner. As every higher developmont displeases the old
forms, and trenches upon previous customs, there invariably
grows out of this circumstance opposition to the new pro-
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je c t or theory. A n im o sity th u s p ro d u c e d , w ill manifest I
itself according to the p a rtic u la r p la n e o f d e v e lo p m e n t oc* I
cupied by the contending p a rtie s. T h u s, i n th e juvenile I
state of m ankind, w ar, co n te n tio n , a n d c a rn a g e p lay ed a I
conspicuous p a rt in m a n ’s actio n s. I t w a s, in d e e d , th e en- 1
grossing business o f th e d iffe re n t tr ib e s a n d n a tio n s o f the I
earth to despoil each o th er, a n d , in a w h o le s a le m anner, I
possess them selves o f th e tre a su re s t h a t m i g h t b e gained I
b y conquest. In th is sta te o f m a n ’s p ro g re s s io n , th e relig- I
ions elem ent partook o f th e c ru e ltie s o f th e in te lle c tu a l and I
anim al n atu re, in its th e n e x is tin g s ta te o f d ev elo p m en t.
H ence idolatry w as th e first m a n ife sta tio n o f th is p rinciple,
an d the highest conceptions o f D e ity w e n t n o f a r th e r than
the idea of a m onstrous c h ie fta in , o f u n lim ite d p o w e r, as
destitute of m oral p rin c ip le a s th e m se lv e s. T h e ir G o d was
always p artial— each n a tio n h a v in g th e i r o w n d e ifie d ob
jects of veneration. Som e n a tio n s h a d th e i r g o d s o f w ar,
of storms, of pestilences ; in d e e d , th e r e w e re “ lo r d s m an y ,
and gods m any,” w hile th e m o st d e v e lo p e d p a r t o f m an 
k ind im agined th a t th e ir G o d p o ssessed a ll th e s e e le m e n ts
combined. M ankind are n o w j u s t e m e r g in g fr o m th is
childhood state, in to th e m o re p e rfe c t s ta te o f m a n h o o d .
The earth, in its p re se n t Btate o f d e v e lo p m e n t, p re s e n ts
a v ast them e of contem p latio n , n o t o n ly to s p ir its i n th e
upper spheres, h u t also to th e m o re re fle c tiv e a m o n g m en.
A great num ber of m inds a re n o w in a s ta te o f tr a n s itio n
from com parative darkness to th e su p e rn a l l i g h t o f tr u th .
M uch now depends u pon th is class o f in d iv id u a ls , n T h e ir
superior lig h t m u st m anifest su p e rio r w isd o m . M in d is
rapidly assum ing a suprem acy o v er th e e le m e n ts o f a n in 
ferior n atu re, a n d sp iritu al n a tu re is u n itin g w ith th e re a lm
o f universal tr u th , a n d elev a tin g its d ivine a s p ira tio n s to 
w ard th e celestial b ro th erh o o d , w ho m in g le in in n u m e r
able m yriads w ith th e ir earth-brothers. A ll, th e re fo re , a re
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moving, in silent grandeur and majestic harmony, along
the spiral avenues of E ternal P rogression. Even now
the commingling elements of refinement are engaged in
consuming humanity’s base alloy, and this process will
continue until earth shall be purified from all error—until
“ old things” that are evil shall “ pass away, and all things
shall become n ew /’
The language of Jesus introduced in the commencement
of this discourse, “ In m y F a th e r’s house are m any man
sions,” is a confirmation of th e g reat law of p r o g r e s s io n ,
and illustrates correctly the true condition o f the Spiritworld. Jesus perceived the g reat difference in the devel
opment of m ankind on earth, and, being a tru e philoso
pher and a faithful prophet, he uttered, by spiritual influ
ence,.the great tru th th a t the different states o f attainm ent
on earth have corresponding circles o f advancem ent in the
sphere of the spiritual state.
The different degrees of conformity to the g reat central
rule of doing good explains the reason w hy there are so
many different degrees of developm ent manifested on earth,
and in all habitable worlds. “ I t is m o r e blessed to give
than to receive.” This tru th all advanced intelligences
will for ever dem onstrate, b y aiding those who are less de
veloped th an them selves. I f all m ankind existed on one
plan- of developm ent, all the energies o f hum anity would
stagnate, and m onotony would palsy the arm of labor and
discourage and restrict th e aspirations o f Hope.
C ontem plate the sublim ity o f this tru th —a truth that
has its correspondences in external forms—that in our
F ather’s house,- the vast T emple o f the Lord God -Almighty
—the Univerccelum of unlim ited wisdom, love, and power—
there exist u m ansions,” or spheres, of unsurpassed beauty,
as adapted to the sp irit’s upw ard progress, throughout the
innum erable cycles of e te rn ity ! The wisdom o f God is
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displayed in adapting tho different spheres and. circles of
tlio spirit’s homo to tho varied dogrees of developm ent
attained by individuals on earth; also, in ho arranging tho
relation of eft use and effect that there is a constant passage
from sphere to sphere, while all things move forward with
increasing harmony and perfect order.
Tho love of God is soon as tho spirit passes onward in
its upward course, in causing all labor and chango to ho
accompanied with pleasurable emotion, in garnishing all
things with colors of the most delightful beauty, in filling
tliu whole atmosphere of heaven with entrancing melody,
and mingling an aroma of tho most delicious fragrance to
elovato and purify tho aspiring soul. A ll things in the
Spirit-world are adorned with a loveliness according to
their rolutivo value and refiuomont. So it is on earth : tho
Deilie energy is manifested through forms of Infinite wis
dom, in causing all things to move forward in harmonious
development, from the minutest atom to tho most oxaltod
beings—from the revolution of a planet to tho mighty
sweep of all systems around the Infinite vortex of common
attraction. Horo is wisdom. Contemplate the stupendous
scenes horo presented to your admiring v ie w ; and while
you gaze with ecstatic joy upon tho futuro prospects of
Immunity, opon your heart’s inmost rocossos in aspirations
of praise and thanksgiving to that Superlatively Glorious
Being, who, while he “ iulnibiteth eternity,” dwells also in
tho hearts of all his numerous offspring.

Perm it mo, in conclusion, to urge all who may read this
sketch, to soek for a high stato of spiritual development.
Then, when you pass from your earthly home, you shall
enter upon a state of blissful onjoymont in your Father’s
Celestial Mansions.

DISCOURSE XI.

# 1; t (Drigiu o i l <f.i& of $ u i l .
" B e n o t o v e r o o m e o f o v il, "but o v e r c o m e e v il w it h good." —P a ul .

No enlightened mind will contend that what is termed
evil has eternally existed. To contend for such an opinion,
and at the same time to labor for its removal, would be
manifest inconsistency; for if ovil has ever constituted a
part of the general system of causation, it is obviously an
act of folly for man to seek its destruction. If evil has
always existed, it must be an independent power, unremov
able by any agency in the universe. Before presenting our
views on this subject, formed in connection with greater
light, and with a broader vision than is enjoyed on earth,
we will consider the ideas of the Christian world respecting
the origin of Evil, and the manner of its introduction upon
the earth.
It is said that evil originated with a certain highly elevated
and previously celostial being. It is said that so lofty waB
the dignity and so great was the power of this being, that
lie aspired to indopendeneb of the Supreme Father of all
existences. T here boing no ovil in the supernal abodes of
heaven’s dazzling light with which he could be drawn from
his allegiance to God, it is said that “ self-tem p ted ” he fell,
aud drew with him a mighty host of the “ sons of light;”
that upon this emorgoncy the Supremo Architect was obliged
to co n stru ct a vast prison in which to thrust the “ Devil
and his angels.” The arch-apostate and his company, it is
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supposed were thus confined for the purpose o f preventing
further depredations upon the realm s o f the “ Father’s'
m a n s i o n s except as D ivine Goodness perm itted a temporary release, in order “ to tempt” his innocent and unoffend
ing children on some newly-formed planet, fo r their good,
in order to prove their allegiance to himself.
Let us look at this theory—enshrined b y the modem
Church and guarded by the armies of superstition—in the
light of that principle known on earth b y th e term “ common
sense.” It is asserted of “ Satan,” th at he once occupied a
very elevated position, and was characterized by transcend
ent virtue and wisdom—th at from th is position “ selftempted” he fell, and was subsequently ejected from his
lofty state—to wander in darkness, and henceforth be styled
king of all infernal powers. I t is a truism , th a t effect is
always preceded by an adequate cause. B u t if Satan fell
“ self-tempted,” what constituted his tem pter? W h a t part
of his pure and holy nature first commenced th e revolt
against the Supreme Good of the Universe ? W as it selflove ? If so, then Satan was from the first far removed
from the Supernal heights where hum an ignorance and cre
dulity place the scene of these incipient tra n sa c tio n s; for
“ selflove” is the lowest manifestation o f w hich animal
nature is susceptible. The D ivine P rinciple of Love is ever
governed by the attractions of a D ivine W isdom. The in
habitants of “ the heavenly country,” in the high abodes
of the Father’s mansions, resemble more fully their divine
original than to be subject to the groveling influences of a
contracted selfishness. There fraternal and universal loves
animate all hearts and fill all minds, while wisdom attracts
to a still higher destiny—not in opposition to, but in h ar
mony with, the interests and happiness of all.
Self-love, then, could not have been a motive or influence
■operating in the heavenly world, by which to produce a
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primary desire to revolt from acknowledged obligations—
for the simple reason that selfishness exists only on the
lowest plane of human development. Into the blissful
abodes of Light no curse can enter ; but free from external
annoyances and internal impurity, with every faculty and
power in harmonious exercise, the exalted spirit glides
sweetly and cheerfully along the ascending path of endless
progression. But the advocates of the assertion that evil
originated in a “ war in heaven,” unwilling to give up their
long-cherished theory, and tacitly admitting the impossibil
ity of the origin of evil in heaven’s high abodes, assume a
still more absurd hypothesis, by asserting that the arch
angel’s will became “ perverse” by witnessing the superla
tive glory and greatness of that Power whose energy moved
forward the stupendous universe; and that contemplating
the works of the Divine Architect, his “jealousy” was excited
to “ battle” with “ heaven’s order and higher p o w e rs a n d
that want of wisdom urged the “ unequal strife” which led
to the disastrous results of evil’s inception. This theory is
also fabricated in ignorance of heaven and man. As wisdom
is the governing principle or element in all minds, it is im
possible, save in the conceptions of ignorance, to suppose
that any being in exalted power and happiness could possess
less wisdom than love, or be undeveloped in that principle
which had already acted as guide through successive stages
of growth in honor and power. Again, as “ jealousy” is a
manifestation of an undeveloped nature, it is again manifest
that such a feeling is inimical to spiritual elevation. Hence,
as the actuating and governing powers of the spirit’s nature
(Love and Wisdom) could not break from their allegiance
to the All-Embracing Good, so r either could Will, which is
but the action of spirit. Thus perceiving the untenableness
of the long-cherished position concerning the origin of evil
in the universe, we will trace its history on earth.
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It is asserted that “ in the beginning the Lord created t i l
heavens and the earth;” and that subsequently man wal
produced in the “ image and likeness” of G od; that the
Original progenitors of the race were embowered in a ter-' I
restrial paradise; that they were perfect in. know ledge andl
wisdom; were pronounced “ very good” by their D ivine!
Author; were subjected to a test of fidelity to the Divine I
government; were tempted by the “ serpent,” and yielded I
to his devices, and were snbsequently driven from paradise I
under the curse of the Almighty. This is the generally re- I
ceived opinion concerning the introduction of evil on earth.
Truth and error are mingled together in this ancient
myth of Oriental origin. It is true that man is formed in
the image of God; but numerous errors and contradictions
are found concerning the inception of evil. The first vul
nerable point in the above venerated opinion concerning
the introduction of the awful curse “ that brought death
and all our woes,” is the unfounded assertion that man was
formed “ perfect and upright,” or “ very good” with refer
ence to his spiritual or intellectual nature. This point de
serves particular notice in this connection, inasmuch as this
is the starting-place of theological truth or error. That
man was hot in his origin on earth as exalted as is generally
supposed, will appear from the following considerations:
1.
All formations that existed on earth prior to man’s in
troduction—mineral, vegetable, and animal—were prima
rily evolved in successive degrees of refinement or purity.
“ First the natural, then the spiritual,” is the divine order
of progress; and the truth embodied in the above quotation
is applicable to the lower as well as the higher departments
of existence. Following the order of production, reason
would infer that the formation of man was not, and could
not be, an exception to the invariable law of Formation
everywhere visible in the works of God.
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2. Admitting the assertion that man was first introduced
into the world “ perfect and upright,” the difficulties in re
conciling the Mosaic account with itself increase. For if
man was originally “ perfect,” how inconsistent to suppose
him so easily seduced from his allegiance to his Author,
erven by a beast o f the fie ld !

3. The assumption under consideration is tantamount to
charging the All-Wise with a want of goodness and wisdom
in prohibiting his offspring from partaking of that which
was pronounced “ very good;” “ pleasant to the eyes,” and
“ to be desired to make one wise.” These were the nutri
ments we should naturally suppose were necessary to unfold
and develop' their natures.
A. The whole affair makes God the grand Tempter of
unoffending innocence, by placing the forbidden fruit within
reach o f the undeveloped appetites of the supposed progen
itors of the human race, and then permitting a subtile enemy
to persuade to disobedience. Indeed, it makes the Infinite
Author of all things the most fickle and changeable being
involved in the transaction ; for at one time he pronounces
all things that he had made as “ very good,” and then
shortly the “ beast of the field” becomes so exceedingly
“ subtile,” that he overcomes the god-like powers of his
own immortal offspring!
5. The doctrine in question is contradicted by the history
of the whole world. For it is demonstrably true that the
inhabitants of the earth have gradually progressed from the
earliest records of the past to the present time. The phil
osophical observer needs no light from, the Spirit-world to
illustrate this generally received truth.
Many other incongruities might be noticed in the Mosaic
account of the origin of evil among men; but the above
are deemed sufficient for the present". It is well that dark
ness should be displaced with light; and in pursuance
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of this Divine method, we will briefly unfold this subject I
to the reason of onr earth-friends. Before en terin g upon I
this subject, however, we will consider the qu estion , What I
is evil ? Many solutions of this question have b e en given, I
each in contradiction of all othors. One class o f mankind
regard a particular principle or action as sinful, while
another regards the •same action as right. In different
countries on-earth, what is regarded as crime in on e place
is legalized in another. Thus, by a revolution of sentiment,
right becomes wrong, and wrong right. Hence the only
rational conclusion to which the unbiased mind ca n arrive
is, that there exist no universally received standard o f rig h t
And it will not transcend the limits of truth to a sse rt that
God has never revealed any such standard to mankind—
except what he has written upon the tablet of each heart.
To illustrate our position: Man, individually or socially,
has no right to violate an organic or fundamental law of
Nature. But an ignorant or undeveloped individual, in
fluenced mostly by the wrong condition of society, in the
heat of animal passion kills his fellow. Tie is arrested by
the government, and tried, and sentenced by law to a sim 
ilar fate. Here the law of retaliation renders “ evil for
evil not for the protection of society (although this is the
ostensible reason of the second murder), for this object could
be secured by confinement, and the majesty of human legis
lation might at the same time be maintained, while the
criminal could be instructed and his mind developed above
the plane of retaliation, and thus rendered a good citizen.
Now as the highest rule of right sanctions the crime of
murder when committed by the government, it must be
evident that mankind needs a higher wisdom than is gener
ally acknowledged, to reconcile his practices with the great
principles of truth now being unfolded in various ways.
He that truly discerns the “ signs of the times,” must see
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that many ofihe customs, laws, and institutions of mankind
had their origin in times of greater darkness than the prosent..
Iio will also observe that there is a deep under-current of
prejudice and superstition that gives fo rm and power to the
errors of the past; while within his own mind there will
arise an earnest desire to remove from the shoulders of
humanity these oppressive burdens and retarding influences,
and in their place institute the benevolent, the reforming,
and purifying harmonies of a glorious Spiritual Era.
That there are many imperfect conditions now surround
ing the inhabitants of the earth, will not be denied. Con
sidering man’s external condition in connection with his
development, then, we will proceed to unfold the origin of
evil on earth.
Before seeking to cast the mote out of our brother’s eye,
we should first see that the beam be removed from our own;
in other words, before attributing the evils attached to our
selves and the race to a foreign source, we should look
within our own natures, and peradventure the whole mys
tery would be revealed.
The subject now under investigation can only be correctly
understood by tracing the progression of the human race
from the first development of mind in the primeval state,
up to the present time. And here it may be observed that
every faculty of man is good p er se. This is illustrated when
the functions of each faculty are harmoniously exercised
according to their several relations in the human organism.
The perversion of the different elements of man’s nature
constitutes the “ evil” that is in the world, and illustrates
its “ origin”—as shall be hereafter shown.
In a former discourse the genesis of man from the earth
was presented. We will commence, then, our review of
the ascending process of man’s advancement with that
period when the activities of the human mind manifested
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their earliest efforts. It should be borne in mind, that ini
different ages of man’s earthly history there is a peculiar!
characteristic developed; and it is-necessary, in order to 1
obtain a true idea of the past generations of mankind, to I
possess ourselves of that “ charity which thinketh no evil,” I
and which will make full allowances for the different cir
cumstances under which men have acted in the different
ages.
In the savage and barbarous ages of man’s existence,
but little advancement was made in the arts and sciences.
The spontaneous productions of the earth constituted the
principal source of sustenance upon which they relied. In
this period, the mechanical faculties of man were but little
unfolded, and were used principally to construct implements
of warfare and means of defense against enemies. -Strife
and contention constituted a marked feature of this early
stage of man’s history. To a superficial observer it seemed
that the only object that man had in view then, was to prop
agate his species, and again to destroy them. The divine
law of progression, however, was not inoperative. Favor
able circumstances produced a higher development of in
dividuals, who, in turn, being elevated above the surround
ing mass would take a higher position, and after much
opposition the mass would also ascend to the once-rejected
eminence.
In this age, the evils of war, anger, and licentiousness
had their origin. Man’s combative nature, given to over
come the influences which oppose his advancement, in his
ignorant state was directed against his brother on the slight
est provocation. Hence originated war, the leading evil
that has affected mankind. It is, however, a cause of the
greatest joy to see that this “ evil” is fast losing its respect
a b ility, especially among the more advanced portions of
mankind. And as truly as cause and effect are commensu-
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rate with each other, this evil will soon be known only in
history; for the nations shall “ beat their swords into plow
shares, and their spears into pruning-hooks.”.c
The evils of licentiousness arise from a perversion of
man’s reproductive powers. The evils which now curse the
world as owing to the gross perversion of these powers, are
many and varied. A predisposition to disease, and an ab
normal inclination to a perverted use of particular faculties,
follow the violation of the functions in question. Man
should learn the important lesson that each faculty of his
nature is intended 'for a particular use. Passion has ruled
the world and the individual top long. Man’s spiritual
nature should seek its highest possible development in
order to direct the lower, or passional, departments of his
being to their proper and legitimate action. Physiology
should be a prominent branch of study in all primary
schools. Its great lessons should be unfolded to the minds
of a ll; for only as they are understood will man cease to
pervert his natural functions. Drive ignorance from the
threshold of humanity’s nature, and in its place enthrone
the majestic form of Wisdom, and the evils that now fill
the world will pass away as darkness recedes before the
rising sun.
Man’s moral or spiritual nature, in this primeval age,
bears a striking resemblance to the undeveloped state of
his intellectual powers. Gross in his desires, the gods he
worshiped were but the reflections of his own inharmonious
nature. Thus each perverted faculty had a deity to preside
over its function and ideal objects, having subordinate
agencies to assist in carrying forward his designs. Mot
able in their undeveloped state to unfold the trnths of
science, many objects in Mature were adored with the most
devout reverence.
In the Patriarchal age, man assumes a higher position in
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the scale of advancement. Man now rises from the
savage state o£»society; and the evils that were clothed
with the former grossness are somewhat refined, though
they are not abandoned. Arranged by the wisdom of some
master-mind, the different tribes of mankind now approach
toward national characteristics and distinctions. But th«
similarity of the patriarchal age to the one immediately pre
ceding it, precludes the necessity of a minute analysis of it.
Passing into the advancing state of Civilism, the arts and
sciences assume an increasing importance, and attract more
general attention. Intelligence becomes more generally
diffused, and industry is manifested in cultivating the soil,
in manufacturing many useful articles, and in advancing
thegeneral interest of society. In this state of man’s devel
opment the former evils become still more refined, and
assume the dignity of lawful measures. Thus, war is legal
ized by acts of the highest legislative powers. The mani
festations of anger, revenge, etc., are now subjected to a due
“ process of law,” that decision may be made between the
contending parties:
The next, or Republican age, is nbw dawning upon the
world. This is the rising sun of human freedom that is yet
destined to shed its refulgent rays over the despotisms of
the whole earth, and unite in one brotherhood all its inhab
itants. This age of man’s progress is destined to effect a
permanent destruction of evil in the earth. W ar shall
cease; freedom shall be universal; vice, in all its modified
forms, shall pass away; sectarian jealousy and ignorance
shall yield to greater light; and one vast cloud of spiritual
and mental illumination shall cover the earth, by which
the spiritual world shall hold uninterrupted converse with
man.
Thus the tree of evil already commences to wither
aw ay; its leaves are becoming sere by the scorching rays
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of the Sun of Truth; its branches are being shriveled up
by the want of vital energy, and its attenuated trunk ex
hibits the sure symptoms of an internal canker, while its
roots are withdrawing their fastenings from the soil, prepar
atory to the utter annihilation of the whole body. And
as fades away the midnight darkness before the ascending
luminary of heaven, so shall the darkness of human error
pass quietly into its obscure and oblivious retreat, from
which it shall know no resurrection, and free from its folds,
universal man shall ascend the shining pathway to the glo
rious home, “ eternal in the heavens.”
From the foregoing illustrations of “ evilr” it will be
seen that the only way in which it can be “ overcome,.”
will consist in the divine method of progressive develop
ment. To render good for evil is the true—the Divine—
method of reforming and advancing the world. In every
department of Godls works, this exhibition of His mode of
procedure will be manifest. The “ unthankful and the
evil,” as well as the “ good” or developed portion of man
kind, are alike the objects of His paternal regard. Indeed,
there is no condition, however low—there is no place, how
ever obscure—that is uninfluenced by Divine power and
goodness. The lowest depths of sorrow are cheered by the
radiant beams of inspiring hope. The benignant smiles of
Infinite Love are ever abroad to cheer the desponding, to
aid the needy, and to impart consolation to the oppressed
and burdened spirit. Though ignorance may raise its defy
ing arm, and utter denunciations against things exalted
and pure, against beings elevated and holy, or even array
itself in opposition to Supreme Wisdom and Power, yet
He that “ seeth not as man seeth,” and “ whose ways are
above man’s ways,” taketh not vengeance as a man, but is
“ merciful to their unrighteousness,” and will chastise only
for the benefit of the offender, that he may be a “ partaker
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of his righteousness,” M an sh o u ld im ita te J i m w h o cau seth
Im'h blessing* to bo dispensed a lik e to a ll.
To accomplish the g re a t a n d g lo rio u s w o r k o f h u m an
elevation, the teachers and lo a d e rs o f m a n k in d s h o u ld bo
baptized in the unfathom able a n d sh o reless o c e a n o f D iv in e
Love. Then shall they be p rep ared tr u ly to g o f o r th to e a r th ’s
children, clothed w ith th e a u th o rity o f t r u t h , a n d a rm e d
with the panoply of wisdom. T hen, w ith a n a ffe c tio n th a t
embraces the realm o f u niversal h u m a n ity , s h a ll a n irre 
sistible power be unfolded, to g a th e r in to on k th e s c a tte re d
elements of existing hum an society, p r o d u c in g a n h a r
monious assemblage of all varieties o f c o n s titu tio n a n d taste
in one unitary sytem.
It is very easy to attem pt th e refo rm atio n o f th e h u m a n
family by arbitrary m easures, or b y sh ro u d in g in m y s te ry
the teachings of ig n o ran ce; b n t th e euocees d e m a n d e d b y
man’s reason and Heaven’s claim s, does n o t so e a s ily follow .
Nay, instead of true successful reform ation u n d e r th i s sy s
tem, the supposed, reclaim ed child o f e rro r is (i tw o -fo ld
more the child of sorrow th a n before.” L ik e b e g e ts its
like; therefore, to elevate the ignorant, th e h ig h e r fa c u ltie s
of man’s nature must exert a controlling a n d d ir e c tin g in 
fluence upon the lower. E very a tte m p t to o v e rc o m e e v il
with evil will only retard the desired effect.
T h e c a u se is
inadequate to the proposed result. M an ifest lo v e to tb.q
enemy, forgiveness to the offender, affection to th e u n fo r
tunate, Olieer the desponding and assist th e n eedy, i f y o u
would do good and be liko Him whose sun shines, a n d
whose all-embracing goodness m anifests itself, “ w ith o u t
respect of persons.”

DISCOURSE XII.

JTnnt an # U n m i t nf Bntij.
" G od i» L o v e ." —J o s v .

G o d is love ! How sublime the sentiment! how beautiful
its unfolding! “ God is lore I” echo all external objects.
“ God is love I” echoes every internal essenceI , “ God is
love J” echoes each immortal spirit. External Mature,
throughout her vast realms of unnumbered systems, re
sounds with the heaven-descended truth, “ God is love F
while from the interior depths of all human souls the same
voice echoes in blissful harmony. The Great Positive Mind
of the Universe not only attracts by his loveliness, but also
repels by the incomprehensibility and superlative glory of
his existence. Yet let not man, the offspring of the Divin
ity, fear to approach him in contemplation, but let him with
a becoming reverence draw near; for God invites us into
the l i g h t . Although the subject of the present discourse
is utterly unfathomable, still finite intelligences may com
prehend according to their degree of development the man
ifestation of Deity as presented in their particular sphere
of existence. And as man’s ignorance is dispelled by the
further development of his mind, and he thereby comes to
occupy higher degrees of intelligence, so his views or ideas
of God will, by the same process, be proportionally enlarged
and refined.
The traveler on earth often finds on a near approach to a
lofty mountain, that the impressions he had formed of it at
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a more distant view are erroneous. Moreover, as the trav
eler from a distance gazes up the acclivity of a lofty mount
ain, its summit, piercing the clouds, may be concealed from
his view, and his impressions concerning it will be obscure,
and perhaps entirely erroneous, until they are enlarged and
corrected by a farther ascent of the elevation. In like man
ner, when the Infinite elevation of the great Divinity is
contemplated, the idoas formed of him will always corre
spond to the sphero of advancement attained by the individ
ual. Although present manifestations of the Invisible One
may bo comparatively oasy of comprohonsion, yet as the
mind looks forward toward the great Unknown, its percep
tions arc dazzled with the brilliancy of tho superior glory,
and retire again to their former piano of olevation, con
tented with tho glorious truth that they will over continue
to expand as tho aspirations becomo more pure and
lofty.

T h e language of earth, which is tho rudimontal sp h ere,
is inadequate to convoy tho freed spirit’s ideas o f tho bupromo Father; yet it will bo necessary to uso that language
In communicating with tho ea rth ’s inhabitants. A n wpprofr
imafi&n to truth only can therefore bo expected, owing to
the present imperfect medium of communication. JowcM'd
the great (Jentrill Truth of Existence, thou, p e r m it us to
conduct you, kind reader, as wo survey some ot the b e a u tie s
and harmonies of that Intollioknoe who “ fills all th in g s.
(Jot I ig love. From him, ns tho original Ouubo, all e x t e r n a l
systems and Unite beings w ere p ro d u ce d . C o n s e q u e n t ly
ho has impressed his own imago upon all things. But an
ex tern a l manifestation of himself being p rod u ce d , h c v n o w
exists, not only as tho Original C ause, but ns th e grout
F.lVect evolved from the central Fount of his own B e in g .
God, therefore, dwells in—is im m an en t in—all h is vast do
minion*. Though God is o n e in Nature, yet ho e m b r a c e s
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in himself a trinity of elements, essences, or principles,
which may be properly termed Love, Wisdom, and Yolition.
The manifestation of the element of Love shall at present
claim our particular attention.
Love is affinity. This element in the divine nature is
manifested through all the gradations of being, from the
grossest external substance to the most refined and exalted
0
intelligence. There is also an affinity of Infinite power
uniting the divine Love and Wisdom in the most perfect
harmony. Following the manner of individual develop
ment, we will briefly unfold the Love Principle as manifested
in the laws of affinity. We will illustrate this principle
under three divisions, which have respect to the external,
intermediate, and internal departments of Nature.
As man looks out upon the world, his observation presents
him with innumerable forms of diverse appearance, and
composed of different elements or substances. These sub
stances adhere with different degrees of tenacity in producing
these forms. Here we see the laws of affinity displayed in
the coherence of tho elements of which each particular
tiling is composed. Tho higher forms composed of elements
thus aggregated, exorcise a controlling influence over the
lower, modifying and changing them according to the law
of progross. Thus minerals yield to vegetable substances,
vegetable to animal, and animal to the exalted purpose of
spiritual individuality. Thus the great principle of Love is
exteriorly manifested by the laws of affinity uniting atoms
into minute forms and stupendous worlds. It is not neces
sary to be more specific on this p o in t; the observation of
mankind will amply illustrate tho truth and universal ap
plicability of the principle in question.
Wo will consider, secondly, tho operation of this law as
manifested in the intermediate realm of nature. The unperceived magnotio forces continually act in the lower forms
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of external nature to produce higher manifestations, or dr*
ganizations of greater refinement and beauty. A ll substan
ces and forms situated in a lower development than the
sphere of humanity, by a law of inherent m otion are at
tracted upward and become elements and principles which
compose the superior realm of human existence. When
the human form is produced, the same law, in its higher
evolutions, continues to operate through it, to produce a
superior and more refined form or spiritual organization,
which will be evolved from the physical body at the change
called death.
This principle of attractive affinity will, by successive
refinements, forever continue to develop into higher forms,
and prepare for more glorious states, all substances in the
universe. The operation of this intermediate realm of
being is manifest in the external forms seen in every de
partment of nature; for these external forms are projections
from the internal and essential life.
The internal realm of nature, as the theater of the mani
festation of the law of affinity, will now be considered.
This department of existence is- the essential heart of all
things, and in man is the immortal principle. This princi
ple is seen in nature as the germ of all external forms. It
is the starting-point in all fruits and grains, in all vegetable
and animal creations, in all social, political, and civil relar
tions.' It is the spiritual and divine element in man. This
is the acme of all terrestrial organizations—the sum m it of
animated existence, where humanity elhvates its divine as
pirations toward the celestial country, and receives the
responses of angels. By a proper unfolding in this depart
ment of his being, man comes unto “ Mount Zion, the city
of the Living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, to an innumer
able company of angels, and to the spirits of just men made
perfect.” Here, in unison with the universal realm of ex-
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istence, man communes w ith Ms compeers in all departments
of God’s eternal temple.

The great law of attractive affinity unites not only all
external forms and intermediate elements, but it unites all
intelligences to the grand Center of all life, and binds with
the cords of affection the Divine Nature to all subordinate
beings.
Divine Love operates throughout the universe in the form
of e x p a h s i o h . This property is manifested in external
nature in the evolution of elemental substances from gross,
to form higher and more refined combinations. While each
substantial form is in the prooess of growth, there is con
stantly eliminated from surrounding substances those ele
ments necessary to enter into higher combinations. These
elements are attracted by the law of affinity, to their re
spective localities in the forming compound. This process
is contained in each department of nature, until its ultimate
is gained; and as motion exists in all substances, when the
maturity of any department is attained, another and higher
department is entered, and thus the current of ascending
life is forever perpetuated.
The law of expansion is observed in the interrrnediate
realm of nature, by the outflowing of the magnetic proper
ties from animated nature, and their dispersion throughout
the illimitable universe.
The internal department of being exhibits the operation
of this principle by the outgoings of sympathy toward the
suffering, by relieving the distressed, by comforting the
disconsolate, by elevating the oppressed, by benevolent
affections and actions in all possible directions. The heart
of love is ever moved to forward every object of charity;
it expands by the divinity of its nature, and grasps the uni
versal brotherhood of humanity, and calls them one j it
spans the universe with the bow of beautiful affection; it
5*
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scatters the meridian beams of its own celestial light around
the entire circle of existence, and causes to glow with
heavenly radiance the diadem of every immortal. As
manifested by Deity, Love is the all-embracing, allcomprehending, uniting, purifying, and glorious element,
which, emanating from his central being, extends through
all subordinate existences, and encompasses the entire
realm of existence as one perfect whole.
Again: The principle of love is manifested by the
agency or essence of Heat. This element is essential to all
vegetation and growth. Deprived of this influence, all
nature would wear a sable appearance, and the chill of
death would paralyze all external operations. But the
presence of this essential element clothes all external forms
with beauty and animation. The magnetic properties flow
ing from every department of nature, produce a vivifying
influence upon all things, according to the particular state
and necessity for this warming and rarefying substance.
This element beautifies not only external forms, but lends
an ornamental glow even to the human mind, and molds,
with heavenly skill, all ideal forms of superior origin. It
glows beyond human comprehension amid the spiritual
spheres, as it reflects the external image of the Divine
Architect. In the Spiritual Sun of the universe, it is such
a coruscation of brilliancy, that it lights the physical, in
tellectual, and moral universe with its effulgent beams; and
so dazzling is the splendor of this Central Existence, that
approach is impossible to the most exalted seraph “ that
adores and burns.”
Again: Love is manifested by the attribute of Beauty.
In garnishing the universe, the Divine Architect has
adorned all things with an attractive loveliness, graduated
according to the degree of perceptive development. Love
beautifies external nature, and decks with superior luster
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the flowers that bloom along the pathway of human exist
ence. Love shines forth and beautifies the principles of
. harmonious action with a brightness, though ttnperceived
by the outer vision, which transcends all external adorn
ing; and .the exceeding beauty of the immortal spirit will
only he known as it progressively ascends toward its own
glorious Origin. Thus, as man progresses through spheres
of celestial light, he will reflect more and more the beauties
of that Image into whose-interior “.likeness” he will be
forever unfolding, with a corresponding nearness" of divine
assimilation.
The Principle of Love, in intelligent beinga, shines forth
in self-appreciation,^ iSelf-love is not necessarily selfish. The
true development of the Tove of self is manifested when the
individual’ regards himself as one of a vast brotherhood,
whom he considers as his equals and co-actors in the drama
bf eternity. No matter how much one’s own existence is
prized by himself, if the brother is equally esteemed and
loved. Indeed:, it is' necessary to high attainments on earth,
“to place a high value upon one’s self, for in this way the
aspirations of the higher nature are called forth, and the
latent faculties are brought into their appropriate fields of
activity.
The second degree of the manifestation of Love is ex
hibited in the mutual affinities which lie at the basis of the
conjugal relation. Every individual realizes a loneliness—
’a want—when living without an associate and sharer in the
events of life; hence conjugal union is instinctively sought
by all beings in the universe. The affinity of spirit that
binds together united hearts, bears some resemblance to
that union which exists between the principles of Infinite
Love and Wisdom. So glorious, so divine is true con
jugal affection, that the spiritually united are emphaticallv ' we . A union, founded upon the principle of divine
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or spiritual affection, will necessarily be perpetuated for.
ever. .
Love’s expanding nature is thirdly exhibited in the form
of Parental Affection. The love of offspring is a natural
instinct of the parental relation. It protects, educates,
develops, and seeks the greatest good of its dependents.
Parental love cherishes whatever originated in a parental
source, and with parental motives.
Ascending the plane of Parental Love, we see its influence
manifested in the protecting and fostering care of a truly
Republican government. Even the authority of such a
government will be used in all cases to develop and reform
its offending members. Nature makes no compromises,
because, to her laws there are no contingencies. And when
governments conform to. the plain teachings of that law,
written upon the human heart by Infinite Wisdom, they
will no longer sacrifice the interests of one class to satisfy
the caprices of another.
The manifestation of Parental Love is not temporary, as
many on earth suppose, but it is an enduring relation, sub
ject only to 6uch changes as shall meet the developed con
dition of future advancement. Kindred will be recognized
as such in the spirit-world, in the particular stage of
parental affection and relative association. Parental Love
in man is but the outflowing of the same Principle existing
in the bosom of the Universal Father. Here the sublime
movement of this celestial nature -is seen enveloping the
innumerable worlds and systems of the Universe, as the
Offspring of his own Being—as the outflowing of his own
heart. He provides for the great W h ole , and supplies his
numerous family according to their respective needs and
progressive advancement: Around the vast Realm of ex
istence, he not only throws the arms of protection, but
by a law of |Progression, has made certain the ultimate
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perfection and harmony of each individual. Thus, while
the Divine Paternity regards the interests of the whole
realm of existence in the operation of his laws, he has not
neglected the happiness, comfort, or ultimate safety, of
even one of his offspring.
In the fourth realm of Love’s manifestation, the F ilial
disposition is exemplified. Filial Love, in its first at
tractions, moves toward its parental origin, and echoes to
the affectionate voice that flows frqm this source of its
being. After flourishing awhile amid the domestic bowers
of innocent childhood and youth-, this principle expands to
a higher sphere of perceptive enjoyment, as it contem
plates its Divine Paternity in the realm of Original Causa
tion. Raising its celestial aspirations toward this com
mon Center of Being, it exclaims, in the ecstasy of its
triumph, u Thou, O God, art my Father.” It recognizes the
Divine Image deeply impressed upon its internal nature, as
proof of its heavenly origin, and as an evidence of mutual
recognition by the Supernal Author of every immortal
spirit. A true perception of this relation, as existing be
tween man and his glorious. Original, will call forth the
warmest feelings of gratitude and thankfulness, and cause
an elevation of both feeling and action which will always
correspond to the degree of mental perception of the bene
fits conferred by this relation.
• Fraternal Love is a more enlarged exhibition of the
affectional nature of man, and is displayed in “ loving the
neighbor” according to the degree of self-estimation. It
extends out and embraces the entire realm of humanity,
and binds the race in one common brotherhood.
Continuing to unfold, this divine Element enlarges and
widens its expansive nature, and ultimates in the Realm of
Universal affinity, which forms a unitary and combined
brotherhood of the universal Realm of existence, embrac-
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mg not only all the earths of the universe, but ascending
along the circling spheres of tire spirit’s progression, claims
a relationship to all celestial beings, as the offspring of a
common Parent, and as destined to a common end.
Thus the glorious truth, “ God is Love,” is manifested in
every department of existence, and shines out in different
degrees of luster, according to the development and nature
of each particular plane of elevation and progression.
To this great truth; let man seek to conform, by seeking
a divine assimilation, realizing the important and elevated
position he occupies in the scale of existence. “ Leaving
the things that are behind, press forward to those which are
before,” remembering that present attainment, however
great, is but a step comparatively in the onward course of
endless progression. Gradually, then, shall the increasing
Light and Love of the spirit-life commingle with the
aspirations of your entire nature, as your unfolding d e s ti n y
is sublimated into its celestial forms.

DISCOURSE

XIII.

W i s Itnrn a Mi i i u t f m u x x .
Jije ■wisdom from kbove is first pure, then peaceable, gentle, easy
to he entreated, full of good works, without partiality, and
without hypocrisy."—Jambs.

W isdom , which is closely allied to U s e , is an essential
v:Ksracteristic of the Author of all things. Divine Wisdom
u n ob serv ed in every department of being. It shines out
upon all the realms below the resplendent vortex where
God especially dwells. In proceeding to unfold this sub
ject, we will present the manifestations of Wisdom in their
particular connections and- relations.
Wisdom is Use. In the whole realm of universal effect,
nothing exists in vain. All su b sta n ces, elements, agencies,
principles, essences, and combinations, as the result of the
operation of natural law, are adapted to fulfill some object
and accomplish some purpose of use. In an ignorant or
partially-developed state, man may divert many things
from their appropriate use, but he will not do this when
his ignorance is dispelled by the light of truth, and his
development rises to a state of well-directing wisdom.
One attribute of Use is Design. In the vast works of
Infinite Wisdom and Power may be traced the fact that all
things subserve the accomplishment of some particular end
or intention. And as the Great Designer of the Universe,
in the construction of an external manifestation of himself,
had no counteracting influences to oppose the attainment
of his purposes, and as no agency oi being could exist unless
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derived from himself, it is plain that nothing can arise by
any possible contingency to prevent the accomplishment
of his original intentions. Such, then, is the unchangeable
nature of the Divine Wisdom, and such th e . transcendent
excellence of his character, that his designs, conforming
with his goodness, must inevitably work out a state of ul
timate happiness and harmony throughout his universal
dominions. Indeed, to His perceptions all things are ever
perfectly harmonious, comporting with the state of their
particular advancement.
As design always accompanies the attribute of use, we
may further trace its operation in the different departments
of nature. As we behold all external forms and. internal
essences, we discover the mutual adaptation and harmony
of all things as they blend together in the production of
one stupendous whole. The laws of adaptation are ob
served in the union of different elements in producing
combinations of formsragencies, and conjugal associations.
The positive and negative forces and agencies of nature,
throughout all its realms, are seen to possess a peculiar fit
ness for union and combined action. The grossest atoms
of all external substances, as well as the most refined
elements of the spirit’s internal being, are alike subject
to the same great law of mutual adaptation and conjugal
union.
To be more specific, we may consider the manifestation
of the laws of adaptation, in the different departments of
nature, as illustrating the Wisdom of Him who “ .fills all
things.” : The lowest manifestation of this principle may
he observed in the unformed nebulous masses that com
pose the germ of the future system. Then the elements of
future worlds, actuated by the principle of Motion, combine
the different essences according to a universal law of
congenial affinity, and prepare for an entrance into higher
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forms. By the operation of this law in moving and attract
ing the distinct particles of matter, the mineral kingdom is
produced, the same being exemplified on all earths through
out the entire system of nature. In an undeveloped state,
the mineral realm of nature contains all the departments
of existence future to itself. As the great law of progress
ive development unfolds, the principle of adaptation is
more clearly seen. I t is observed that from the mineral
formations proceed vegetable life, which ultimates in pro
ducing the lowest forms of sensation. Here the vegetable
department merges into the animal sphere of existence.
Man is next uitimated as the crowning work of the Divine
Causation, whose Omniscient Eye looked forward to, and
whose Omnipotent Energy moved to a completion, this
grand impersonation of His own image.
As we have traced the agency of the different elements
from the first to their last forms, we have observed that, in
every department of progression, the transition from lower
to higher departments was gentle, easy, and beautiful,
until the ultimate o f external forms was attained in man.
As we trace man’s destiny on earth, or in his superior
state of existence, through the interminable duration of the
future, we shall observe the same great law of adaptation
in every sphere of his development.
Again, Wisdom is manifested in the operation of the
principle of Justice. This principle* as exhibited in the
lower departments of nature, acts as a regulator among the
essences, elements, and forces that operate in all substances.
In other words, it seeks to equalize all the agencies of act
ivity, and aids in combining the different elements into har
monious forms and beautiful proportions. Justice is the
great balancing-power of the universe; it seeks to balance
all accounts, to settle all difficulties, to harmonize all inter
ests. I t is God’s peacemaker, fulfilling its mission in the
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various departments of nature, by properly adjusting all!
elements, and combining all forms according to th eir mate-1
rial qualities or spiritual essences. It seeks to harmonize
man with his fellow-man, as the legitimate m e a n s o f pro-1
ducing harmony with the great laws of his natural and I
spiritual being. Thus, by harmonizing man with himself,
ju stice rejoices in having harmonized man with his Divine
Author.
If in any department of nature a law is violated, Justice
sees that the violation is followed by a corresponding effect,
in order that the violator may be induced to desist from
his course, and that the wonted harmony may thus be re
stored. Thus, “ chastisement” is inflicted for the purpose
of causing the transgressor to return to right relations and
their accompanying enjoyment. No act of the Divine
Government can possibly occur unaccompanied with a use,
with reference .to all concerned.
A t tra ctio n is another element of Wisdom manifested
throughout universal nature. The observer of nature’s
operations will perceive that the law of attractive affinity
operates upon the lower developments to evolve or produce
higher. Thus the elements that compose the mineral form
ations are drawn upward by this agency, and introduced
into the forms of vegetation; and that, from these forms,
they are again, when properly prepared, impelled forward
to occupy positions in more advanced organizations. The
beautiful operations of this universal law are manifest
everywhere on earth. They are seen, however, with more
distinctness, because more fully developed, in the Spiritworld, where like is attracted to like by mutual affinities.
God is the great Magnet of the Universe. The Divine influ
ences of h is a t t r a c t io n s are felt to the remotest borders of
his widely-extended empire. There is not an atom that
disowns his influence, or an i^-vn-tal spirit but cheerfully
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acknowledges its majestic power. The invisible elements
J that circle in, and give beauty to, the fragile flower, and the
mighty orbs that7roll through immensity, are governed and
I controlled by the silent attractive influence that emanates
from the c e n t r a l p o w e r of the nhiverse,
Wisdom ihay also be considered as presented in the light
r of interest. As interest is a braneh of Wisdom, its opera
tions may be traced in all departments of God’s works. It
is seen in the necessity that each particular atom or ele
ment in the composition of any given form, should occupy
the particular location necessary to its structure and har
monious organization: It is for the interest of the tree, so
tb speak, that its leaves occupy each a particular position
witlfc reference to the whole vegetable structure, and this
they do in order even to the very existence of this depart
ment of organic life. So of every department in nature.
Man has interests involved in his intellectual, spiritual,
and physical n ature; and it is to his advantage to fulfill
the appropriate demands of the different faculties and qual
ities of Jhis being.
Wisdom continually tends toward Perfection. This qual
ity of Wisdom always seeks to refine and purify the elements
of all things preparatory to the-assumption of more advan
ced forms and combinations. “ Wisdom is said to be first
pure, then p e a c e a b l e a n d purity and peaceableness are
indispensable requisites of true progress. Ho advancement
can be made either in any material or spiritual line of de
velopment, unless the process of purification exist in con
nection with all other principles and agencies concerned.
But thfe idea of series and degrees must be kept in view in
order to arrive at correct conclusions with reference to this
quality of Wisdom. Any form or substance may be consid
ered perfect in in its kind, when it is adapted to perform
its functions according to its particular state or degree of
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advancement. Perfectiveness, then, being an elemental
part of Wisdom, must forever continue to beautify, embel
lish, refine, and purify all substances and beings, and pre
pare them for further attainments.
Again, Wisdom is truly illustrated in the principle of
Ifarm ony. This attribute o f D ivinity is manifest in all the
operations of his hands. It is the concordance of all de
ments, agencies, and principles as combined in the production
of all natural forms and all spiritual beings. It is the soul
of melody, whether observed in the sweet intonations of the j
human voice, or in the higher and sweeter strains that flow
from angelic choristers, as they celebrate the perfections of
the Infinite One. Harmony is the vibration o f those chords I
of celestial euphony whose undulations sweep along the I
spiritual nerves of the universe, and are felt by the lowest I
insect as well as by the most exalted intelligence.
The aspirations of the harmonious mind, ever ascending ]
toward the serene heights of purity, ultimate in the attain |
ment of Happiness. This achievement o f Wisdom is the 1
result of the harmonious action of all the elements, essences,
and agencies heretofore considered. This is the ultimate j
object of existence. Toward this end all things are tending, j
drawn by inward motion and desire, and attracted by the
great Positive Designer of the universe. Infinite Wisdom
knows no agency that can frustrate his ultimate intentions;
for no such agency ever did or can exist.
Wisdom may be further illustrated by the principle of ■
Light Light may first be contemplated &b an external '
manifestation. The different suns in the universe are the
great sources of external light produced by the union of
exceedingly refined magnetic and electrical particles. Tho
uses of light as an outer manifestation, are familiar to all,
and need not be particularly considered. Light, however,
in its essential principles and elements, not only penetrates
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I all space, but permeates all substances, and envelops and
I fills all particles however attenuated.
The external vision of man can not perceive the element
I of light in its internal manifestations. The faculty of per
ception when fully developed will, however, urifold to the
mind a new world of realities, substances, agencies* and
principles, that now transcends its powers of conception.
Man is gradually progressing toward this plane of visible
communion, not only with interior light, but with spiritual
beings. The most interior light of the immortal spirit can
not be perceived, as no object can see itself. Its reflection
will be visible, manifesting an increasing brightness as the
internal sun continues to revolve in successive approaches
toward the Great Spiritual Sun and Illuminator of the
whole Realm of Being. Thus Wisdom is the “ light of the
world,” casting its resplendent beams athwart the igno
rance, and dispelling the gloom, sorrow, and darkness, that
now envelop the earth.

DISCOURSE XIV.

SJnlition: il /i d D m nijintjnn n f
"W ho workotta a ll th in gs after th e c o u n s e l o f his ow n w ill." _ p ATO>

Motion, Life, Sensation, Spirit—how wonderful, how
sublime are the living realities involved in these subjects 1
Every separate form of being when interrogated in the light
of knowledge, utters a voice of significant and comprehen- i
sive meaning. Each separate entity seems to say, “ I do
not exist from myself; my origin is beyond myself.”
Tracing, then, the line of effect to cause through a succes
sion of series and degrees, the only conclusion that can be '
legitimately arrived at is, that all things have their origin
in a First Cause, himself uncaused, but eternally existing,
in whom all elements, essences, substances, and principles
coexisted as the essential Soul and Fount of the illimitable
Whole.
Looking out, now, upon the stupendous Manifestations
of the Great First Cause, in the innumerable systems that
loll their mighty orbs along their appointed courses, the
mind instinctively inquires concerning the powerful Agency
that causes the motion of things, and perpetually regulates,
those motions, preventing collision and destruction.
This agency is the volition of God; it is the ultimate and
combined energy of Infinite Wisdom and Love. Omnipo
tence, Power, Will or Volition, then, must always be con
sidered as the manifestation of the principles of Love and
Wisdom in action.
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A s without motion no element, principle, or being could
Axist. so this property of the Divine Mind is seen first in
oDetation in the production,o f all things visible and invisi
ble. Contemplate the existence of all the different agencies,
elements, and principles of the universe in incessant action,
in th e production of effects, which in turn are the cause of
other effects, and this process continued until the mind is
lost in the incomprehensibility of the subject, and you will
have a faint view of the truth concerning the activity of
the Divine Volition.

Together let us now contemplate some of the great truths
which may appear in a survey of the stupendous works of
H im who fills Immensity. W ith reverence let us approach
the vestibule of that Temple whose interior peace and re
pose shall both delight and refresh us, as we gather inspira
tion from its divine symmetry.
The Divine Energy may be considered as the executor
of Infinite Wisdom in the promotion of all movements of
Progressive Development. The law of progress is a neces
sary law of Nature. To unfold and develop higher forms,
there must of necessity be some agent to produce action,
and to bring the different parts of which any thing is com
posed into the form of a whole. This agency is supplied by
the principle of Motion, which inheres in all elements, sub
stances, and principles throughout universal nature. This
principle combines all substances according to their specific
natures or spheres of development. Life is evolved from
the lower elements in their advancement to form higher
organizations; and in this process a change, commonly
called death, occurs. W hen the ultimate of any form is
gained, in order that progress may still continue, this ulti
mate must be decomposed, so that the higher productions
of its growth may be set free, and be attracted into forms
and combinations suitable to a higher existence. Thus the
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great law of Motion, by successive dissolutions and recon
structions of forms, carries forward all gross substances
toward an ultimate state o f refinement, and to an individ
ualized spiritual existence.
2. The Divine Volition m ay be contemplated in the laws
of Circulation. W hether we consider the unobserved atom
that circulates in any specific form, or the greatest orb that
revolves in the ethereal realm of nature, we sh a ll observe
the operation of that Wisdom and the manifestation of that
Power that " w orks all things after the counsel o f his own
will.” Contemplate the innumerable systems o f suns and
planets that roll forever around th e M ighty Vortex of in
conceivable Attraction, and remember th at this grand Or
ganization is sustained by the Omnipotent Energy o f Him
who condescends to acknowledge m an as his offspring, and
to be called by the endearing appellation of E ath er— then
you will perceive the grandeur of your position and the
high destiny that awaits yon hereafter.
W e will conclude by urging all who m ay peruse these
pages, to aspire in all their actions to im itate H im who is
both their Origin, Example, and End. I t is obviously man's
highest interest to consult the highest wants of his nature,
and to turn to that vast storehouse of divine perfections and
divine munificence from which alone those wants can be
supplied. Bemember that the great end of existence is the
harmonious development and consequent enjoyment of
your whole nature in connection with those agencies, qual
ities, and principles which are designed to m inister to such
development and enjoyment. Bemember th a t your own
actions advance or retard your upward progress, according
as they m ay he in harmony or inharmony w ith th e princi
ples of truth and righteousness. Let Truth be your constant
standard. B y its teachings let all your energies be directed.
To grow in the knowledge of its principles you must consult
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the true instincts o f yo u r spiritu al n a tu r e ; yon m ust ob
serve the handy-w ork o f th e A lm ig h ty as delineated on all
his creations, above, beneath, an d aronnd yon. Y on need
not—yon w ill not— go fa r from th e trn e standard as adapted
to the sphere o f y o n r attainm ents, if y o u r eye is ever single,
and yonr m ind is unbiased b y p o p u lar opinions and dogm at
ical theories. U n d er these conditions yo n m ay urge forw ard
yonr ra p id course, w hile descending angels w ill b ear yon
company an d cheer yon am id th e ills o f life, and a t last,
with jo y , w ill w elcom e y o n “ in to ev erlastin g h abitations.”

6

DISCOURSE I V .
3 $ E m t.
"W hat is m an?"—David.

M an is a universe. H e is an em bodim ent o f all exist
ence, terrestrial and celestial. H e is connected with all
external nature through his physical organization ; with the
whole intermediate realm o f being through his spiritual
nature; and with the Infinite Author o f all through his
most interior spirit, life, and essence. Thus it is seen that
man is, in miniature, both an outer and inner universe.
By the first he is related to the whole exterior realm of
formation, and by the latter to the entire realm of internal
and spiritual existence. In answering the interrogatory,
“ What is man ?” we shall blend these relations, and illus
trate their connections as we proceed.
Throughout unlimited space there is observed" a unitary
design in all the productions of D ivine W isdom, Love, and
Power. Man exists in conformity with this law. *Notwith
standing, there is observed a uniformity in all the Father’s
works, an infinite variety is equally visible, though there
are no contrarieties or contradictions developed by the har
monious operations of His immutable laws. In considering
both the unity and variety manifest in man, we shall ap
proach and survey the outer temple, and trace some anal
ogies existing between this department of his nature, and
external forms, and then proceed to the inward description
of the occupant of this mysterious edifice.
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The contemplation and study o f m an is the m ost useful
employment in which the m ind can be engaged. Indeed,
it opens into the entire circle o f science and o f wisdom.
The proper study o f man embraces an investigation o f the
laws and operations o f the w hole m aterial and spiritual
universe, for man develops in his nature the law o f corre
spondences. H ence any inherent law o f action perceived
in man, m ay be traced down through all the intermediate
and inferior realm s o f existence, w hile, at the same
time, h e contains the germ o f all celestial beings above
him. In other words, man has passed through innumerable
stages or degrees o f progression, from the low est manifesta
tion o f m atter to his present ultim ate state, as the proper
human fo r m ; and he w ill, during the eternal future, con
tinue his ascension along the spiral colum n o f endless pro
gression,
Man’s faculties are all-innate. N oth in g can b e devel
oped that d o e s. n ot exist. The existen ce o f a faculty pre
supposes a particular use for, that faculty. The grain depos
ited in the earth by the agriculturist contains the embryo
of the future harvest; So w ith the hum an m ind j it con
tains the elem ents or germ s o f all truth— o f every principle in
the universe. Y ou m ay suspend 'a mirror before the vision
of an individual who had never before beheld a reflection
o f his own countenance ; the mirror does not produce the
countenance, but only gives the reflection. So w ith m in d :
a developed understanding has advanced to the perception
o f truths that the unadvanced has not y e t attained. These
he m ay present to his brother o f a low er developm ent, and
the latter can then com prehend them , though they be' new
to him . Y et the new idea is only a mirror that awakens
the perception o f his own inward sphere o f ideal realities.
Indeed, i f m an is formed in the u im age and likeness” o f
his D iv in e A uthor, it is m anifestly absurd to suppose that
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he possesses the faculties, w ithout th e embryo of those I
truths and principles, that inhere in the Supernal Mind.
W e will now proceed to answ er the question, “ What is I
man ?” with reference to his physical nature. Man, as an I
organization, may first be considered anatomically. His I
physical structure may properly be divided into three de
partments—the solid or osseous, the fleshly o r muscular,
and the circulating fluids. The first gives form and in
dividuality, and constitutes the frame-work o f the system;
the second, constituting the principal p a rt, affords media
of circulation, and is the instrum ent o f m uscular action;
the third department consists o f th e different circulating
fluids that are necessary to the vitality and sensation of the
whole system. The external correspondence to m an’s ana
tomical structure may be traced, n o t only in th e animal
kingdom below him, b u t also in the vegetable department
of nature.
Man may be considered physiologically. I n examining
the anatomical structure of man, there is seen a variety of
organs; these organs all exist for a specific p u rp o se ; this
purpose illustrates the functions o f th e different organs,
and these constitute the subject o f physiological investiga
tion. I t is not, however, our present purpose to enter into
a detailed account of the various organs an d functions of
man’s physical economy; we refer to them principally for
the purpose of tracing the
between them and the
lower departments of being, and to illustrate th e spiritual
correspondences in the higher realms of celestial existence.
The grand result of man’s physiological functions is the
production of a higher animal life and sensation, from or
through which intelligence is evolved as an ultim ate. The
lower departments of nature also exhibit the principle
o f physiological progression and development. Observe
the different uses o f th e roots, trunk, bark, leaves, and cir-
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dilating juices of trees, and you will observe the analogy
between this realm of existence and man. The vegetable
kingdom develops the principle of vitality or life in its
lower forms of manifestation. The animal not only ex
hibits the development of a higher life, but superadds the
principle of sensation / while in man, life and sensation
produce intelligence.
Man may be considered Chemically. The various ele
ments that constitute man’s.organization are evolved by
chemical processes from those substances in nature to which
his physical constitution is allied. Life and death, or or
ganization and disorganization, are involved in the process
of producing the human form, and this operation is con
stantly going forward. Life is first necessary to produce or
concentrate the elements of formation on the lower planes
of existence; but when the perfection of a particular form
is gained, that form yields to a disorganizing tendency, in
order that its elements may be combined in still higher
forms. Thus the external forms of all vegetable and ani
mal existences, after the change termed death, return to
their terrestrial origin, while the spirit or more refined ele
ments of each formation pass upward, and circulate in the
upper strata of aerial formations, and become invested with
forms of a higher mold and more enduring beauty. In the
human organization there are numerous chemical labor
atories, with elements and materials for constant action.
The substances and elements that sustain the life of man
in his physical nature are first subjected to chemical ana
lysis in his physicSl laboratories when these elements
undergo successive changes* during which parts go to sup
port the outward man, while the reoiduwm passes into the
external world to be recomposed and subjected to purifying
agencies.
As the refined elements that nourish man’s physical no-
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ture pass to their respective localities, drawn by the power I
of elective affinity, they are subjected to a far m ore refined I
process of purification and attenuation than either of the I
preceding. This latter process is necessary to evolve the I
elements that are to compose the spiritual body, which is I
an exceedingly refined organization, and is adapted to the I
condition and wants of the spirit-nature when released from
the outer form.
Again, the elements that nourish the spiritual body are I
subjected to a chemically spiritualized process, b y means
of which M md itself is evolved. Here the law of ultimates
is elearly seen. The earth, with all its elements, agencies,
properties, and principles, produces as an ultimate, Man.
Man’s physical nature ultimates a spiritual body, and the
spiritual body ultimates the mind. The first contains all
the others in an undeveloped state, from which, in success
ive order, all the others are evolved. This process is per
petual. Inertia is not a law or state of any substance in
existence. The whole Universe may be considered as a
grand chemical laboratory, in which all possible agencies
are engaged to work out the great and ultimate designs
of the Infinite Operator.
Man may be considered in the light of a Mecha/niieal de
velopment. The human form is the most perfect mechan
ical contrivance seen on earth. Chemical action upon the
different elements adapted to the human form, prepared
them to enter into the composition of that form. *In the
contfritction of man the laws of adaptation are ever visible,
harmonizing and perfecting every part necessary to com
plete the whole—the form of tjie spirit’s earthly habitation.
As a mechanical construction for the purpose of working
out the most sublime results, man stands as the perfection
of elements, forces, agencies, and principles manifested on
earth. To obtain a correct view of the order, regularity,
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symmetry, and beauty of the human-divine constitution,
contemplate the origin, effect, and end of this wonderful
instrument. Contemplate man in his origin as flowing
from the Infinite Fountain of all possible Perfection ; fol
low the descending elements along the eternal past of pro
gression, until they ultimate in the human formation as an
effect—then with a spirit’s vision raise your eye to the
infinite heights of the future progress of man’s immortal
nature, until the ineffable glories of eternity embrace the
ascending spirit as it passes on into li ght unapproachable
by seraphic powers—then will you approximate toward a
conception of the glorious End of humanity’s existence.
Man may also be considered EUdricaU/y. There is dif
fused throughout unlimited space a refined agency gener
ally known on earth by the name of electricity. This ele
ment governs external motion. It is the power which
resides in the nerves of muscular motion. By its agency
the atom moves according to the laws of affinity, and the
world revolves in obedience to certain regulations. The
human system inhales this universally diffused element at
every breath, and imbibes it in every drop of water or
particle of food that enters the physical organization. This
principle is essential to vitality—to existence.- Without it,
all elements and substances would cease their motions.
Uninfluenced by it, mind itself could no longer evolve
thought, and darkness and death would envelop the entire
realm of immensity.. But this can never take place, for
this element is eternal, and its operations will be endless.
The human being is a grand battery, and a complication
of innumerable batteries to evolve this element into a more
refined state than when it enters the system. The brain is
the great electrical battery that produces thought and in
telligence. The nerve-centers constitute a positive and
negative apparatus to manufacture this refined fluid that
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circulates throughout the entire organization. This ele
ment, as residing in the constitution of man, gives him his
powers of locomotion. The three departments of man’s
nature have each a medium along which to travel, whether
drawn b j inward desire or attracted by mutual affinities.
The locomotive powers of the physical system are confined
in their operations to the surface of the earth, above which
man in the body has neither desire nor ability to ascend.
The invisible nature or spiritual body is adapted to, and
-desires, a wider range of activities, and when released from
the confinement of the outward form, it w ill re a lize all the
aspirations of its immortal nature.
As there are three universally diffused elements of dif
ferent degrees of refinement, answering to the same number
of diffused agencies that circulate throughout the humandivine constitution, this adaptation graduates the power of
locomotion according to natural wants and agencies. The
human mind delights in its own natural freedom, and to
bask in the radiance of its own illuminated powers. Though
confined in its perceptions, and limited in its range in the
present state of existence, man’s spiritual nature often sends
forth its divine aspirations along the spiritual media, and
thus anticipates its future and glorious destiny when disengaged from the cumbrous form of the rudimental state.
Again, man may be considered Magnetically. Magnet
ism is the refinement of electricity, and is also a universally
diffused element. This element constitutes the most re
fined material agency external to the realm of spirit. It is
the great theater of the manifestation of truths and prin
ciples. It is the track along which travels thought as it
radiates from the innumerable fountains of spiritual intel
ligence * it is the medium of the communion of mind with
mind, and ,all things with all things; it is the chemicoethereal source whence proceeds the realm of spiritual
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xistence. Magnetism is a principle positive to all Enh
ances below the sphere of spiritual agency. In the hunian system this element acts as the expansive force of all
circulation ; and, absorbing the purified essences from the
principle of Life, it prepares, by a refined chemical process,
these essences for the evolution of hum an sensation, which,
hy a still more refining process through the agency of the
spirit-principle, produces Intelligence. I t is by means of
this principle that man not only communes with his fellows
on earth, but with the. inhabitants o f the Spirit-world.
Thus when an individual is in the m agnetic sphere, his
mind is not only exceedingly impressible by surrounding
objects, but spirits released from the earthly form can im
press the mind, and thus control the entire system. The
Science of Magnetism, when fully unfolded, will be of in
calculable use to mankind. W hen the m agnetic state is
fully induced, the faculties of the human m ind being in
teriorly unfolded and expanded, are in the im pressible
state, and in this condition the truths and realities o f those
things which were before unperceived flow into the m ind.
Thus a means of obtaining knowledge and wisdom is being
opened to man far exceeding the ordinary external means.
In further elucidation of the question “ W hat is m an?” we
shall pass to th e investigation of m an’s sp iritu a l body. To
the minds of most men the constitution of the spiritual body
is shrouded in mystery and obscurity. On earth, m an can
investigate his external nature, trace its correspondences,
and understand his various faculties and functions; b u t as
his spiritual form is unperceived, it is not a subject of in
vestigation to the external senses. W hen, however, the
outward form is laid aside, the spiritual body in the spiritual
spheres becomes the external manifestation, and is then
visible to the spirit’s perceptions. Man’s spiritual organi
zation corresponds to his physical in form and function,
6*
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with a difference in refinement and purity. Having con
sidered man’s physical nature with reference to its particu
lar adaptations and its relations to cosmological formations,
it will not be necessary to reconsider the same principles
and laws as manifested in man’s spiritual body. The anal
ogy and correspondence between man’s outer and inner
being is so marked and distinct, that in considering the one,
the key to the knowledge of the other is placed in our pos
session. As you contemplate these correspondences, bear
in mind the elevation and refinement of the superior condi
tion, while you have an enlarged view of the spiritual state
and all its wonderful manifestations.
We may, however, notice some qualities and relations of
the spiritual body not clearly manifest by the earthly form.
1.
Its qualities: witness the contrast between the external
and the internal; the one is “ natural,” the other is “ spirit
ual,” or highly refined; one is “ mortal,” the other is “ im
mortal one is “ corruptible,” the other is “ incorruptible;”
one is seen, while the other, to mortals, is unseen; one is
as a shadow “ that appeareth for a time and then vanisheth
away,” while the other is the real reality, the “ enduring
substance.”
2.
Its structure: As “ a house not made with hands, eter
nal in the heavens,” its elements are among the things
“ unseen” by outer vision. The spiritual body is composed,
in its external form, of an exceedingly refined and etherealized electricity, which corresponds to the universally dif
fused element possessing the same general properties. The
element that constitutes the intermediate department of the
spiritual form, may be properly called magnetic, which cor
responds to a principle everywhere diffused, of similar
qualities and essences. Such is the nature of the spiritual
body, that no excess of heat or cold known on earth can
affect its organization or cause unpleasant sensations
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8 The relations of the spiritual nature unfold a pleasing
theme of contemplation. Man’s physical being is so re
lated to the earth, that its continued life is sustained and
nourished by its fruits, while the surrounding atmosphere
is inhaled to aid in the general supply of animation. So in
the Spirit-world, the fruits of the “ Tree of Life,” and the
spiritual aroma inhaled by the spiritual organization, are
sources of the continued and higher life of the spirit-nature.
Unnumbered sources of celestial enjoyment, through the
various avenues of the spiritual form, find access to the in
ward spirit, and thus the expansive influences of Love and
Wisdom refine and purify the soul for its upward progress
through the illimitable spheres of immensity.
Again, such are the relations of the spiritual constitution
to the universally diffused elements, that a med/rnm for its
transit is thereby afforded to gratify the soul’s inherent
powers of locomotion to any department of the unlimited
universe. Hence the assumption of many persons, that the
former inhabitants of earth who have left the human form
can not return to the earth again by their own volition, is
conceived in ignorance of the nature of the spiritual organ
ization, and of the eternal and universally diffused elements.
Man is formed for society, and the bonds of fraternal affec
tion unite with the permanency of immortality the univer
sal brotherhood, of whom God is the Infinite Father.
Hitherto we have been surveying only Man’s temple.
The true man has not yet been delineated j and into this
“ holy of holies” we are not permitted to gaze. Here the
Cherubic*and Seraphic guardians with unfolded wings en
circle the spirit’s immortal and inmost being. God alone
can enter this sacred edifice, and he alone beautifies and
adorns it, and causes the immortal rays of Light and Truth
to concenter in its inmost recesses, and shed a glory and
illumination through all the subordinate realms of the
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spirit'd dominions. “ God only hath im m ortality dwelling
in tho Light u n a p p r o a c h a b l e b u t Man is a derivation 1
from tho Infinite Father. Henco man is not only a human I
but equally a divine being in his most interior essence. I
which was formed in the “ Imago of God.” Thus is the
divine reprosonted in every immortal nature. W hile all
tilings manifest God’s presonee and power, his glory bourns
out iu its richest eil'ulgouce, in tho production of his repre
sentative, Man. Man is ondowed with capacities and attri
butes capable of endli'na j>rogw8#ion> f but this could not be
tho case if lie wore not endowed with principles and capa
bilities of a divine and eternal nature.
By analyzing the various manifestations of m an’s actions,
elements, and principles, tho goncral characteristics of his
spiritual nature have been observed. M an constantly ex
hibits tho principles of Lovo, Wisdom, and V olition, in in
numerable degrees of unfolding, according to tho develop
ment of his whole nature. The great principle o f growth
or progression is ovor operative in unfolding tho peculiar
individuality of man’s interior being. V ariety is a charac
teristic of every department of God’s works. To this law
of formation tho immortal spirit forms no exception. W ith
reference to man’s most interior nature, “ it doth no t yet
appear what we will boj” yot judgiug tho future by the
invariable action of eternal laws, tho hum an m ind m ust
advance forever, not only by its own inhereut capabilities,
but by the attracting and refining inlluenoo of th e G reat
Positive Mind of tho U inverse.
Tho internal and essential Life—tho im mortal sp irit of
man—is tho grand Ultimate of all individualized form a
tions •, it is the most, refined and perfect organization iu ex
istence but, like all things, it is subject to tho law o f pro
gressive refinement Thus man is the representative of the
universe, embracing within himself all m aterial substances,
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lemeuts, and essences in a refined state, while the internal
d spiritual universe in man corresponds to the most puri
fied state of all these elemehts and principles. This inner
realm of man also embraces a representation of the Infi
nitely Glorious One, who not only fills the vast Whole of
existence, but is incorporated in all visible forms according
to tli© particular adaptation and fitness of those forms to
receive the divine influx. Man’s spirit-nature is the central
sun of the human-divine organism. The physical body
constitutes the planetary system, while the spiritual form
subserves the purpose of a medium to communicate the
vital and essential forces and principles throughout the en*
tiro constitution. External agencies, substances, and ele
ments are constantly passing through the different channels
and purifying processes of man’s nature, until they circulate
to the center of vitality, and are there absorbed by the rays
that emanate from the Sun of Intelligence. There is also' a
constant efflux from the central vortex of the immortal
spirit, of elevating and refining influences and principles, to
direct, counsel, and control the system of perfected human
ity according to the degree of its attainments. Hence
throughout man’s whole nature there is a constant eirculation^ a mutual interchange of all the elements of its com
position.
Such is man, and such are some of his relations to the
universe. But man is now in his rudimental state. Ui«
consciousness of immortal existence is first realized. Here
the first rays of the Sun of Truth shed their orient beams
upon the rising orb of human intelligence. As man’s per
ceptions are unfolded by his progressive development, the
light and glory of a higher life unfold to his delighted vis
ion. Ultimately the ascending column of Humanity pierces
the vast accumulations of ignorance, while the descending
light of spiritual and eternal truth converges upon man’s
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inward nature, which gives back its immortal aspirations,
and claims an affinity to the entire Realm of universal
Being, hfan is formed bnt “ little lower than the angels,” to
whose dignity and purity he will attain subsequent to his
removal from the earthly form. This earth is man’s chrysa
lis state; when he emerges from this condition, the superior
light of the upper spheres will hail his ascending approach,
and attract him along the shining orbit of his spiritual rev
olution. Thus associated with the unnumbered myriads
of celestial beings, man shall gloriously ascend through the
circling spheres of increasing harmony, perfection, and
happiness.
Such is the destiny of humanity; and corresponding to
this elevated and truthful representation of his future,
should be his endeavors to conform to those principles by
which he may at once secure his best interests on earth,
and qualify himself for his departure to the high abodes of
immortality above. Upward, then, urge thy passage, moved
by the internal energy of thy spiritual aspirations, and
drawn by the attracting power and sublime realities of the
Spirit-life. So shall thy light be as the noonday, and the
morning of thy future shall be welcomed by the smiles of
angels, who with songs of triumph over the powers of dis
solution shall hail you to the sublime regions of eternal
enjoyments.

DISCOURSE XYI.

J ld tr n , it
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“For the invisible things of Him, from th e creation of th e 'world, are
c l e a r l y seen, being understood b y th e things that are made, even bis

eternal power and Godhead."—Farm.

W hether man looks ont and views the globe on w h ic h
he stands, or whether he turns his attention to the rolling
orbs that sweep the heavens above him, he will alike
behold displays of-Power, Wisdom, and Goodness that
transcend his comprehension. The manifestation of these
divine attributes, however, when attentively observed, will
teach him to order his ways in conformity to the light of
Truth and Wisdom. Holding the relations that man does
to external Nature and her inward realities, it behooves h im
to study those relations, and be guided by the lessons of
wisdom which they will unfold to his opening perceptions.
Man stands as the representative of the Divine Nature on
earth, and as an illustration to himself of the Universe of
which he is an epitome and a joint occupant, with all
celestial intelligences.
The object of the present discourse will be to present the
great truths that are written upon, and inhere in, the divine
humanity, and are shadowed forth in all visible forms, and
embraced in all invisible elements. These truths have
respect to the relations and connections existing between
man and the Deity, and also between man and all other
existences, whether in the natural or spiritual universe.
Freed from the restraints of perverted wisdom, let us go
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forth and survey the stupendous works and the minute ob
jects that greet our approach at every point of observation.
We will first trace the manifestations of Nature, as it
develops to our perceptions the everywhere observed
phenomena of Form and Order. To the Omniscient eye
there is, and can be, no confusion; hut to those whose
powers of perception are but partially unfolded, confusion
seems manifest in nearly all things. The apparent con
fusion witnessed on earth is incident to the process of re
finement necessary to evolve a higher state of humanity in
the future. The Divine Architect, in rearing the stupen
dous Edifice of the universe, has arranged each part and
each series with reference to a particular order, and has
thus secured a harmony and mutual adaptation of parts
throughout the whole.
Design is perceived in the formation of all things, whether
visible or invisible. The anatomical structure of every
vegetable and animal manifests the principle of adaptation
and hourmoruy. Each particular joint is constructed with
reference to its location in the system, and the use to which
it is to be applied. Design is visible, not only in each of
the parts of a system, but in the system as a whole. As
each part is designed to perform a specific function, so the
whole is both designed and adapted to act with reference
to a higher development in the great system of cause and
effect. Hence, as design is evidently a universally ap
plicable principle, the conclusion inevitably follows, that
there must be an intelligent Cause for all things, which
may be known as a Designer. Again, as Design implies
intelligence, it is manifest that this intelligence coexists
in all elements, substances, and principles according to
their specific developments. As there is a manifestation
of intelligence in all formB and all elements, it is hence
evident that there exists an Infinite Intelligence, who has
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diffosed his own essential nature in all things, as a necessary
aas of producing such a manifestation. .Life, Sensation,
i Xntelligencej as displayed in the grand ultimatps of
formations, must, therefore, owe their existence to an
original Fount in which their essential properties eternally
inhered.
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Mature is a manifestation of an ultimate effect. Man’s
observation- demonstrates the truth that all effects are pro
duced by adequate causes, and that effects when produced
become, in turn, the causes of other effects. This truth is
acknowledged to be of universal application. Hence there
must necessarily be ah agency or system of causation which
operates in the order, of progressive development, in the
construction of all forms, whether of the physical or spirit
ual universe. Causation,- then, being an admitted agency
in constant operation, the conclusion is inevitable that there
must be a F irst Cause of this system of production, as the
great and eternal Source of all things.'
Again, Construction is everywhere exemplified in the
system of things, j All things, from the animalculae to the
harmonious arrangement of the entire realm of existence,
present a systematic arrangement of parts, exhibiting man
ifest design and contrivance. Hence the conclusion that
there must be an All-wise Constructor of the realm of na
ture. From this conclusion there can be no appeal by the
mind accustomed to the exercise of its reason. Theories,
without facts to support them, can not receive the sanction
of the intelligent. The observation of nature, in all her
invariableness, can alone satisfy the inquiring mind in its
researches after truth. When facts sufficiently numerous
are accumulated, and the laws of their development are
perceived, then the intelligent mind may induce further and
legitimate conclusions respecting the causes and principles
of the phenomena he has observed. Thus, by tracing all
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external appoaranoos to the agoncy of thoir production,I
wo arrive at tho conviction, “ tlmt the invisible tilings (the
nature and inodes of operation) of the Groat First Cause
aro cloariy seen by the things that ho hath mado.”
B y analogous reasoning wo may survoy tho intermediaU I
dopartmonts of nature in further elucidating this truth,
in tho intormodiato departments of nature tho invisible and
oternal operations of motion or activity aro manifest. Al
though tho laws of aotion aro concealed from tho outward
vision of man, their external oifeots aro over visible, and
convoy to tho human understanding tho most important
lessons concerning tho Love and Wisdom of tho Divine
Originator.
In her interior realms of activity, n a tu re is a manifesta
tion of tho law of circulation. It is obsorvod that in the
prooosR of g row th tho gorm is tho starting-point of the
i'uturo dovoiopment. It is soon that tho gorm of any thing
contains, not tho substances of tho futuro form, but thopnnciplMy whioli being actod upon by oxtorior influences and
interior life, draw from surrounding elements the moans
of distinct e m b od im en t for tho forming compound. This,
then, is circu lation in tho m in eral, vogotablo, and animal
departments of nature.
This circulation is accomplished in the circular form.
All forms, as ultimutos, aro circular, from the atom to tho
universe. This law of motion is obsorvod moro particu
larly in vogotablo formations. As th ere is everyw h ere
manifest the principle of circulation and intercommunica
tion, it follows that a corresponding principle must bo em
braced in that Omnipotent agency which incorporates tho
different elements of nature, in tho production of com
pounds, and that moves the unimaginable myriads of sys
tems of gorgeous beauty along their orbitual circuits.
Nature is also a manifestation of the laws of expansion
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and contraction. The law of circulation is developed by
these principles. As the life of every plant, flower, tree,
or animal formation is sustained by the circulation of re
fined elements or fluids, so the agency that produces this
circulation is the expansive and contracting forces which
alternately repel and attract the elements of the organiza
tion, and thus keep in perpetual motion such portions of
them as are not appropriated.
The laws of expansion and contraction are more beauti
fully illustrated in the circulation of the venous, arterial,
und nervous systems—as also in the more interior circula
tion of the spiritual clement or principle that penetrates
overy particle of the human framework. The economy of
man’s spiritual nature presents no exception to the univer
sal laws that govern the visible system of things, liaised
to a higher plane of operation, and to a more exalted state
of purity and attenuation, man’s spiritual system is governed
by the agency of like forces, and carried forward by the
action of influences similar to those which control all other
things. The universality of these operations affords another
proof of the existence of a universal Cause, possessing un
limited Power, Wisdom, and Goodness.
Nature is a manifestation of the laws of Affinity. From
the atom to tho ponderous globe; from the globe to the
solar system; from the solar system to the universe, tho
laws of attractive affinity are exhibited in their wonderful
and harmonious operations. Nothing exists alone. Kven
an atom, however attenuated or etherealized, is a combina
tion still. Tho positive and negative principle® or forces
of nature always coexist. Indeed, without these conjoined
agoncios, there could bo no motion, life, or sensation ; and
intelligence could never bo individualized in the form of
immortal natures. But positive and negative agencies do
exist, and the laws of their operation ore visible on every
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plane of being. The laws of attractive affinity act on tho 1
principle of circular ascension. Thus, for instance, in the I
vegetable department of nature, there are unindividualizod I
elements, essences, and principles; there are myriads of |
germinal causes just expanding into effective existence:
there are numerous varieties of forms in all possible states
of development, from the germ to the perfected plant. In
this department of nature, as well as in fell others, you will
behold an unnumbered variety of species situated one above
the other in the scale of importance and development, from,
the moss that covers the rock to the tall cedars of Lebanon.
Now take your position, and as you view this department
of God’s operations and developments, mark the truth of
our proposition that tho great laws of attractive affinity act
on the principle of circular ascension, not only in the pro*
duction of particular genera, but in evolving higher specific
formations. Observe tho attractive affinities of each plant,
shrub, flower, or forest oak as it selects from the surround*
ing mass those elements appropriate to its particular organ
ization and condition. Look again and see the rising ele
ments, as they ascend from a gross to higher forms. Note
the peculiar affinity of each purified particle, for its future
associations, as it unites with the attracting element above.
Continue to observe the ascending elements until they
attain their ultimate purity preparatory to the assumption
of a higher sphere of activity on the plane of animal ex
istence. God works through agenoies: hence, in accom
plishing his wise designs, the whole realm of being is used
to eliminate an ever ascending life until it is lost in tho unperceivable distance, as it circles amid the resplendent
glories and attractions of celestial habitations.
All gradations of being are connected by the indissol
uble bond of universal affinities. From tho atom to Deity
tliero is a chain of connection and affiance. In tho great
WM
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circlo of Causation which spans immensity, Man stands as
the ultimate of physical developments, and the startingpoint of the future angel, whose future progress in all that
jShigh and noble will know no end.
As man looks along the line of his past ascension, he is
joet amid the unperceived elements of his origin as they
extend back into the vast Fountain of Divinity. Or when
in the consciousness of his,immortality, he essays to soar
aloft to obtain a glimpse of his future glory, the transcendaut brightness of the prospect eclipses the vision, and re
turning in thought, he realizes that the Divinity within him
will continue its ever ascending course, and is content.
As we have seen that attractive affinity is an agency ope
rating in every department of nature, and as no agency can
produce itself, it follows that this agency constitutes a part
of the system of divine Causation; and it points to an exbaustless Fount of affinities, attractions, and loves, corre
sponding to its own nature, which spiritually exists in the
bosom of the Deity. It is by the outer reproductions of
principles contained in this divine Fount that nature has
been made to exemplify the laws of a HarmoniaZ Asso
ciation.
Tho union of the different elements to form a compound
in any department of nature, is evidence not only of mutual
affinity, but of harmonious alliance. Indeed, all essences
and principles, when combined in natural proportions,
according to the laws of progressive development, will
always exemplify the principle of harmony. So invariable
is this law, that all things are tending toward eternal har
mony, and all these manifestations of tho principle in ques
tion unmistakably point to its source in tho Divine Mind,
and prove that to be the dwelling-place of infinite H ar
mony.
Harmony, in the intellectual and spiritual departments
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of being, ultimates in the production of happiness. Heaven,
with all its celestial enjoyments, is but the development of
a more perfect harmony than is witnessed on. earth.
Nature teaches many lessons that have not been enumer
ated in this connection; -but it is bought that enough has
been said to illustrate the .truth that “ the invisible tilings
of. Him are clearly seen, being understood by the things
that he hath made, even his eternal power and Godhead.”
We may add, that not . only does external nature manifest
outwardly what are the agencies and principles that operate
in her intermediate realms, but the most interior convictions
of man’s spiritual being assert the same glorious truth which
she manifests—the truth that there exists a Divine Being
whose existence fills immensity, and whose attributes are
operative in his eternal laws, both as these apply to outer
existences and to the human soul.
Nature, then, to the reflecting mind, is as one vast Tem
ple that shadows forth its Divine .Occupant—that.manifests
His transcendent Power, Wisdom, and Goodness—that
exhibits the operations of His immutable laws in their un
changeable Order—that proclaims His Designs of ultimate
Use and Adaptation—that illustrates the principles of uni
versal affinity and harmonious associations as the End of
Organizations—that exhibits the qualities of Justice equal
izing all inharmonies, and balancing all claims -with refer
ence to the common good of all—that distributes with the
hand of Benevolence the celestial blessings of .Mercy, For
giveness, and Plenty, without “ respect of persons”—that
seeks to move forward all things to their destined develop
ment in spiritual and eternal spheres of ever advancing
perfection.
Thus Nature impresses the studious mind and teaches
the important lesson of conformity to the instructions im
pressed as the only standard of happiness, and the highest
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_2 0f humanity. Listen, then, fellow-immortal, to the
Utterances of eternal Truth, as it speaks from your interior
atore, and is answered by Responsive echoes from all suryotmding existences, while it is confirmed by the testimony
of all past experience. W ell may man rej oice as the dawnjag light, reflected from the myriad forms of N ature, un
folds to him lessons of love, and truth, and hope, and
heaven; but greater, still should be his thankfulness for
having in his upward development been brought into sen
sible communion with those who have gone before, and
who now herald forth the superior wisdom that shines in
the tipper sanctuary.

DISCOURSE XVII.
flitm m .
• u o m e , b e h o ld th e w ork s of. G o d ! O L o r d , h o w m a n if o ld are thy
works ! in w isd om h ast t h o u 'm a d e t h e m a ll.”—D avid .

TW language of earth is wholly inadequate to convey
the ideas connected with the vast subject now under con
templation. Human comprehension is also insufficient to
grasp the mighty and sublime theme. It is good, however,
for the human mind to meditate upon the extent, import
ance, and vastness of God’s works. Such contemplations
fill the soul with emotions of reverence, and draw out the
aspirations of man’s nature to higher and more exalted
views of the infinitely glorious Author of all things, visible
and invisible.
THE B E G I N H I H G .

The mind of man, in keeping with the divinity of its
origin, not only contemplates the present and the future,
but also surveys the past. Viewing all things as subject to
the great laws of Cause and Effect, and perceiving constant
changes in the conditions of the vast whole, the mind natu
rally, as it looks back, inquires, “ When was the Begin
ning?” “ A t what period in the unknown Past, did crea
tion commence ?” The only answer that can be given to
such questions is, that although the history of Formation
had a beginning, yet that beginning dates so far back in the
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unsearchable past, that the human mind is incapable of
forming any combination of numbers that can adequately
express the periods which since then have already been

written upon the imperishable monuments of duration.
The great First Cause, the Alpha of all things, was orig
inally the only Existence that dwelt in the infinitude. He
Was not only the Causer uncaused, but he contained in an
Hndeveloped state all possible Effects, and the ultimate End
of all Formation. In this boundless ocean of Unoriginated
Substances,. elements, essences, truths, and principles, all
things existed as an infinite Whole—a united mass of all
possible perfections, forms, and agencies. This vast and
unitary Substance contained within itself the principle of
Power or Motion; this substance was eternally actuated by
the inherent Element of elements, Principle of principles,
and Cause of causes. It was pervaded throughout by the
actuating Principle constituting the Great Positive Mind of
this mighty Univerceelum.
When this Eternal S un, by virtue o f its inherent Motion,
had combined the necessary elements, by the process of
elimination, into an Infinite Organization—when the eternal
law of Progression had arranged all things with reference
to the ultimate Effect, then was developed externally the
all-pervading atmosphere of immensity. Thus was first
manifested the law of Production. And so, as a result of
<*he Divine Existence, there is manifested an unbroken chain
of Effect, which effect is an external means for the ultimation of individualized beings as the representatives of the
Divine nature, and as an embodiment of eternal principles.
From this Central Sun of all existence, there were ultimately
evolved successive circles of systems containing the germs
of innumerable worlds and suns, from which, in successive
order, were produced the inconceivable number of plane
tary systems that sweep the heavens.
7
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Look ou t upon the starry heavens, and multiply your
powers of perception by telescopic aid, and you will be en
abled to survey an immense circuit, where many millions
of blazing suns pour their streaming rays upon a still greater
number of planets and satellites; and though this vision far
transcends the powers of human conception, y et you will
have observed but a small part of even one circle of forma
tion. Now let your perceptive faculties expand a thousand
fold, and take your position upon the extreme point of your
former observation, and as you gaze far onward into the
infinite depths of space, you will perceive such a vast array
of congregated systems and systems of systems, that the
former view will appear to have revealed comparatively
noth in g ! Again, expand you r visual perceptions millions
of times beyond the latter effort, and again take your stand
upon the extreme bounds of your second circle o f observa
tions, and your enraptured “vision will be greeted by such
an assembly of universes upon universes, as utterly tran
scend the ability of contemplation; and after all this yon
have but just commenced to observe some o f th e nearest
flowers that bloom on the margin of the boundless ocean of
existence!
The survey of the vast realm of being reveals m uch appa
rent disorder and confusion, but this is only apparent. AIL
systems of formation are distributed in space according to the
laws of attractive affinity, so that no interference with each
other is manifest. No jarring notes mingle their discordant
sounds with the eternal “ music of the spheres.” W ith a
rapidity inconceivable, the circling orbs that roll in the
ethereal realms pursue their way noiselessly, and thus by
their “ expressive silence, muse His praise.”
Variety, of course, is essential to perfection in the works
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of the Divine Architect; and this manifestation of the wis
dom of God is clearly seen in the different worlds that fill
the vast expanse. Amid the incomprehensible number of
-suns and planets there can not be found two precisely alike,
although they exhibit no antagonisms. This circumstance
will ever constitute a cause of thanksgiving and gratitude
to the All-wise Disposer of things. The different combina
tions of elements, substances, and principles in the various
planets, constitute the cause of the variety manifest in the
works of the Creator. Notwithstanding the innumerable
worlds, suns, and systems that now exist in the vast regions
of space, the Grand System of Formation has, as it were,
but just commenced, and is as nothing in comparison to
what will yet be developed during the interminable ages
of the future. A t the present time unnumbered millions of
billions of worlds are in a state of formation, and others are
continually evolved from the Great Center of inexhaustible
resources. And what is still more wonderful to the human
mind, the entire substance that now composes the great
Whole will ultimately be refined, and enter into, organized
spiritual structures, and subsequently ultim ate into spiritexistence. W hen this mighty revolution of the eternities
shall have been accomplished, then there will be a n e w
B e g i n n in g .
By this time all things in the universe will
have arrived at such purified and elevated degrees of pro
gression, and the subsequent formations and individual
organizations will so far transcend those of the present time,
that the human mind can not even form an idea of them.
Thus far we have considered what may be termed the
external or physical universe—the outward manifestation of
Divine Power, Wisdom, and Goodness. W e will now con
sider the intermediate realih of spiritual realities, substan
ces, elements, truths, and principles, as they are exhibited
in the material universe. H ere I wish to be distinctly un-
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derstood as affirming that the idea generally received on the
earth with reference to Creation is incorrect, having no
proper foundation in human reason or spiritual revelation.
As this subject is one of much importance, I will digress
for the present to consider this idea as beheld by advanced
minds in the spirit-world and on the earth, and also to con
sider some objections that will be urged against this view.
The idea that material forms or spiritual existences were
pioduced from nothing, is manifestly erroneous, for the fol
lowing reasons: 1. The observation of mankind, with the
strongest powers of optical perception and mental pene
tration, have failed to discover the origin of any substance
or form whose elements were not previously existing, either
in some combination or in an unparticled state. 2. Every
effect, whether it be a physical production or a mental evo
lution, may be traced to a cause which previously contain
ed that effect in an undeveloped state. 3. Neither human
contrivance nor any known process of Nature is adequate
to cause any substance to pass into non-existence; and it is
at least presumptive evidence that that which can not be
resolved into nothing, could not come from nothing. 4.
The mind is so constituted that it is utterly impossible to
conceive of any agency in existence acting upon nothing to
produce something. This would be, so to speak, an infinite
impossibility! 5. As all effects are traceable to a Great
First Cause, it is evident that all existence is a derivation
from the Eternal Fountain of being.
It will, however, be objected to the Truth on this subject,
“ That whatever is clearly asserted by Kevelation must be
received as true, notwithstanding it may seem to conflict
with man’s highest reason, and that in revelation it is as
serted that creation is a production from non-existence.”
In answering this objection, we assert: 1. That there is
in existence no authentic spiritual revelation that asserts
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fa t creation is a form ation from nothing. The assertion
found in what is called the M osaic account o f Form ation,
that “ in the beginning G od created th e heavens and the
earth,” is presented as evid en ce th at creation arose b y D i! vine Power, from nonentity. To th is w e reply, that the
I term “ created?9 here signifies m erely fo r m e d — form ed from
I the primeval elem ents in their chaotic state.
I
B ut the ab ove su pp osition con cern in g th e origin o f
I material form ations i s con trad icted b y num erous Scriptural
I testimonies. A s m an progressed in w isdom and know ledge,
clearer lig h t su ccessiv ely daw ned upon th e w orld concem I ing th e true m anner o f cosm ological form ations. The
proper sign ification o f th e w ord “ m a d e ,” so often u sed in
the Scriptures, is m erely a form ing, or a process o f con
struction from elem en ts th at alread y existed . The true
theory o f form ation is p resen ted b y P a u l in the declaration
made b y h im con cern in g th e A u th o r o f a ll th in gs, “ that
ofhim, and through h im , and to h im , are a ll th in gs.” H ere
the Origin o f a ll ex iste n c e is tru ly affirm ed to b e “ o f ” or
from “ h im .” G od is also asserted to b e th e great A ctuator,
u through w h o m ,” as th e gran d C ause o f a ll M otion, the
infinite variety o f o rgan ized su b stan ces w ere produced.
Again, it is a sserted th a t th e ten d e n c y o f “ all th in g s” is
u to him ” as th e u ltim a te E n d for w h ich th e great system
of Form ation w a s e v o lv e d . T h e g rea t and gloriou s Truth,
then, stands o u t an d c h a lle n g e s th e adm iration o f all sentient
beings— th at f r o m G od , as th e O rigin al C ause, the vast
and boundless M a teria l O rganization has flo w e d ; that “ all
things” w ere n o t o n ly e v o lv e d from h im , b u t partake o f h is
essence and lik e n e ss, an d th u s, b y “ fillin g all things, ho
is the im m a n en t S ou rce o f an all-p erv a d in g A c tiv ity , b y the
operation o f w h ic h th e u nn um bered w orlds that circle in
unlim ited sp a c e are p ro g ressiv ely approaching him from
whom th e g r e a t W h o le w as p rim arily evolved .
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As the human constitution is a true representation of the
great Universe, we will refer to it, by way of illustration. I
Having already briefly considered the extern al manifes
tations of creative power, we pass to notice the internal I
operations of the universal Structure. The intermediate I
portion of man’s nature—that which connects the external I
form with the internal Spirit—is the spiritual booby, and, as j
an organization, is more perfect than the ou tw a rd manifes- I
tation. As already remarked in another portion of this I
work, the external part of the spiritual body consists of an I
exceedingly refined electricity, eliminated from the physical j
body. It has also been observed, that the use of this 1
agency or element in man’s spiritual constitution, was to l
produce circulation and distribute vitality to' the whole 1
system. Having a use corresponding to this, there is a 1
similar element diffused throughout the whole external
Universe. The principle known as electricity, as flowing
in its various channels, may properly be considered as |
constituting the nervous system of the universe, from which ]
originate the motion and animation that pervade the entire j
System of Universal Being 1 It is a mighty organic
Power that sends the pulsations of its Life through all the
vast gradations of existence, from the Central heart of
Omnipotence down through the intermediate realms of
Celestial, and ultimately to earthly, formations. It is the
Grand Agency that not only assimilates atoms and com
bines systems, but it moves, with the power of its Omnipo
tence, the vast Orbs that sweep through the all-pervading
atmosphere of the Divine Presence. It is the element that
causes all internal motion as well as external revolution.
It is the grand agency that causes to revolve, with a
velocity inconceivable, the Infinite Sun of suns, accom
panied by the countless myriads of subordinate suns that
have rolled forth in obedience to the Almighty fiat.
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The intermediate substance o f m an’s spiritual form—
that which connects the external manifestation with the
m08t interior and immortal principle—is known on earth
by the name of Magnetism. This element is evolved from
the electrical substances of the spiritual body. I t is,
however, far more refined and perfected in its nature than
the latter. Its use in the spiritual form is to produce and
promote spiritual sensation and sym pathetic or attractive
eommunion. Similar are its uses in the great organization
of the Spiritual U niverse; but its application in the univer
sal sphere of operation is necessarily more general. In the
human constitution there is manifest, as perm eating the
entire body, the principle of Sensation. Sympathy unites
and binds the members of the entire system in the ties of
fraternal affection, insomuch th at “ if one member suffer,
all members suffer with it, and if one rejoice, all others
rejoice with it.” So it is with the unbounded Universe :
there is a reciprocating and sympathetic system of sensatory nerves .that interblends the whole, vast Framework.
The grand result of this everywhere-diffused element is
such an inter-communion of mutual sympathies, that the
whole may properly be termed the universal Sensorium of
Deity.
So perfectly adjusted and adapted are the nerves of sen
sation that pervade universal N ature, th at not even a par
ticle of m atter can be lost from the united mass. The prin
ciples of sympathetic affinity are exemplified in the ex
changes which are constantly going on between world and
World, between system and system, and between greatest
and smallest parts of the great W hole. This all-pervading
element constantly exerts a. purifying and elevating influ
ence upon all systems and beings, from terrestrial substan
ces and elements to celestial and glorified spiritual intelli
gences. This process of purification is necessary in order
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to advance society, to promote individual and national
interests, to cause the undeveloped to continue in their
progress, to cause an assimilation of mind with mind, and
to produce in all intelligences a reciprocity of affection pre
paratory to still higher attainments in more elevated degrees
of spiritual progression.
Principles are eternal; truth is immortal; cause and
effect must be connected. God is the Great Positive Mind
of the Universe. All things—the universe, systems, worlds,
suns, planets, man, and spiritual beings of every possible
order and degree of progression—are effects that originally
flowed forth to fill the atmosphere of the Divine Nature
with representations of his own divinity. God, the eternal
Father of Mind, exists. Man is his earthly glory and rep
resentative. Between Man and Deity there is a connection.
God is the Fountain of eternal truths and principles: Man
possesses the same in embryo. God is the Infinite Sun of
Intelligence, Power, Wisdom, and Goodness: Man is a
subordinate element of the Divine Nature, and revolves
aronnd his divine Original. From the Central Orb of Truth
and Righteousness unnumbered beams of infinite light,
love, and truth continually descend through all gradations
of being, and are ultimately absorbed in the central heart
of humanity. There they expand, elevate, and purify man’s
nature for successive approximations toward the ineffable
brightness and glory of Immortality.
As there are bodies “ terrestrial,” so there are also bodies
“ celestial,” and as there are earths, so there are also
heavens. All earths that are inhabited by immortal beings
have surrounding them spiritual spheres. As these spheres
extend from the different earths, they approximate toward
each other; that is, the spiritual and celestial spheres as
they expand are met by other spheres corresponding to the
same degree of development Thus the spiritual spheres
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ue continually enlarging as the law of progression continfleSto unfold its ascending influence.
Hence, in view of the infinite structure of the U n iverse ,
considering the immensity of its mighty operations, the
wisdom of its ultimate designs, the perfection and grandeur
0f all its parts in their adaptation to the great Whole, and
Ijearing hi mind the great central T ruth of the u n iv erse,
^at all things are governed by the principle of E ternal
Progression—man may well exclaim, “ How manifold are
tby works, O Lord 1 in wisdom hast thou made them all.”

DISCOURSE X V I I I .

€\ if (Dljtrt nf (Drjoijflfiflit.
"B u t to do good and oommunioate forget not.—P a u l . m

The saying that “ in union there is strength” is verified
by the general testimonies of nature. I t is illustrated by
the positive and negative forces which are everywhere
operative. Even the atom is a union of refined elements
that are held together by mutually attractive affinities.
And so particle unites with particle, and atom with atom,
until, by condensation and revolution, the elementSj uni
versally diffused, are combined into external forms—until
suns and systems are produced, and the mighty framework
of the universe itself is established.
The tendency, therefore, of all substances, agencies,
elements, and essences is to enter into organizations; and
when a particular organic structure is formed, the elements
of which it is composed, continuing their active circulation,
manifest also a tendency to forsake the first organic form,
and enter into the composition of a still higher one. And
this ascending movement will continue forever.
Tho process and use of organization is to combine all
substances and elements in the form of structural asso
ciations. Even in chaotic matter the germ of organic life
was elementally diffused, permeating each particle, and
vitalizing the entire mass. In the vegetable kingdom this
principle assumes a tangible form; and from this plane
of existence to the highest earthly manifestation of organ-
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,. .. „ mttTbe observed that each particular form
;®d ‘”g,’ 'tome way, the grand ultim ate design of indi■ S , *e. immortal sp irit In the unparticled subvrisalmrag tne
^ o f * e earth, are
stance that now occupies are necessary to continue the
contained elements whicl
mi
Lloffical formations that incessantly are going on. These
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formations are necessary to oontinue the supply o f sub
ally pass off through vegetable form
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perfectly organized being capable
ppears, who is
IS the
U1U most jJOAlQOUTy
' ' “ 'I '* " - '---the, series of
of■terrestrial
ti __ [trial development. Being the last in the.
mundane forms, Man contains the elements of all things
below his plane of existence—which elem ents in him con
stitute the germ of a still higher ultim ate, even the im 
mortal spirit.
Again, the spiritual organization is needed to ultim ate
the celestial being; the celestial to ultim ate the super
natural ; the super-natural to ultim ate th e su p er-sp iritu a l;
the super-spiritual to ultim ate the super-celestial. A n d so
forever onward will the unfolding agency o f Infinite P ow er,
love, and Wisdom extend, elevating all beings from low er
to higher, and still higher positions.
We purpose to consider, briefly, in connection w ith th e
general subject of organizations, some o f th e existing in
stitutions of human society, and to show th eir deficiencies,
and their want of adaptedness to accom plish th e high ends
o uman destiny. W e w ill also suggest some im prove
ments in the existing order o f hum an affairs, as indispensa o to the development of a higher and more harm onious
individual and social life. The dwellers o f th e u p p er
P eres, knowing the m any antagonism s th a t prevail
moug men, are exceedingly desirous to aid th eir earth-
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brothers in hastening the period when mankind shall
“ learn war no more,” and when “ righteousness and
truth” shall fill all hearts. As government is one of Na
ture’s institutions, the laws by which all things in nature
are harmoniously controlled should be considered by man
kind as the only standard of legislative action*
T H E O B J E C T OF P O L I T I C A L

ORGANIZATION.

To fulfill the wise designs of combined action, political
organization is at present necessary among mankind. Yet,
at this present time, there is not existing on earth a political
system that combines all the essentials of individual and
national development, or that is actuated fully by pure
motives. We,shall notice first some of the existing de
fects of^ and then present some suggestions that will aid in
reforming, the political systems of mankind.
The political systems of the earth are too selfish, both
with reference to the objects to be accomplished, and the
means to be used. When the principle of government
first commenced unfolding to the conceptions of the human
family, the most cunning and strong of any particular
tribe assumed the reins of authority, and his will was the
common guide in all things. Subsequently this system
became somewhat modified by the choice of advisers on
the part of the supreme ruler, who not only were counsel
ors, but active and interested agents in carrying out the
designs of their chief. In the progress of the race, and as
the principle of general liberty and equal rights, became
more prevalent, these tyrannical and despotic forms of
government, in some nations, were gradually compelled to
yield to a more liberal and popular form of governmental
administration. I n ,this form the people were in some
degree admitted to the privilege of representation, yet the
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balance of power was still retained in the hands of the
few. This acquisition of n atu ral rights b y the people was
but the precursor of a coming period, when, freed from the
last vestiges of despotic rule, representative bodies should
assume the entire control of national affairs. The con
flicting sentiments th a t obtain am ong all nations, during
the undeveloped state of m ankind, is the cause o f the
variety of political systems, an d th e ir plans of action.
We may here rem ark, th a t as intelligence becomes
more generally diffused, and tru e views of th e sphere of
government are developed, th e different political parties
converge, and w ill finally assim ilate into a grand harm o
nious governm ent, whose pow er w ill exist in the people,
will be exercised by the people, and fo r th e people. T h a t
government is m ost suited to m ankind, w hich is founded
upon the principle o f universal lib e rty an d benevolence;
and the governm ent th a t m ost n early approaches this plane
of advancem ent is a republic. A lth o u g h the people o f th e
United States m ay congratulate them selves on having at
tained the p olitical position w hich constitutes them the
beacon lig h t o f th e w orld, y e t there are m any things
needed before th e y can tru ly claim th e highest principles
of liberty, and ex h ib it to th e nations of earth a govern
ment founded u p o n n a t u r e , as th e only true standard of
political g re a tn e ss! H a v in g th u s generally glanced at the
inadequacy o f p resen t p o litical system s to accom plish the
high designs o f governm ent, we w ill suggest some im 
provements, in th e lig h t o f w hich p a rtic u la r defects in
present system s w ill b e observed.
I t is m anifest th a t th e p olitical institutions of any
country, in o rd er to carry o u t th e tru e designs of govern
ment, m u st conform to th e p rinciples of progressive de
velopm ent. N a tio n a l interests b ein g b u t a com bination
of in dividual interests, w hatever course w ould be favorable
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to the latter, would also conduce to the greatest good of
the former. Again, as personal interests can only be
secured by the cultivation and application of the combined
powers of the individual, so national development must
be promoted by the exercise of the united powers and
agencies of the whole nation. The particular location of
any country must suggest the particular relations which it
bears to surrounding countries with their institutions.
"Again, as individual development can be promoted only
by the cnltirationof internal rescwreea, which may be mod
ified somewhat by surrounding conditions, so also must
national development depend principally upon the proper
unfolding and employment of the internal resources belongr
ing to the nation as such, advantage being taken of sur
rounding circumstances as merely incidental aids to pros
perity and improvement. Moreover, as the individual can
only rise by personal industry in efforts to develop all his
faculties, the same is true of the nation of combined per
sonalities.
From what has been said respecting the true interests of
the whole nation, the duties of political organizations may
easily be inferred. We will, however, suggest a few re
forms, and commend them to the consideration of all classes
of society.
1. Political organizations should constantly aim at the
general good. No political sectarianism should be admis
sible ; no sectional jealousies should interfere with the true
interests of a common country. As the grand object of all
government should be the development of all the resources
of the nation, the organic systems of political action should
seek the general diffusion of knowledge on all subjects, as
the only means of securing this object, and of perpetuating
individual freedom or national security.
2. Political organizations should seek to elevate to office
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those only who are developed in the science and power of
A combination of a num ber of undevel
oped individuals can never be efficient in advancing the
true interests of any government. Q ualification fo r po si
tion should be the only requisite demanded of any officer ;
wisdom, not favoritism, should always make selections for
official stations. A n unprogressive m an will never develop
the resources of any state.
3.
Political organizations should not only seek to develop
the citizen by providing means of general education and
refinement, but should constantly aim to secure harm ony
of interests among all classes of society by protecting the
natural rights of each member of the body politic. T hat
the numerous but not conflicting interests of governm ent
may be regulated harm oniously, the pecuniary attractions
of office should be reduced to the lowest possible standard,
so that the developed wisdom of the nation, which values
the right more than all riches, m ay direct the affairs of
state. The high salaries of m any official stations constitute
a fruitful source of m uch evil to the world. To obviate
this retarding influence to h um anity’s advancem ent, a m ere
compensation for services rendered should be the rule of
allowance. Then swarm s of office-seekers would no longer
trouble the officials of governm ent; for labor would be
remunerated in one d epartm ent of industry only on the
same principle th a t it is in another. The hand and foot
are as needful as th e brain and heart, while honor resides
with each m em ber th a t accomplishes its appropriate use.
self-government.

SOCIAL

ORGANIZATION.

Society, as now existing on earth, is isolated and selfish;
individuals are compelled from circum stances to seek per
sonal aggrandizem ent—to amass fortunes which create
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castes and distinctions founded m erely upon the relative
amounts of wealth possessed by different individuals, and
which thus operate as a hindrance to the progress of the
race. Individual talent in all its forms should be consid
ered as conferred for the general good. U n ited interest is
not consulted by the present form o f social organization.
A constant friction and clashing of interests is inevitable in
the isolated state of the hum an fam ily. H en ce of necessity
hum anity m ust be pointed to th e future for h o p e o f deliver
ance from present disorders in th e social condition.
iNTEW S O C I A L

ORDER.

Look out upon the heavens, and behold the mighty
throngs of suns and systems that move in majestic har
mony in their appointed courses 1 Ho discord or conflict
is visible, for order marks all nature’s movements. Ob
serve the operations of the solar system as an illustration
of true social order. See the central sun, the revolving
planets, and their accompanying satellites; see the entire
system performing its appropriate revolutions in accom
plishing the wise designs of its Infinite Author 1
The observer of Nature will everywhere discover that all
things tend to the establishment of systematic action. Hot
only is this law seen in the planetary and sidereal universe,
but in the economy of the vegetable and animal worlds, and
in the associations of mankind. As mankind are subject to,
and governed by, natural agencies, it may bere be observed
that a new social organization will ultimately unite tbe now
isolated conditions and interests of mankind. As tbe ele
mental substances that compose all organic forms were
once in a chaotic or formless state, so it is now with hum *
society. But the elements of future combinations and i:
dustrial associations are now undergoing a process of refii
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®ent, preparatory to entering into their future and higher
relations. All permanent relations must be voluntary and
attractive. To enter, therefore, into a new and enduring

form, society must be prepared by the laws of attraction
Being thus prepared, the elements of
the new social structure will gradually yield to the com
bining agencies of mutual desire and interest.
In the present state of society wealth is diverted from
general circulation, and from objects of general good, to
particular directions for individual gratification, and often
to the personal injury of others. How the industrious and
toiling millions are pouring their offerings at the feet of the
wealthy, while they should be engaged in educating and
developing themselves. The grand object of the new social
order must and will be to obtain a higher development of
humanity. The great object of physical organization is to
afford an instrument to individualize the immortal spirit,
and raise it even while on earth-to that degree of develop
ment of which it is here susceptible. To unfold, and pro
gress, then, being the destiny of all intelligences, the inter
est of mankind requires that the best method of promoting
personal development be adopted. That this object can be
best secured by association, will be evident to all reflect-'
ing minds. Few, comparatively, however, are yet prepared
for a unitary combination into industrial associations. But
mankind are gradually approaching this plane of develop
ment, and soon as the elements of higher forms of society
are properly prepared, fraternal associations, having united
interests, will ensue as the result of spontaneous attractions.
The unfolding of the specific order to be observed in form
ing these associations is not now deemed essential; practical
experim ents, with observations of nature’s manifestations,
will greatly assist in developing the proper means of organ
ization and continual success.
and assimilation.
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BELIOIOUS OBGAHIZATIONS.
Contemplating the extensive influence of the religions
element in directing and developing humanity, the spirit-

world can not but be deeply interested in this department
of human action. We will proceed briefly to show the
inadequacy of present forms of church organization to ac
complish of themselves the elevation of the human family.
Present religious, as well as political organizations, are
j ustly chargeable with the evil of selfishness. The principle
of sectarianism has obtained such an influence over mind,
that the grand object of religious association is generally
either forgotten or neglected. The different churches seek
to extend their particular denominations without striving to
produce a unity in the actions of all organizations, as tend
ing to the development of the highest and holiest conditions
of the whole race. The present church organizations are
not adapted to meet the wants of humanity; they lack at
least two essential characteristics, viz., expansiveness and
power. Being essentially defective in doctrine, they lack
the expanding influences of Truth; being founded on a
wrong basis, they are not able to secure the confidence of
the world in the divinity of their agency.
A religious system, to gain the general consent of man
kind, must be founded upon immutable principles, not upon
casual emergencies. Man, spiritually as well as physically,
was formed in harmony with unchanging truth. A scien
tific basis is indispensable to form a truly religious system,
whose influence may be coextensive with the race. The
great central principle of progressive development which
unfolds from the lower a higher form—which eliminates
refined from grosser elements—which produces successive
spheres of purity and elevation—this principle, I say, must
revolutionize and perfect the religious element in man’s
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nature, and harmonize the discordance now subsisting
the spiritual conditions of different portions of the
j-jce. The only religious organization needed to unfold the
spiritual element in man, will be provided in the hew social
structure, toward which humanity is rapidly tending. In
the interim, man should seek freedom from sectarian ten
dencies and bigoted ecclesiastical associations, while his
spiritual nature should receive continual cultivation by
means of internal meditation and spirit-instruction from the
higher circles of the second sphere.
To accomplish the high purposes of organization, man
kind should unceasingly labor. To elevate the individual;
to construct society on a permanent basis of social equality
and mutual interests; to organize a government wholly re
publican ; to promote fraternal relations, and to cultivate
friendship with all nations—the activities of reformers
should be constantly engaged. Thus shall earth be a coun
terpart of heaven, and then shall its united harmonies
mingle with the echoing “ music of the spheres,” and the
offerings of both shall perpetually ascend as grateful incense
to Hni who out of confusion and darkness has evolved light
to guide, and wisdom to direct, the whole family of man to
its glorious destiny.
b e tw e e n

DISCOURSE XIX.

(rtimtHnu.
"First tho blade, then the ear, after that the fall corn in the ear ’*—Jesus.

Education- implies the development of man’s whole na
ture. 1. Man should be educated as a physical being.
Man’s earthly form is subject to the invariable laws of ex
ternal nature. To acquire a knowledge of these laws, and
to conform to the relations existing between cause and
effect, should be among the first duties to be impressed
upon the human mind. Education, as generally conducted
on the earth, labors to develop the human faculties after
these faculties have obtained a certain fixedness of quality
and tendency. Hence education can only subserve. the
ultimate state of the faculties to which there is this early
tendency. But education, to be successful, must commence
at an earlier period than it generally does. The embryo of
humanity is a thousand-fold more plastic than the child or
youth. Education, then, should embrace the sphere of pa
ternity. The laws of reproduction should be well under
stood ere the responsible relation of conjugal union is con
summated. Much ignorance prevails with reference to this
subject among mankind. They see the application of the
laws in question to the inferior animals and to vegetation,
but have failed to apply the same to themselves. This is
wholly wrong. A false modesty prevails on this subject,
which must be removed, or the evils to be remedied will
increase. How much money and labor are expended to im-
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prove the productions of the soil and the quality of living
stock, and how little thought, even, is bestowed- upon the
Most important subject that cam, occupy the minds o f mm,
the improvement "of the humrum race/ “ To the pure all
things are pure;” hence the subject under contemplation,
to those whose “ eye is single,” is clothed with an import
ance second to none other; for what cam, be more necessary
for the future unfolding and perfection of mankind than
that the germ of the immortal being be surrounded with
all the appropriate circumstances and conditions to insure
afeeling of harmonious development, whose divine propor
tions'shall advance amid the perpetual changes'of earth to
itS(exalted destiny above ?
lit should be borne in mind that the germ of humanity
contains, undeveloped, the entire nature of man, physical,
intellectual, and moral. From this consideration too much
importance can not be attached to true Conditions in the
inception of the immortal offspring. "We will here present
Some conditions which will be well for all to consider, as
necessary to fulfill aright the responsibilities of reproducing
their kind.
The conjugal union being formed on the principle of
mutual attraction, the parties, as fully and harmoniously
developed in their physical and spiritualnatures as circum
stances will permit, and actuated by an ardent desire to
adorn and perfect the race, should fulfill the conditions of
future paternity with a definite design to accomplish the
desired end. When conception has commenced, no further
intercourse should be allowed, but undisturbed* and while
the parents are moving in the blissful atmosphere of home,
and among friends, the embryo immortal should e nour
ished with constant maternal love, until the perio w en
its external nature should

— ■— emal associations oi domestic love
m ent am id the cong
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Before ns now is the infant child, the germinal man, the
future angel. ^Nourished amid congenial influences up to
the present, what processes must mark, and what principles
govern, the subsequent education of the spirit just ushered
into conscious existence ? “ First the blade.” Budding
and germinating in the spring-time of life, this makes its
appearance, greeted by the smiles of an expanding sun, fan
ned by the salubrious breezes freighted with life-imparting
energy, nourished by a congenial soil, and protected by
surrounding-conditions. Thus do first appearances conspire
to raise the hope of the husbandman in respect to the future
harvest. -Thus, also, should the early development of the
infant be cheered by the smiles of affection from the parental
heart, while the influences of the household should gently
blend with all surrounding conditions to produce a cheer
ful, joyful atmosphere, in which the new-born spirit may
expand in harmony and love. As education is but the un
folding of latent powers and faculties, care should be ob
served that no foreign scion be engrafted upon the true
“ olive free,” the unperverted human nature. Congenial
conditions and circumstances alone are required.
Expanding under proper influences, the infant child has
grown into youthful proportions. According to its devel
opment truth-should be presented—principles should be
unfolded and illustrated by appeals to external forms and
internal realities. The correspondence between all planes
of development should be made familiar. The great law
of progression, as the great Central Truth of the Universe,
should early be instilled into the receiving mind. Educa
tion can not create ,* it only develops. The immortal mind
embodies within itself all the truth in the universe in an
embryo state. Man is endowed with eternal principles—
principles which were conceived and born in the mighty
vortex of Infinite Intelligence. These principles are the
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,i TC-jne G lo ry — t h e out-beaming of t h e Sun of
- of
Man is constructed after the image and m
, ^ T Z ot bis great Spirit-Father. Hence it will be
*e ‘S the work of education only commences on earth ;
^ d u r a t i o n w ill be mdleee. The illimitable Umverse is
^U n iv ersity . He himselfis the Presiding Officer. His
J L , spread out through the i m m e a s u r a b l e fields of iidm' are L text-books-hie only visible revelations. _ The
elements, substances, essences, agencies, and principles,
nniversally diffused, are Ms professors. Men, angels, and
seraphs are Ms students. Receiving instruction and wisdom
from the varions departments of the mighty temple of Na
ture, th e y progress from s p h e r e to sphere, b u t never grad

uate.

Physical education consists in the regulation of man’s
physical nature in accordance with the physiological laws
ofhis being. It teaches not only the nature, but also the
function of each bodily organ. It seeks to produce an
equilibrium between all the forces that operate in the human
organism, in order that health may be enjoyed as the result
of harmonious action. Social education seeks the develop
ment of those relations that bind humanity together as one
system of brotherhood. Conjugal affection is here mani
fested in the union of those of like affinities, subsequent to
the development of self-estimation. Here much wisdom is
needed, to direct the passional impulses. Passion, that too
long has ruled the world, should be kept in check, wMle
wisdom surveys and becomes fully acquainted with its own
affinities and peculiarities. Then, all other conditions being
proper, a choice, governed by mutual consent and affinity,
should result in the conjugal union, wMch should be ce
mented by spiritual and eternal attractions. Conjugal ed
ucation does not cease when the conjugal relation is secured;
the school has then but just commenced; the alphabet of
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love only has been studied. USTow that the commencement
has been made, and the first lessons pointed out, it becomes
the learners to study diligently, in order that true happi
ness and wisdom may continue to bless this divinely sanc
tioned union.
Filial love is another branch of social development. All
created beings are children, and should ever venerate the
parental relation. Looking upward, this affection claims
affinity with the great Spirit-Father, who disdains not to
send forth the efflux of his own spirit u to bear witness that
we are his children,” even the “ sons of God.” Parental
affection, in the realm of social affinity, also seeks acknowl
edgment and recognition. We are fathers of fixture gene
rations, and parental love flows from our inmost natures
toward our offspring, whom we fondly cherish. The ulti
mate of this principle is manifested in the recognition of
“ Our Father,” who fills heaven and earth with his presence.
Social education extends still onward, and claims, in a
higher sphere of its development, a fraternal relationship
with the whole human family. FTor does it stop here, but
extends its claims beyond the earthly sphere, and enfolds
in its arms the inhabitants of all worlds, natural and spir
itual.
Intellectual education embraces the sphere of mental per
ception and reflection. Man’s faculties are numerous, and
all are intended to act upon, and be acted upon by, their
appropriate objects. In the earth-life, however,, there can
only be a slight expansion in comparison to their endless
acquisition in wisdom and knowledge in the spirit-world.
The faculties of mind unfold according to internal conditions
and surrounding circumstances; and when freed from the
clogs of mortality, they will expand with the rising and
purifying influences that will eternally surround them, to
the comprehension of those truths, and the appreciation of
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those principles, that on earth were only seen as “ through
I gglass darkly.” .
The sphere of intellectual development is of so compref hensive a nature, and embraces, a territory bo vast, that to
attem p t a minute elucidation in this connection would be
|| superfluous.; We would, however, remind the reader that,
if after having explored the innumerable fountains of wisdom
■ and knowledge on earth; after having analyzed the various
faculties of mind in an attempt to ascertain the extent of
I their powers, he will but have commenced to sound the
immeasurable depths of his own latent attributes, and will
have but just entered the vestibule of the great Temple of
Ttuth. The sphere of science, to the contemplative mind,
is an ever-increasing ocean of imperishable gems, whose
beauties shine with an increasing brilliancy. Hence the
process of education can only commence on earth, which is
but one gem amid the innumerable pearls that deck the
outer garments of Omnipotence; for the earth, in compar
ison to the great W h o le , is scarcely a perceptible speck,
and upon it man’s external observation can only gather the
first rudiments of expanding knowledge.
Moral education seeks the development of man’s spiritual
nature. This is the ultimate of man’s attainments. Beyond
the acquisition of a spiritual existence, no earthly form can
pass, for this is the concentration of the rays of Infinite
Wisdom, Power, and Goodness; and the plane of existence
produced is but a “ little lower than the angels.’v The edu
cation and development of this department of man’s nature
is mainly given into the hands of ministers and teachers,
who derive the instruction communicated, from books deem
ed by them of sacred origin. The truth, however, on this
important subject, must be made known to the inhabitants
of earth. Already this truth has been proclaimed, and it
must be repeated until the human mind turns from all ex8
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ternal sources for inspiration, and looks within its own
spiritual temple to read the “ law written upon the fleshly
tables of the heart by the finger of God.” Thus will every
man be a “ law unto himself.” All external formation_
the vast universe—is God's Temple. Man, angels, end
seraphs are his representatives, and parts of his being. ijjs
revelations, then, are inscribed upon all the works of his
hands, while his inspiration shines out in its greatest glory
on earth, in M an, who is His image and likeness in His low
est moral manifestation.
I am conscious that 1 now trench upon the most cher
ished opinions of vast multitudes of my earthly friends. I
know your prejudices; I am acquainted with your condi
tions ; I know the strength of sectarian attachments. But
what of this? Truth can make no compromise with error,
though venerable with age and supported by multitudes.
Such have been the relations of humanity in all ages with
the material universe, which is the basis of intellectual and
moral truth—and with the Great Positive Mind, and the
u ministry of angels,” that all venerated standards of reve
lation are interspersed with gems of truth and wisdom; but
this fact does not or should not prevent the free investigation
by the human mind for other truths and revelations that
may be communicated from the spirit-land. Mankind have
been taught to look to the past—to search the records of an
tiquity—to interrogate the wisdom of by-gone centnries—
for spiritual light and inspiration. The elements are God’s
teachers. In different ages wonders were wronght which
the multitude concluded were miraculous or superhuman;
but the light of science is fast dissipating the idea, false as
it is demoralizing, that God's laws can be reversed to satisfy
the caprices of any people. All manifestations that ever
did or can take place, must and can be reconciled with
the invariable laws of nature, the external exhibition of
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I>ivino Wisdom. Spiritual science, unfolding the agencies
that connect the material w ith the spiritual life, and the
natural with the spirit-world, will illustrato all marvelous
occurrences that have claimed an origin direct from Di
vinity.
We wish to bo understood on this su b ject; wo would doccivo no one, but undeceive all. Let all pretensions to rev
elation bo tested by the chemical crucible of enlightened
reason. L et comparison appeal to nature, God’s visible
lexicon of universal truth ; then the mind will bo qualified
to decide upon the alleged inspiration. F or what can not
bo understood by the human reason, can be of no use to
man. Through the elements of the human form, man is
externally connected with the e arth ; and by the agencies
of his spiritual nature, his most interior spirit-life and power
are connected w ith the spirit-world, whoso inhabitants in
countless myriads throng the earth, and accompany their
earth-brothers along their terrestrial pilgrimage toward ce
lestial mansions. Every immortal spirit is a divine inspira
tion. God’s presence is everywhere diffused throughout
universal nature. A ll things are penetrated with his essen
tial divinity. “ H e fills all things.” Man is ushered into
being as the germ of the future unfolding; he partakes at
every breath an elem ent that ultimates in spiritual exist
ence. The nourishm ent that supplies the vital organism of
the physical man, is also ultimated in the domain of mind.
Thus man is a center of convergence, which perfects all
lower developments in his external form ; in the realm of
his spiritual nature are concentrated all the elements of the
spirit’s future unfoldings, while deep within, the Divine
Image is indelibly impressed. The efflux of the great SpiritFather, mingling his divine emanations with the vitalizing
e l e m e n t s evolved from the earth, forms the human-divine
c o n s t i t u t i o n into harmonious proportions, according to con^
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ditions and circumstances that operate on its particular
plane of development.
Man being thus inspired in his creation, becomes an in
spired volume of divine revelation, having the laws of God
“ written in his heart.” To understand them, he has but
to retire within himself, and hold converse with the angels
of love, or commune with the Father of Spirits.
Hie great Sun of intuition is now rising upon the world
with a brightness and power that can no longer be success
fully resisted. The intermediate agency of magnetism is
now unfolding a higher manifestation of truth and wisdom
to the world than has ever before marked the progress of
humanity. The sciences of clairvoyance and spirit-influence
are arousing the world from the slumber of ages. The dark
ness and error that so long have obscured the immortal
nature of man, are destined to pass away., Freed from the
external shackles of superstitious bigotry and cumbrous
ignorance, the spirit-nature of man is beginning more gen
erally to assert its privileges^ and is already tasting the firstfruits of spiritual bommunion. “ First the blade” makes
its appearanceit attracts attention, and many wonder con
cerning the mysterious manifestations. But next the blade
expands, and is nourished by the gentle influences of heaven
and earth. Soon the ear protrudes from beneath the myste
rious but natural enfoldings. “ Something must be done to
prevent its growth,” cries the conservative; but the roots of
the blade strike deep into the fertile soil of humanity, while
the dews of heaven nourish the spreading branches, and the
sun of eternal truth sheds its expanding influence, and
hastens the coming harvest. Time passes on, and “ the full
corn in the ear” is seen as the grand result. The mystery
is now unvailed, and ignorance is displaced by light. The
bending heavens meet the uprising earth. The minds of
earth mingle and Commune freely with the “ spirits of just
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men made perfect.” The fam ily above unite w ith the
younger members o f earth’s ransomed children, and the
jubilee is celebrated by the com m ingling anthems of praise
to Him who hath made “ both one,” w hile the incense of
the praise continually ascends as a grateful m em orial to the
common Father, “ whose tender m ercies are over all his
works.”
Thus the process o f developm ent w ill continue. Earth
will becom e more and more assim ilated into the likeness
of the spiritual state. M en w ill realize the im portant truth
that the earth is but the starting-place o f spiritual existence—
that the circling spheres o f heaven are but successive gra
dations o f the endless pathw ay o f the spirit’s eternal pro
gression.
In th e ligh t o f the truth here presented, mankind m ay see
the course m arked out b y Infinite W isdom as the proper
method o f educating the im m ortal spirit. Educate for eter
nity. L et the basis o f all advancem ent rest in the im muta
ble realities o f scientific truth. L et th e m ajestic tem ple
rise in d ivin e and harm onious proportions o f know ledge
and wisdom, w h ile its lofty turrets are illum inated by the
celestial rays o f spiritual intuition. L et the vestibule o f
each tem ple b e decked w ith gem s o f external beauty, and
let the internal adorning be radiant w ith the brilliant cor
uscations o f im m ortal truth and purity. Then shall the
ascending spirit, cloth ed in h eaven ’s ow n drapery, cheer
fully pass to its destined goal, am id the gratulations and
w elcom es o f attend in g angels. Then shall earth be itself
the vestib u le o f h eaven, and death but the transition o f the
spirit to its celestial inheritance.
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Sm rantaU tii.
"Tar'iii.Him we live, move,- and have our being."—Paul.

Tins pMlosopheisis .ijot content with mere outward ob
servation. He perceives that external forms are invariably
effects that proceed from unseen causes—that bodies are but
outward instruments for the development of the internal
germ. Physical effects being the development of latent
agencies, the particular form assumed will always corre
spond to the specific interior properties of the substance.
There are substances on earth existing in various degrees
of refinement. Chemical analysis has demonstrated that
the- elements which compose the human system are such
as exist in a grosser state in the inferior kingdoms of
nature; from which it is manifest.that the elements referred
to, in being fitted to enter into the composition of the
human framework, have been successively refined and at
tenuated. This truth being admitted (and admitted it must
be by all who have properly examined the subject), it fol
lows that the successive refinem ent o f m aterial substances,
and their entrance into the development of higher forms,
is a l a w o f n a t u r e —an unchangeable institution of the
Infinite Mind.
Between the granite rock and the element electricity,
there are innumerable degrees of refinement. And between
the latter element and the substance of spirit, there are
many millions of degrees of refinement and attenuation*
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Snch» indeed, is the essential nature of the great central
jaw of the universe, progressive development, that there can
never be an assignable limit to the degree of expansion,
purification, and refinement of the ultimate 6f all causation,
th e . Spirit-nature. A ll matter, substances, essences, and
principles are eternal. The Infinite Fountain, whence all
things originally flowed, evolved the external and spiritual
universe from his own Omnipresent and Omnipotent Being.
But the order of proceflfcion was, “ first the natural and
afterward the spiritual.” Hence, truly speaking, all things
are essentially immortal; for the entire Realm of Effect was
once contained in, and subsequently proceeded from, the
great original Cause, and it is manifest that entity can not
fall back into nonentity. The Divine Presence “ fills all
t h i n g s e v e n “ the heaven of heavens can not contain
H i m a n d there is no expansion, however inconceivable,
where the Infinite Omnipresence does not reside.
It is assumed by many theologians on earth, that man,
physically and spiritually, was created or formed from
nothing. Notwithstanding the absurdity of this proposition,
it numbers among its advocates many intelligent and worthy
minds. Darkness yet obscures their mental horizon, but
the vail is destined to pass away. Ignorance of the laws of
Formation, and an adherence to sectarian creeds, are the
causes that have produced and now sustain these im
pressions, as existing in many minds. The true revelations
on this subject, that were long since given to the world
through Paul, as medium, are presented in this connection
for the consideration of the class of minds here referred to.
He asserts truly, that man is the “ tempo o
e
y
Spirit;” and again, he says, “ K
n
o
w
|
of God dweUeth in you?” ^and agsrn^
j ^ J ^
“ ° f ^ a t d Vthough him, and to him, are

th m ,,.”
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Hence, as “ all things” proceeded from the Father of Spirits,
it is vain to assume an origm for any substance, essence, or
spirit, other than from the great Source of endless Caus
ation.
We will now proceed to the illustrations of a future end
less existence, as drawn from, the successive developments
of nature.
Absolute chaos never existed. To the All-Penetrating
Mind, order in the elemental substances of the boundless
TJmvercoelum was ever manifest; and the successive changes
that occurred in the grand mass of fiery elements, followed
the impulsions of the Divine Will, governed by Infinite
Wisdom and Goodness. Universal cycles of inconceivable
duration rolled on, as the great body of elemental sub
stances were undergoing processes, preparatory to the
evolution of external Formations. When the period of
Creation arrived, the voluntary element of Divinity com
menced the breathing forth of unnumbered worlds and
systems of systems, which process of evolution has been
carried forward through periods unimaginable, and will
forever continue. Passing by the primary processes by
which different planets were formed from their central
suns, to the period when the vegetable formations occur, as
the product of the mineral department of nature, we will
trace some of the general changes that took place in the
different planes of progressive development, in order to il
lustrate the nature and qualities of the immortal spirit of
man. The external surface of the-earth was prepared by
successive chemical changes and by mineral formations, to
ultimate a higher plane of existences. By an inherent
impetus to advance, the mineral formations, and the differ
ent strata of the earth’s surface, produced the lowest forms
of vegetable life. Subsequent changes in the earth and the
atmosphere produced the conditions necessary to the
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I formation of more refined and larger vegetable productions.
I Thus by constant action in all the elements of the earth,
I and changes in external conditions and influences, sucI cessive formations continued to appear until the vegetable
I kingdom merged into an intermediate plane of exisfcI ence, dividing between the properly vegetable and the
I animal.
The law observed in all realms of organic existence, with
I reference to the continuation of specific forms, is properly
called the law of reproduction. Each, after its kind, has
seed in itself, whose development is always dependent upon
!sexual relation. From the vegetable department of nature,
in regular order, proceeded the lowest forms of animal life,
characterized by slight sensitive perceptions. Through
various degrees of refinement, all terrestrial substances
passed, as animal forms arose to sensitive planes of exist
ence and organic structure. Man at last appeared, as the
crowning work of Infinite Wisdom and Goodness, and the
ultimate of all preceding ultimates. The order of unfold
ing observed in the introduction of man on earth, as the
divine representative, was the same as was observed in the
departments of being below him. Hence the first varieties
of the human species were much inferior in development
to those now existing; and the most developed part of
mankind now are of a far inferior development to that which
will be attained by future generations of the race.
From what has preceded, it will appear that the law
of progresswe development has successively unfolded in
numerable planes and degrees of advancement, from the
amorphous elements of earth’s primary formations, up to
the elevated and God-like production of the human-divine
constitution, who was made but a “ little lower than the
angels,” to the character and dignity of which high beings
man will attain subsequent to his departure from the
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earthly form. The following conclusions result inevitably
from tiie foregoing principles :
1. All organic substances are adapted to perpetual trans
formations into higher planes of existence.
2. The mineral and earthy substances and elements ex
isted for, and were adapted to, the purpose of producing
vegetable formations.
8. The vegetable realm of nature, which manifests the
principle of Life, exists for, and is adapted to, the formation
of the animal kingdom,
4. The animal department of existence, which contains
the principles of Life and Sensation, exists for, and is
calculated to ultimate, a higher state of being, viz., the
human individuality.
5, The realm of human existence is not only an aggrega
tion of the refined elements of all other departments, but
possesses au individualized spirit-nature, as the refinement
of all substances, elements, and principles, and manifests
not only a higher Life and Sensation, but also superadds
the principle of Intelligence.
0. Following in the order of progressive development,
the human spiritual organization ultimates in the produc
tion of a spiritual-angelic nature, adapted to a sphere of
existence beyond the earthy state.
Upon the immovable basis of Nature, as the external
manifestation of Deity, rests the proof of man’s immortality.
The eternal principles of progressive unfolding, establishing
the groat truth of successive development, invests the idea
of the spirit’s perpetual existence and advancement, with
demonstrative certainty. No appeal from Nature’s estab
lished methods can bo of any avail; for the immutable God
lias stamped the signet of approbation upon all his works.
The ultimato development of immortal and individualized
spirit-existenoe is a result of an all-comprehensive Design
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no contingency can frustrate. Man’s immortality is
an established truth, resting upon the immovable
foundation of scientific principles.
This truth may also be considered in another light: All
natural wants are results of certain causes which contain
tlie effects undeveloped. As surely, then, as the cause ex
ists, the effect will and must be subsequently produced.
Man, as a cause, contains the elemental germ of his future
existence: the existence of this germ produces a desire for
its future development; and as surely as the desire for con
tinued being exists in the human constitution so surely will
it be realized. Immortality is but the uninterrupted con
tinuance of the principle of life in an individualized and
con scious state of being, Hence, as all men desire to live,
and instinctively dread annihilation, and as this desire is but
the aspiration of the spirit-life within acting as a cause, the
effect —continued being;—is as certain to follow as the ante
cedent desire was to manifest its innate tendencies.
, In many minds, prejudiced, by skeptical influences, a doubt
of future existence may linger becau.se of the, to them, mys
terious uncertainty*.connected with the change from the
rudimental to the spiritual spheres. To such it may be
said: 1. That the analogies of nature in the lower planes
of existence comprised as a whole, are positive testimony
to man of a continued state of being. For it will not be
denied that the vegetable department of nature is elevated
above the mineral realm, both in the manifestation of use
and design. The animal kingdom is situated on a still
higher plane of existence than any below it; it contains also
both mineral and vegetable substances,
clusively that its derivation
Z
T
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ntfrom a lower to a
therefore

with unvarying certainty the degree of«alta-
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tion. In vegetable formations, the principle of Life is first
manifested; in the animal there is witnessed not only the
principle of a higher life, but also the principle of Sensation.
In the organization of man there are unfolded the principles
of Life, Sensation, and Intelligence. Having arrived at this
elevated plane in the scale of formation, the elementary
substances have obtained such a state of purity and atten
uation, that the organization has power to draw to its most
interior being the elements of the great Spirit-Nature, that
fills immensity of space. Thus man individualizes the spirit
of Infinite Intelligence in his own peculiar form, which in
telligence is manifested according to the degree of personal
development attained by the individual.
Man, as an organization, physically and spiritually, is
subject to the laws of growth or production. The physical
system is essential to the existence and development of the
spiritual nature; but both natures are simultaneously form
ed. The elemental substances of all matter and spirit being
eternal, there is no priority of existence in either. The germ,
however, of the spirit-nature is first formed, the spiritual
type being essential to the formation of external develop
ments. Hence man’s physical nature or organization does
not produce the spiritual, but the spiritual/brm is instituted
prior to the physical; yet /the elements of both were eter
nally coexisting, and were both equally evolved from the
Divine Fountain of all existence. That was not first in form
which is natural, but the spiritual, and afterward the natu
ral ; yet in the order of development externally considered,
“ that was not first which is spiritual, but that which is
natural; and afterward that which is spiritual.” Thus the
ideal, or the real, the spiritual, form, in its embryo state,
was first internally developed; yet in the order of outward
manifestation^, the natural is first observed, is first devel
oped, as being a necessary instrument to further unfold and
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• dividualize the immortal germ within. God, the Origin
Source of all things, was the first Cause, the internal
| pjjaciple, from whom was evolved the whole realm of exI temal being as a grand Effect; and in the reproduction of
[ secondary causes and effects, the same method is observed.
3. The law of the relation between cause and effect is
proof to man of the immortality of his spiritual nature.
Tracing the ascending series of cause and effect from ele
mental existence, to the perfected structure of the human
organization, there is observed the principle o f ascending
development, which, as an everywhere prevailing divine
law, continually unfolds the higher from the lower, the re
fined from the gross, the spiritual from the natural. M an
is the effect or ultimate of all forms, elements, substances,
and principles that act on all planes below him. In the
order of progressive unfolding, man becomes a cct/usc to
eliminate a still higher effect—a spiritual organization,
whose destination and activities are adapted to the higher
plane of the spiritual and celestial spheres.. Hence* as certainly as man is an effect produced by a com bination o f
causes below him, and as certainly as each p articular plane
of development evolves a higher form than the one imme
diately below it, so certainly it follows that by the same law
of progressive unfolding, the sphere of humanity will, as a
cause, eliminate a higher form, adapted to a higher plane of
development, than is possible for the earth to produce.
Following, then, the principle of progression, we arrive at
conclusions which may be summarily stated as follows :
1. Man is an effect of all agencies beneath him, with the
eupemal Power acting through these agencies above him.
2. A s man is an effect, he in turn becomes a cause for
the evolution of a superior form of existence, to be perpet
uated upon a higher plane o f advancement.
8 As man is both an effect and a cause of other effects, it
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follows that tlioro is within him an inherent power or prin
ciple o f improvement— a pnnoiple capable, under favorable
cii’uiimstnneos, o f unfolding a life whoso atiluitios aro with
the realm o f spiritual existences, to which, consequently, it
has an attraction.
That every human being is endow ed with a spiritual or
ganisation contained within the physical, and w hich is to
he elim inated At tho change called death, w ill bo manifest
to the reflecting mind iVom tho follow in g considerations :
1. Tho humtui mind is oonmioi^ o f the existen ce of an
internal, intelligent, and moral nature, possessing' universal
sym pathies ami spiritual aspirations, that go ou t in search
of appropriate nourishm ent and gratification.
3.
As tho existen ce o f physical facu lties and desires, and
their connection with appropriate gratifications, establishes
tho reality o f j n w n / earthly existen ce, so also tlie existouco
of spiritual attributes and desires is p ro o f o f th e reality o f a
corresponding spiritual existence, and o f a sou rce w hence
its yearnings may bo supplied.
8.
Tho la w o f jomft/oftow, as m anifested in th e vegetab le
and anim al departm ents o f nature, illu strates th e id ea o f
*voI*Umh> Tho sood o f e v ery tree, an d th e b irth o f every
animal and human oxistenoe, speak to m an o f im m ortality
and eternal life. So surely, then, as effect follows its appro
priate cause, will the humau organisation elim in a te a sp ir
itual form adapted to tho sp h ere of m ore elevated activities.

A s man can not resist the evidences of external realities,
of which he obtains a knowledge through the senses, so n o
more can tho developed mind reject the accum ulating tes
timony of its individualised future existence. Man is,
therefore. Im m ortal, and is so not because o f special agen
cies, but as a result of tho eternal laws o f the D ivine G o v 
ern m en t,

. The future conditions of the spiritual nature o f man are
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niy progressive, b ut adapted to each d egree o f in d ivid [ n°i developm ent. N o sudden ch an ges w ill take p lace upon
11 irit’a ontrance in to th e spirit-w orld, as m an y o n earth
O ppose; hut grad u ally as th e d aw n in g lig h t o f m orning
yj]l the spirit unfold a ccord in g to surrounding circum stan
c e and conditions. M an b ein g im m ortal, and h is d estin y
being one o f en d less progression, it b eco m es each in d ivid nAl— the m oral and relig io u s teach ers o f th e race— so c iety
os a w hole— to seek th e esta b lish m en t o f su ch .con d ition s as
shall in ev ita b ly raise m an on earth ab o v e th e sp h ere o f an
im ality and selfish p u rsu its, and u n fo ld to h is p ercep tion s
elevated, pure, and d iv in e p rin cip les, a s in c e n tiv e s to h ig h
attainments. A s d ev elo p m en t is th e m easu re o f p o sitio n
and h ap p in ess, i t is therefore m an ’s h ig h e st d u ty an d in ter
est to cu ltiv a te h is m in d an d affections, to ex p a n d th e d iv in 
ity that d w e lls w ith in h im , an d th u s p repare for h is exalta
tion and g lo rifica tio n a m id th e su b lim e re a litie s o f im m ortal
being.

r
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" F o r o f H im . an d th ro u g h H im , a n d to H im , a re a ll th in g s.”—Vxax,.

The Government of God over the Universe is a result
of the relations existing between the Great Positive Mind
and the subordinate realm of being. The Infinite Father is
Positive, and the Universe is Hegative to him. He is the
Source and Fountain of all law whose operations regulate
the material and spiritual spheres that revolve through the
vast regions of immensity. Law is manifest in the opera
tions of all things. Ho law was ever enacted by the Divine
Mind; for all things, including the manifestation of all
action, proceeded from the all-comprehending Source of
Infinite Wisdom and Goodness. Hence law is eternal—it
is a part of the Divine Hature—an efflux from the Su
pernal Mind. Law is a manifestation of the Father’s
power; it is the express image of his person ; it is his rule
or method of action.
All Divine law is harmonious in action. Ho conflicts
can possibly occur in any department of his widely-extend
ed Empire. The apparent exceptions to this rule on earth
are but natural results of the imperfect conditions of the
present state of development; they constitute but the nec
essary process of refinement which is essential to the eleva
tion of humanity to a higher plane of being and enjoyment.
The conflict* of earth are necessary consequences of igno
rance and an inferior state of general development. The
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^n ifestatiom of the Divine R ule o f action as observed in
the natural operations of the physical universe are the same
(only refined in their objective adaptations to a higher
sphere of advancement) as those exhibited in the realm of
j spiritual existence. Thus a uniformity is observed through■ out the infinite gradations of being and development, from
I
the atom to the great controlling Mind of the Universe.
The law of correspondences unfolds the similarity be
tween the lower and higher planes of development; and so
slight is the gradation from one degree to another, that the
closest observation is necessary to distinguish the peculiarities of different planes of advancement. Different Series
are, however, marked with greater degrees of elevation.
Thus the human mind may successively trace the numerous
elevations and advancements that are observed in the realm
of universal being.
. O
A s the governm ent of God is universal, the operations
o f his laws are necessarily general and im partial; b u t so
intimate is the divine nature with all things, that the agency
that manifests the operations o f his laws may properly be
called the circulating systerti o f the D ivine Mind. The
manner o f the D ivin e proceedure in the government of the
universe, m ay now be considered more specifically.
1. God acts upon the Universe C onstructively. The
whole realm o f N ature is a derivation from the Infinite
Source o f eternal Existence. Formation, or the production
of individual existences capable o f endless advancement, is
a natural and essential attribute o f Love, Wisdom, and
Omnipotent Power. A gain, all systems, and systems of
systems— all beings and orders of intelligences, were and*
are produced by the gradual operation of the Principle of

formation, whose constant activities have filled a Universe
of inconceivable magnitude, and still continue, and will
forever cany forward the manifestations of Infinite Skill
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and Wisdom in producing an eternal succession of worlds
and systems to be located within the unimaginable cir
cumference of the Divine atmosphere. Every grand sys
tem contains the germs of a vast retinue of suns and
worlds; and- these worlds contain the germs of an incalcu
lable number of spiritual beings that will be successively
unfolded as duration sweeps by with its train of endless
effects.
All sidereal and planetary formations were produced to
accomplish a definite result—to eventuate in the formation
of individualized spiritual beings^ who, in the commence
ment of conscious existence should partake, in their exter
nal nature, of the earth, of which they form a part, and from
which they were evolved. But these outward forms are
of short duration, being needed only as instruments to un
fold the immortal germs of spirit existence. When this is
accomplished, the external form is laid aside to perform
other functions in the great process of continued formation,
while the spiritual form—the true man—passes onward to
higher planes of development and more enlarged fields of
activity and usefulness. Thus, forever, will the natural
evolve the spiritual, and the spiritual the celestial; and
still higher elevations will unfold ranks of superior devel
opment, and more perfect representations of the Divine
Nature, throughout the immeasurable durations of endless
being.
It must not be overlooked, in considering the attributes
of the Great First Cause, that the Principle of Formation
constitutes one of the elements or attributes of the Divine
Mind. Hence every production, every emanation that
proceeds from the Great Original, is the result of the in
herent laws of production. No special conditions or cir
cumstances can possibly produce a departure from the
eternal laws of development. Hence all manifestations of
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I pj^ne "Wisdom are general and universal; but such is the
arranffemen^ of all things, tho adaptation of every possible

I
I
[
'

variety of phenomena to appropriate causes and conditions,
that every particular result is in conformity with estabUshed principles.
2. God acts upon the Universe ElecbricaUy. Through
out the human constitution there is exhibited the’principle
of Circulation. The venous, arterial, and vital fluids ex
isting in different degrees of refinement and attenuation,
continually circulate through the entire physical organiza
tion of man. Corresponding to the elements of circulation
in the human system, there are as many different media
along which these agencies of vitality pass and repass, in
accomplishing their mission in the constitution. But these
elements and media of circulation are interdiffused througho
out the entire organism of man. There is no point unsup
plied by these all-embracing and all-containing essences
and principles,
For all in every p art diffused,

-

maintain an equilibrium of circulation essential to the
healthy life of the whole body, and necessary to nourish
the spiritual and immortal nature within. Man is a repre
sentation of the Universe—a concentrated embodiment of
all truths and principles. Hence the principle of circula
tion in the human system is a true exhibition of the great
System of Circulation as unfolded and beheld in the un
bounded Realms of the Universal Actor. The lanes that
regulate the system of circulation in the human form cor
respond, in their uses, to the same principle in universal
nature.
^
Diffused throughout the realms of unlimited space, ex
ists the element of electricity in a positive and negative
state, or endowed with the power of attraction and e x p a n Bion—of centripetal and c e n t r i f u g a l motion—of a s s im ila -
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tion and aggregation; and indeed it contains, in a particular
state of advancement, the elements of all things. The
whole Universe is in constant motion in all its varied parts
and developments. This motion m a y properly be consid
ered as unfolding laws, principles, actions, or roles of
manifestation. The modes of these operations are immuta
ble and unchangeable in each particular sphere of activity;
they all cluster around and center in the great law of
Progression.
The manifestation of .Nature’s Divine Principles may be
considered as an exhibition of physical power, or manner
of external development. All bodies assume an outward
form by virtue of an, indwelling life or spirit, which, as a
germ-principle, attracts all neceseary elements, and thus
constructs an external body, adapted to the inner life and
its nnfoldings. Again, all external forms are governed by
the same wise adaptations of particular qualities to appro
priate relations, according to each particular plan of ad
vancement. All ponderable bodies are governed by similar
agencies and laws of operation. Hence when, through ig
norance or otherwise, a law of Nature is infringed, or, more
properly* when true relations are not induced, there will be
necessarily inharmonious effects. These effects should ever
be attributed to the proper cause, and not considered as
special departures of the Divine Being from his ordinary
manner of action. No special legislation on the part of
the Great Positive Mind is ever needed, for it is utterly im
possible for any contingency to occur that can frustrate
Infinite Design in the accomplishment of its original in
tentions. Man should conform in all his actions to the
eternal law of God, written upon all living forms, and inwrought into his own constitution. Nature can make no
compromises with ignorance, though her lessons are in
stilled in the severest school of experience. Man must
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I tody himself and external nature as the only volumes of a
[ Divine and Living Inspiration-—as the repositories of ce( estial Truth and 'Wisdom.
The phenomena of life* in all its varied forms and grada[ ♦ions, are regulated by the eternal principles of physiolog| jcal development. If harmonious conditions are fulfilled
I
true relations are observed, all -sensations will be
pleasurable. But on the other,hand, if discordant condi
tions and inhannonious relations obtain, there will be
painful sensations experienced. True enjoyment must arise
from right conditions and relations. All physical evils
that exist on the earth are the result of the violations of the
great Physiological laws of the universe. , All sickness,
pain, and suffering of all kinds—all those circumstances
called accidents, are traceable to the wrong conditions of
individuals, and the discordant state of society.
Man oftenjsupposes, when he is the subject or witness of
suffering, that’l l lm6 is broken. This is not so: _there is no
being in the Universe that .«3<mbreak a natural law, or pre
vent the continued operation of a principle of action from
fulfilling- its destined use in the mechanism of universal
being. Man in his ignorance may induce wrong condi
tions—may diverge from true relations for awhile; but
when he has gained the aphelion of his eccentric orbit, he
is necessarily induced to return to true conditions as the
only means of gratification and happiness. Such are the
sympathies and connections of the universe with each in
tegral part, that no essential or general disorder can pos
sibly occur; and when from any consideration discordant
conditions arise (which can only be the case in an ignorant
state of society) in any particular location, the sympathy
of the Whole is directed to regulate and harmonize the
conditions, as the only method to restore a natural equi
librium. Man, then, can not break a law of God—he can
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only, in his undeveloped wisdom, place himself in unnatural relations to the ever harmonious a c t i o n of that law
and when man is developed above the animal nature, and
lives in his intellectual and spiritual realms o f being, his
inclinations will ever ascend to the divine, and an in
creasing harmony ,will continually unfold to his delighted
perception. •
” The theology o f earth teaches the absurd idea that the.
great natural change, called death, is a result of the viola
tion of moral law—that it is the penalty of transgression;
but the theology of Nature, and the wisdom of the upper
spheres, teach that death or decomposition of the external
form, is a necessary and natural result of the great Central
law of Progression.
The decomposition of vegetable organizations is essen
tial to the life and being of animal existence, and the dis
solution of the human form is indispensable's!#the evolution
of the spiritual body—the birth of the spirit-nature—pre
paratory to a higher state of existence in the realms of
spiritual activity.
Death being a natural change—a divine method of pro
ducing a higher life—the impiety of calling accidental dis
solution, or death occasioned by the violation of true
physiological law, a “ visitation of Divine Providence” for
a special Chastisement, will at once appear. But God is
not thus continually changing the manner of his operations
to suit contingencies which to him never occur; but a har
mony of action is observed in all the endless manifestations
of that Being whose Wisdom and Power and Goodness
surround the vast immensity of Existence and move to a
higher life all the intermediate realms of Nature.
The doctrine of a particular Providence involves numer
ous contradictions, and involves charges of crime against
Infinite Good, that amount to daring irreverence and bias-
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phemy. The doctrine in question contradicts all true
revelations of the Divine character wherever those revela
tions are inscribed, by hsserting-^l. That God is unchange
able, and at the same time a Vaseillating Being, who changes
his purposes according to the accidental circumstances of
his ever-changing and imperfect offspring;; 2. By affirming
the universality of justice, and the impartiality of its mani
festation, and at the same time asserting that God, by special
legislation, visits certain evils upon the human family to
gratify a justice as Changeable as the imagination of igno
rant commentators; 3. By declaring perfect purity as an
Attribute of the Divine nature,* and at the same time making
God the principal actor in the Violation of. his own law.
Many such absurdities and contradictions inhere in the old
scheme of special Providences For special purposes.
S^KAgain, the doctrine in question makes the Infinite Father
and Governor of the Universe guilty of crimes against
humanity of which the most ignorant and undeveloped hu
man beings would not be guilty: 1. By proclaiming his
goodness; and at the same time m aking him the secret
actuator and origin of all evils that affect society, by placing
before ignorance and inexperience the Most enticing allure
ments to pervert their natures and cause them to render
evil for evil toward the creatures of his own formation.
2. By affirming the excellency and value of Principles as
the guide to Divine wisdom, and at the same time allowing
as a virtue the continual violation of every principle when
the same is supposed to be infringed by the Divine Being.
By this supposed change of actors, vice becomes virtue,
and virtue vice. War, as a divine institution, is considered
necessary to carry out wise purposes and good intentions;
but with man as author, it is considered as an evil of vast
magnitude and unmitigated enormity. Plagues, pestilences,
devouring fire, and the more devouring flood, are missiles
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in the hand of Omnipotent vengeance to chastise a rebellion*
nation, or rebuke individual crime! Indeed, by this facile
theology two rules are presented as guides and standard*
of action and responsibility: one for God and the other ior
man. This is all wrong; Man should be taught to imitate
the Divine Being—to be “ perfect os his Father in heaven
is perfect,” remembering that the apparent irregularities of
the Deity are but the harmonies of action on a particular
plane of activity.
God’s government ruleth over the vast [Realm of Being
with an undeviating certainty and unerring rectitude. All
his laws are founded in Love and operate in Wisdom, and
are ullimiting in Design—in a design as extensive as eter
nity and as comprehensive as infinity. In the Divine
government all external forms and substances are progress
ively tending toward the interior and spiritual—toward the
-high and refined realities and enjoyments of the spheres of
celestial life.
The Divine Principle acts upon the universe MagneticallyMagnetism is a Divine Element: it is the vital fluid of the
Great Circulating System of Deity. It is the principle in
which are developed thought, knowledge, and truth; it is
the spirit or medium of communion—it is the realm of the
mind’s activities. As life circulates throughout the external
or electrical system, and is thus carried to every part, so
also does the magnetic medium afford a channel for the cir
culation of truths and principles, of pleasure and enjoyments.
To develop and unfold spiritual beings endowed with a
divine nature and capable of endless progression, was and
is the intention of the Great Positive Mind. In the accom
plishment of this design there is unfolded the principle of
Ultimates, of Spheres, and Degrees. Each sphere produces
one grand ultimate. All earths that are capable of sus
taining animal life, produce as an ultimate what may be
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erly called a human divine orga/mzation. This o rg a n ^ o n commences to unfold in the earthly sphere, b u t by
I
son of the spiritual affinities of the internal nature, it isI on freed from its earthly form, and enters upon its higher
I enfolding in a more refined and congenial sp h ere.. But
[ the principle of development is unceasing. The divinity
within the spiritual form, continually expanding toward the
universal affinities of its Infinite Father and Source, grows
in harmonious proportions toward the celestial heights of a
purer and higher life in a more elevated sphere of spirit ex
istence; and thus on* forever onward, will the immortal
nature go forth inspiring new truths and satisfying its divine
th irs tin g s by inhaling the aroma of ever increasing de
lights. This being the grand End—the object of all forma
tion-man in t h e early stages of his development must
necessarily commence life in inexperience, while ages pass
by ere the accumulated wisdom of the world can regulate
itself in harmony with the higher spheres a b o v e . But th in
equilibrium will surely be attained. Harmony will be
effected on earth—p e a c e shall tranquilize the nations, and
love and mutual affection shall bind in a recognized unity
the common brotherhood of humanity.
At the present time there is on earth much conflict of
opinion respecting what is truth. Each nation has its par
ticular and long-cherished notions which it received from
previous generations, and which have come down with suc
cessive additions from the chronicles of the past. Here
ignorance has intermingled error with the germs of truth;
and in this conflict the principles of mental analysis are
working out the solution of the problem, upon the right de
cision of which humanity’s progress measurably depends.
This problem is Truth. In the solution of this problem
man’s guardian attendants from the spirit-land will act a
conspicuous part—not as .dogmatizers, but as teachers.
9
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Our Appeal is to Nature, to R ea son , to M an, to Science.
Speculative philosophy m u st y ie ld to d em on stra tiv e Truth.
B e lie f must give place to reason and in tu ition al perception,
External forms must surrender to sp iritu a l realities. Ex
pressions must vegetate into deeds, and h u m an ity m ust be
elevated into higher planes of o rg a n ic d ev elop m en t. Iso
lated and discord nut relations must be fused in to com bined
and unitary organizations. T h e rising sun o f hum an free
d o m must illu m in e the earth, and d e sp otism m u st lade out
of existence, w h ile the lig h t and heat o f a ffection shall
dissipate the gloom and fe rtilize tho waste places o f earth
with b ea m s of a purer radiance.
To aocomplish this desired good, men and angels must
labor to liarmonizo w ind. As mind directs in human
affairs, it Is evident that order can not be obtained unless
there is first produced a oneness of intellectual and moral
perception. Although this work is formidable, yet it is not
Impracticable. The elements o f truth lie embedded in all
tho expiring forms that are d estin ed soon to pass away.
The inspiration of a h igh er life is descending to unfold in
humanity tho germ of a divine existence which is beginning
to pu lsa te in aspirations toward its groat Original. Man
is beginning to realize that ho forms a part of tho Divinity
of universal Nature—that into his inner boing there is in
fused an element of that A ll- e m b ra cin g Mind, which will
ever se e k to imitate and a sp ire to w a rd those supernal
h eigh ts of enduring serenity, whoso undulations alroady fill
the expanding nature of the true man.
The Divine Nature acts upon the Universe Spiritually.
Nature is a vast receptacle of Divine infiuonoos and inodes
of notion. Tho Great Bun of tho Universe sheds forth liifl
beams upon the universal Realm of nature, and theso rays
aro received by ovory gradation of being, and assimilated
according to relative positions and degrees of advancement.
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Idto the most interior nature of the spirits of men and
£rels the divine principle continually converges. Here
[ it assimilates the spirit-nature into an increasing likeness to
itself, expanding, elevating, and purifying the soul, and
preparing it for an increased amount of activity and happi
ness* Corresponding with the spiritual nature of man there
exists, as an infinite expansion, a medium for the spirit’s
transit from sphere to sphere along the line of its celestial
aspirings and attractions. This medium is the spirit-prin
ciple, or a refined element which continually emanates from
the Central Spirit of the Universe. Following these lines
; of celestial Light, the most interior nature of man receives
these Divine emanations, and as a result, man perceives by
intuition his relationship to the great Spirit-Father. He
measurably comprehends truths and principles which flow
as emanations from the Spirit of Truth and the Author of
Principles. Although the spirit—the essential divinity of
man—can not.be looked upon even by seraphs’ vision, yet
its naturo and character are shadowed forth, as the internal
element unfolds by the agency of its own nature, and by
its power of receiving perpetual influxes from the Spirit of
Life. The internal, the divine spirit of man, ever seeks to
manifest itself externally—to emit a fragrance of its im
mortality—to mingle its divine aspirations with its co-part
ners in the ascending journey of its endlesst future. Hence
the {<birth of the spirit” is a reality toward which all things
are tending.
The theological teachings of the past, seeing only
“ through a glass darkly,” have thrown around this subject
a mystery that hides from common observation the sublime
and natural manner of development. In the process of
generation the gorm of the spirit-nature is produced coeval
with the physical organization, and both grow together and
oontinno partners along the journey of human life; and as
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ilie earthly form is laid aside, the spiritual form continues
in the second sphere as the external house of the internal
spirit's habitation* But man need not wait until the poriod
of his physical dissolution to enjoy tho higher delights of
spiritual folicity. Man may and should continually seek
the development of his spirit-nature—not as a sudden and
final outbirth, but as a constant and spiritual unfolding.
And such are tho merciful arrangements of a just and wise
Providence, that all spirits are destined, and hastening on,
to that poriod of their existence when they “ must be born
of the Spirit.” To accomplish this great end of being, no
supernatural agencies are required. .God is not a super
natural Being—a Being separate and disconnected from
Nature—but is diffused through every part of Nature. He
is the great Actuator and upholder of all things. God then
is intimately connected with universal Nature, and all his
laws are harmonious with themselves and in harmony with
man's true development Man's spirit is truly “ born
again” only when the internal spirit exercises a governing
and directing influence over tho animal nature, and when
tho great truths and principles of Nature and of God have
a practical manifestation in the government of the conduct.
Then man enters the kingdom of harmony or heaven—then
only is God's will done on earth as it is in heaven—then
love and wisdom guide in all human action; and peace
flows on in its widening course toward the ocean of celestial
life and happiness.
We may bo permitted, in conclusion, to remark that God
rules the Universe by general laws. While a particular
providence would be unjust, a general providence superin
tends all the vast domains of being with a particularity that
comprehends the atom with a wisdom of design (corre
sponding with its use and development) equal to the super
vision of the highest seraph. A particular Providence
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involves a partial d isp lay o f the D iv in e goodness, -while, on
the other hand, a general superintendence o f all things w ith
reference to particular design, harm onizes the D iv in e m ani
festations, and recon ciles m an to the great and glorious
E nd, the gradual advancem ent and u ltim ate perfection o f
all beings in harm ony w ith h im self and w ith one another.
In this v iew o f the subject, G od w ill n ot be charged w ith
folly w hen m an in h is ignorance places h im self in w rong
relations w ith h is unchangeable la w s ; but m an w ill seek a
k now ledge o f the D iv in e arrangem ent, and connect h im self
w ith .the true relations w hich are eternally established in
the grand system o f Cause and Effect. Then man, univer
sal man, sh all gravitate to his proper position, and ultim ate
happiness and harm ony shall crown the crow ning work o f
God.

